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PREFACE

The Third Symposium on Larval Fish was sponso red and hosted by
J

Western Kentucky University and the Department of Biology in Bowling Green,
Kentucky on February 19-2 1, 1979.

Benefits derived by the participants

at the first two symposia , plus the continued inte rest in and need for
further information regardin g the biology of larval fishes provided the
basis for this third conference.
To provide some direction in the development of the technical pape r
program , the theme " Larval Fish Taxonomy. Life Histories, and Methodologies"

was established.

This theme was genera lly a con t inuation of that of the

second confe rence in Knoxville, Tenness ee in 1978 and felt by participants

of the third meeting to be relevant and beneficial.

It was the concenSllS

opinion of the 1979 group that the program should be continued and the
suggestion made that sal t water larval studies be encouraged and included
in future programs.
It was the intent of the host in planning the 1979 meeting to provide
a structured techn ica l paper program in an informal atmosphere, allowing
ample time for discussion and questions and answers .

Directors and

representatives of Regional Larval Fish Centers were invite d to describe
and update their respective facilities and services.

Provisions were

were made for several tltaxonomic experts" to look at and examine specimens
in a workshop setti ng.

Participants were charged by the ho st at the outse t

to exchange informat ion and ideas freely during the meeting and make
whatever requests necessary to accomplish their goals .

i

Based on part i cipant responses during t he conference and l e tters
received si nce, t he above fonnat \\'as con s i de r ed to be a success .

In

spite of incl imate weat her conditions , 77 peop l e wer e i n att en dence

"

represent i ng 12 universities , 6 power companies,S state conse r vation
agencies, 2 federa l agencies , and 12 environment al consulting firms.
Many people were involved in making this con fe r ence possib l e and
are de s ervin g of acknow l edgment.

Thanks are extended to the Dean ' 5

Office J Ogden College of Science and Technol ogy for providing t he

resources necessary for travel to and from the Nashville Airport , the
Di re ct or and Staff of the Florence Schneider Continuing Education Center,

and t he Office of Public Relations of Western Kentucky University.

Gradua t e

students Nei l Fortner, Greg Kindschi, Gary Overmann , Allen Robison , Ben
Del Tito, and Dennis Webb are deserving of special thanks fo r t hei r many
di verse effo r ts .

Very special thanks go to Mr . J . R. McCurry for hi s

ti r e les s efforts and patience in photographing the figures for the
pro cee di ngs .

Mr . Robert Wallus, TVA, is deserving of special recognition

for t he di rection, assistance, and inspiration he provided in the plann in g
stages of t he meeting .

Part of the costs of printing the procee di ngs were

provide d by Grant No. 2-303-R (PL 88-309) from the National r-Iarine Fisherie s
Se rvice (NOAA) and the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wild l ife Res ou r ce s.
Las tly, t hanks are extended to Western Kentucky University fo r the excellent
f acilit ies and cooperation provided in planning fo r and hos t ing the mee tin g .
This Proceed i ngs Document i s dedica t ed to J ames R. Charles , Kentucky
Department of Fi sh and Wildlife Resources , whose technical and professional
as s istance and encouragement made our role in i ts development and completion
possib l e.
ii
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE LARVAL ECOLOGY OF THE

"

S~~LLMOUTH

BUFFALO

Robert D. Hoyt, Gary J. Overmann and Greg A. Kindschi
Department of Biology, Western Kentucky University

Bowling Green, Kentucky

42101

ABSTRACT

BUonata weJte ,illt aNeJtved ,pawfUng .in Rough ruvelt Lake on
Apm 30, 1978, a..t 17.5 C. LMvae weJte 6illt coUec.ted 6/tOm the lake
on May 6. A toM 06 52 lMvae w<u coUec.ted 6/tOm the lalze 6/tOm May 6
May 30. E996 6Mm a .6ec.ond .6palill weJLe. ob.ovwe.d Ott May 19, but 110
.taJtvae welte. coUected olUJm .thctt .6pawtt. LMvae wVte. .taken -t11 aU. the
upPett Iteach" a, the lalze Mmpled. LMvae aCc.u.JlMd ch-ie6ly an the '<LIt6ace
a..t .ught. G/tOwth avettaged 1.6 mm pett weelz wdh Mltvae bUng 5.1 to 9.1
mm toM length. Bu66ata Mltvae ~appeMed 6illt 6/tOm 6hallow wa..tett
Me<t6. Lattvat den;.,-<;U" wette h-Cgh"t a..t the ,tMt 06 the ~pawn and
deClteaud thettea6tett. Ven;.,-<;U" avettaged 0.257 6,wh/100 m. B<u ed on
den;.,-<;U" ob6ettved .in the 6tudy, lMva..t tteClt<Li-tmea..t a..t 10 mm length
totated app/tOUmateiy 320,000 ,,wh
the ent-ilte lo.'e. Fattty-6£ve
06 the £aJtva.e tak.en welte. pJtO-.ta.Jtvae. wlU.te 7 WVte eaJtty pO.6.t.e.a1tvae.
Veveiapmelttat paUettnJ.> wette 6~M to that Itepottted .in the utetta..t<Llte.
Food ..[.te.m6, ,[nctudi.ng M:ti6efL6 and c.opepod naupLU.., welLe ob.6eJtve.d in
the. .6toma.c..h-6 a 6 two pMtlaJtVa.e..

,ott

INTRODUCTION

The smallmouth buffalo,

Ictiobuo buba..€.u6 (Rafinesque). is an

important freshwater commercial fish species.

It has a widespread

geographic distribution, high reproductive potential, reaches a large
size exceeding 11 kilograms, and has a well established retail market
value.

Detailed studies have been made of the life history and various

aspects of adul ts (Jester
<

1973, Hoyt

ex

al.

1976), but its early

This study was supported by the National Marine Fisheries Service,
NOAA, and the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources, under
PL 88-309, Project Number 2-303-R.
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larval and juvenile biology remain s essential ly unknown .
The objectives of this study were to determine the time of occurrence,
distributi on, density, foo d hab its and earl y growth patterns of l arval and
juvenile sm allmouth buffa lo in Rough River Lak e , Kent ucky .

STUDY AREA
Rough River Lake is a small U.S . Army Corps of Engineers impoundment

in the Green River watershed in we s t-central Kentucky (Figure 1).

One

permanent col lecting s tation was established on the South Fork of the
Rough River, 300 met ers ups tream from the mout h of Peter Cave Creek.

Thi s

station was approximately 200 me t ers in length and was divided into 7 tow
or net pull zones .

Four tow s were at the surface , 1 each along the

shoreline, and 1 each one- third the wi dth of the lake from each bank.
Two tows we r e made along the floodplain bottom . approximately 6 meters in
depth , 1 on each side of the river bed , while the last tow was made along
the bottom of the ri ver channel, or app r oximate l y 10 meters in depth.
Additiona l surface and bottom samples were taken weekly fro m the
upper reaches of th e lake in Pe t er Cave Creek and weekly s ur face s amples
were taken alternately from lake area s upstream and downstream from t he
main collecting station .

METHODS AND MATERIALS
At t emp t s to co l lect larval and juvenile sma l lmouth buffalo from Rough
Ri ver Lake were made from November 4 to December 16 , 1977, and from March
29 to Augus t 31, 1978 .

Larv al fishes were samp l ed with conical plankton

nets 3 meters l ong with a I-me ter diameter circular mouth.
was 0.8 mm .

Net mesh size

The net bridle consisted of a ring of 9.S -rom diame t er

•

,-

Rough

River

Lake

North

~'--'-_'L--"
D ... _

South

Figure 1 .

For k

Map o f Ro ugh Ri ver Lake , Kentucky . showing th e collec t ing station .

..
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stainless steel rod tied inside the net mouth and three 1 . 3- meter leng t hs
of nylon rope tied equidistantly around the net mouth and connected
togethe r in fron t of the net mo uth .

A 7.62-cm diameter , 3S . 6-cm l ong

rev col l ecting bottle was attached to the cod end of the net .

A dig i tal

f l owmeter suspended in the center of the net mouth determined the volume
of water filtered .

Nets were towed at approximately 0 .5 mls for 7 minutes

and fi ltered approximately 250 m3 of water.
Collections wer e made tw ice weekl y from Mar ch 29. 1978 t h rough May 26,

1978 .

One co llection was made during daylight and on e during dark pe r iods .

A day and nigh t collect ion was taken once weekly from May 30 through
August 31, 197 8 .

Net tows were made on the su r face by attaching a

s t yrofoam block to the bridle ring, whi le bo ttom pulls we r e made with
the aid of a 15 kg depressor .

Specimens were washed from th e net bo t tle

in t o samp l ing jars an d fixed in a 5% formalin so l ution.
Larvae were sorted using a dissecting mic roscope and identified with
keys by May and Gasaway (1967) , Nelson and Co le (1975), and Hogue
(1976) .

et at.

Specimens that could not be i dentified with the use of keys were

sent to the Tennessee Va lley Authority Larva l Fish Labora t ory in No r ris ,
Tennessee .

Larva l drawings were made with a camera lucida mount ed on a

dissecting microscope.
Juvenile fishes were colleeted with a 4.9 -m semi -bal l oon t rawl with

3.B-cm mes h and 0 . 3 - 0 . 6-m otter boards .

Th e trawl was pull ed behind a

4.9 -m boat powered with a 50- hp outboard.

Surface tows we r e made by

f loating the otter boards with styrofoam floats , whi l e bottom pul l s
were made by the norma l action of the otter boards.

,
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RESULTS
Spawning -

Buffalo reproduc t ive activity was first obs erved on April 30,

1978, when buf fal o and carp were seen spawning along th e banks of Peter
Cave Creek.

While both sm allmouth and black buffal o were present in th e

lake, the spawning fis h and their offspring we re considered t o be
sma llmouth buffal o on th e basis of a known 25 :1, adult smal lmouth to black
ratio in Rough River Lake.

Activity was obs erved alon g the entire bank

but was most intense along undercut banks where fine roo ts entered the
water , in sho relin e vegetation, and in and among fall en l imbs and debris.
Surface water t emper at ur e at the time of th is observation was 17 .5 C,

while the bottom tempe rature was 14 C.
Egg samples were taken from several areas of the bank duri ng this
spawning acti vity and ret urned to the laboratory for i ncubati on .

Following

t his spawn, colder air temperatures l ower ed the wat er tempe r at ure to 16 C
on May 3 and 6.

By f.1ay 11, the wat er temperature had i ncreased to 19 C

an d buffal o and carp eggs were again observe d on May 19 at 25 C.

This

second evidence of spawning was again along shoreline areas but o f much
less magnitude than on April 30 .
Appearan ce of Larvae -

Twel ve newl y-hatch ed buffal o larvae were collec ted

i n the la ke on May 6 , 1978 , apparent products of the Apri l 30 spawn.

These

larvae were collected near th e surface all al ong Peter Cave Creek and in
t he collecting stati on on the South Fork.
was t aken on May 3D , 1978 .

The last larva to be collected

As far as could be determined by total body

length s , no buffalo larvae from the May 19 spawn were collected.
Distribution -

A tot a l of 52 buffa l o lar vae were col l ected f rom the Lake

duri ng the study f r om May 6 through I>lay 30, 1978.

Thirteen were collected

6

from Peter Cave Creek, 38 from the collecting station on the South Fork,
and 1 from a mile upstream from the station (Table 1) .

Forty-seven of

the specimens taken were collected at the surface, while 28 of these
were taken at the surface at night (Table 1).

Larvae disappeared first

from the shal l ower Peter Cave Creek and upstream l ake reaches and then
from the deeper main s tream station (Table 1).

Larvae col lected showed

no preference for shoreline areas over open water zones , 28 and 24
individuals, respectively (Table 2) .

Slightly more larvae were taken

in night samples than day. 32 and 20, respectively (Table 2) .
Density -

The dens i ty of smallmauth buffalo captured per 100 cubic

meters (m 3 ) of water samp led was greatest in night samples in the main
body of the lake, 0.509 fish/IOO m3 • followed by Peter Cave Creek , 0 . 288,
and the upstream area. 0.100 (Table 3) .

At the collecting station ,

densities were much higher in night than day samples. 0 . 509 and 0 . 071.
respectively (Tab le 3).

Densities were gre atest during the first two

....'ee ks of buffalo appearance, 0 . 419 and 0 . 498. and decreased progress i ve l y
to May 30 when the density reached 0.022 fish/lOO m3 .

The average

density of smallmouth buffa lo larvae observed in this study was 0 . 257
3

fish/lOO m .

This density. when related to the lake capacity in number

of cubic meters (123,152.640). indicated that approximately 320 .000
small mouth buffalo l arvae survived hatching and early deve l opment to
reach 10 nun total length.
Grow th and Development -

The first buffa lo larvae collected on May 6

were newly-hatched specimens averaging 5 . 11 mm total length.

By May II ,

larvae averaged 7 .1 7 nun. 7. 42 nun on May 16 , 9 . 1 on May 23, and 8 nun
(1 indivi dual) on

~1ay

30 .

No l arvae were collected in the lake after

May 30 , or longer than 9.1 nun.

Prolarvae dominated the samples with 45

•
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Table 1. Number of l arval buffalo co l lected f rom the South Fork Stat ion.
upst ream area and Peter Cave Cree k in daylight, dark, surface and bot tom

samp les.
Sout h Fork

Night

Day

S

May 6

1

May 11

2

May

16

2

May

23

May

30

TOTAL

Upstream

B

S

Pet er Cave Creek

Day

B

Day

B

S

S

B

11

1

13

2

14

1

2
1

1
1
5

1

28

4

1

13

0

0

Table 2. Number of larva l buffa l o taken i n sho reline versus open water
sampl es in day and night samp le s on Ro ugh Rive r Lake , Kentucky.

Open Water

Shore line
Day

~1ay

6

~1ay

11

May

16

10

1

May 23
May

Night

Day

2
B

5

7

7

2

8

1

30

TOTAL

Ni ght

1
11

16

9

16

8

Number of larval buffalo collected per 100 cubic me ters of
lake water samp led at the South Fork Stati on , upstream area. and Peter
Cave Creek in day and night samples .

Table 3 .

South Fork
Day

Upstream

Night

Day

Peter Cave Creek

Total

Day

~1ay

6

0 . 059

0 . 00

0.00

0 .9 39

0 .41 9

May

11

0 .1 63

1.111

0 . 00

0.243

0 .498

May 16

0. 122

0.890

0.227

0.00

0 . 399

23

0 . 00

0.062

0 . 00

0 . 00

0 . 023

May 30

0.00

0 . 061

0 . 00

0 . 00

0.022

0.071

0.509

0 .1 00

0 . 288

0 .257

May

TOTAL

specimens while 7 ear l y pos tlarvae were taken.
Larvae raised in t he laboratory at 19 C grew ·at a s li ghtly faster
ra t e than lak e specimens early in de velopment (6.86 mm on May 8 , 7.S on
May 10, and 7. 55 on May 13) and at a slightly s lower rate later in
development , 7.95 mm on May 23 .

Similarly, pro- and postlarvae

developmental stages were accelerated in l abor atory fish (first post larvae
observed at 7 .1 mm and last prolarvae at 7.2 mm) over field specimens
(first postlarvae at 7.6 mm and l ast prolarvae at 7.9 mrn) .
Ave rage myomere counts for laboratory-raised versus fiel d specimens
were similar, 7.9 and 8.22 postanals, and 27 .3 and 27 preanals, respectively.
Although buffalo larvae were raised in the laboratory to a length o f 60 mm
by October 15. 1978 , no speci mens between 11 and 21 mm were pre served.
Buffalo larvae were first observed in l aborato r y aquaria on May 8 . eight
days after being spawned in Rough River Lake and two days l at er than

9

lake larvae were observed .

Aquaria temperatures were held constant at

19 C t hroughout the summer months.

The most obvious early larval feature

of the buffalo was the bi -lobed, linear yolk sac which maintained this

•
shape to approximately 7 mm length (Figure 2) .

Pigmen tation WaS lightly

spread over the dorsum of the head at 6 . 5 mm and became increasingly
intense dorsally such that by 11 mm , the body dorsad the lateral midline
was covered with l arge pigmented blocks reaching poste riorall y to just
behind the dorsal fin (Figures 3 and 4).

The air b ladder first appeared

at 7 . 6 mm, accompanying the development of the gut in lake specimens ,
and at 1.1 mm for laboratory-reared individuals .

Fin ray elements we r e

first obse rved in the ventral caudal fin and pe ctoral fins at 8 . 0 mm .
Gill filaments appeared at 6.5 mm.

The dorsal fin outl ine formed in the

dorsal fin fo ld at 9 . 7 mm and the ana l fi n outline at 11 mm.

The median

fin fold between the dorsal and caudal fin and ventrally from t he caudal
fin to the pe lvi c fins pers isted as a shallow ridge until 22 mm.

By

25 mm, squamation was comp lete and the juveni le stage was attained .
Food Habits the gut.

Two of the seven earl y pos t larvae taken had food items in

One 8.5 mm specimen tak en on May 16 contained one r otifer.

K~etla ~p .

• and 2 copepod nauplii while a 9 . 1 mm larva col le cted on

May 23 had 1 r otifer.

In both specimens , the gut contents a l so inc luded

additional food material and/or detritus th at could not'be identified.
Juvenile Buffalo -

No juvenile buffalo were taken in the study by the

use of plankton nets or mid-water trawl gear.
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o
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Pigure 1. Developmental stages of larval buffalo, S.O to 6 . S mm total
length, from Rough River Lake, Kentucky. May 1978.
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A.

7.2 mm

B.

7.5mm

C.

7 . 1 mm
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•
'
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Deve lopmental stages of larval buffalo, 7.2 to 8.0 mm total

from Rough Rive r Lake , Kentucky, May 1978.
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Figure 3 .

•
I

1 4
!

•
..

Developmental s tages of young buffal o, 9 .1 t o 25 . 8 nun total

l ength. from Rough River Lake, Kentucky . May 1978.
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DISCUSSION
TIle onset of spawning activity by smallmouth buffalo in Rough River
<,

Late at 17. 5 C water tempe rature con formed t o the 15-23 C range reported
for the species by Hoyt

e.t aI. (1976) .

However . t he developmen t of a

cold front immediately following thi s s pawn ing , and the subsequent
lowering of th e water tempe r ature to 16 C fo ur days l a te r , co ul d eas il y
have increased the mortality during the egg s tage , partially explaining
the l ow number o f buffalo larvae (52 ) observed in the study .

In any

case , spawnin g activity was altered and evidence of buffalo spawning
was not not ed again until 3 week s later.

The absence of prolarvae i n

samp l es f o llow ing t he May 19 spawn could not be explained .
Newly-hatched specimens were co llected in the lake approximately
140 hours aft er the first observed sp awning .

These f i r s t specimens were

collected at 16 C and may well have been hatched as early as 24 - hours
before capture.

Eggs p l ace d in laboratory aq uaria did not hatch until

170 hours at 19 C.

Wrenn and Grinstead (197 1) reporte d smallmouth bu ffal o

hatching t o be completed at 108 hours at 22 C.

Additional sources

reported buffalo hatching to range from 24 hours at 23 C (Guidice
and be tween 130- 140 hours at 21 C (Heard

1964)

1958) .

Spawning habitat observed in this study, in shorel in e roots and
vegetation and on submerged debri s, was similar to that reported in the
summary of Jester (1 973) .
•

However, Padilla (1972) and J es ter' s (1973)

report of buffalo spawning over all substrate type s on the bottom to
6 me t ers deep were not evidenced by larva l co ll ections in thi s s t udy _
The di st ri bution of buffalo larvae in Rough River Lake in Peter
Cave Creek, th e South Fo r k St ation , and one mile upstream indi cated
that the spawn occurre d throughout the upper lake reaches .

No

14

literature sources were avai lable rega rding the di st r ib ution of the
sp ecies after hatching.

It should be emphasized that, while the majority

of specimen s t aken in th is study were sur face inhabitants, and that most

open water surface

individual~

-,

were taken at ni gh t, the total number of

larvae taken was too low t o use in defining s trata preferences for the
spe ci es.

The low density of buffalo larvae observed in this s tudy appeared t o
be the result of undescrib ed behavioral patterns of the spe cies early in
the life cycle.

Martin

et

at. (1964) and Hoyt et at . (1976) have both

reported the species to represent sedentary, secreti ve popu lations fo r the

first 2 ye ars of life.

In t his study, larvae were taken throughout the

sampling area up to total lengths of 9 mm .

The absence of spec imens large r

than this mi ght have been a funct ion of the fis h chan ging from endogenous
to exogenous foods at this de ve l opmental stage and their movemen t into
sho reline, inundated vegetate d areas t o feed.
areas precluded normal sampling procedures.

These sha ll ow , obstruc t ed
After feeding in these areas

for 3- 4 weeks, their i ncreased size and locomotor capabilities f urther
prevented the ir capture .

The size and developmental stages of the larvae

taken in thi s s tudy conformed t o the above hypoth esis.
The extent and s uccess of the 1978 bu ffa lo spawn in Rough Ri ver Lake
was considered to be norma l in spite o f the low number of larvae observed.
Con'ne r ( LSU , personal communication ) has sugges ted a positive relationship
between lake stage hydrography and reproductive success , the higher the
water level above normal , the greater the inun dated, vegetated "nurse ry
areas".

Although normal water level s were present, the amount and quality

of subs trate in Rough Rive r Lake in 1978 was sufficient fo r spawning as
obs erved .

,

IS

The absence of food in 5 of the 7 postlarvae was most likely
q

a function of the changing from yolk stores to foreign food sources
rather than the absence of available f eod in the lake .

Although no

food data were collected from the lake to i dentify the availability

of food organisms, larval crappie stomach contents analyzed in this

study indicated the main food items to be copepods and cladocerans,
implying an adequate food supply in the lake .

McCamish (1964) reported

Age Group 0 buffalo to contain 99% copepods and cladocerans in their
diet.

Average densities of buffalo larvae, as observed, when applied to
the total lake volume, if used to predict the size of the young-of-theyear group, provided a very low 320 , 000 individuals less than 10 mm
tota l length .

These data. if even close to being reasonably accurate,

describe a weak future year class.
Growth of buffalo larvae in the lake and laboratory in this study
generally agreed with that of Wrenn and Grinstead (197l).

Developmental

features were likewise similar and no marked var iations were noted.
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IDENTIF I CATI ON OF LARVAL SUNFISHES (CENTRARCHIDAE, ELASSOMAT IDAE)
FROM SOUTHERN LOUIS IANA

John V. Conner
School of Forestry an d Wi ld life Management
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Baton Rouge . Louisiana 70803

ABSTRACT
Con6.i.dent oepaJtO.tion and .i.denti.6.i.c.atWn 06 wUd- CMgh.t laJwat and

eCVLty juven.cte owt 6.i.oheo nemu:.. di.66huLt deopUe the availab.iLi.ty 06
an e.x.tel1.6.(.ve ~eJ/.a.tIJ.Jte. Some on the cia.6¢.<..c.aU.y "cUagno¢:ti.c" c.haJulUVt.6
60n genvUo oepa.l!.ilUon 06 l Mvat oun6.i.oheo (e . a., gut Moh.uec.twte, gao
bladdeJi. mcnphology, myomeJi.e ooWLU, p.cgment)- exh.i.bU ex.lAeme va.ll..ia..Uon

and oveJi.lap .en mtLteJL.i.at 6M m MutileM Lou.c..cana. Uo.eng oomb~ .. 06
.thue 6e.a..t.wtu , hOwe,.VVL , i.:t i.-6 po.6tJ.ible. bJ .lte.cogn.i.ze. the 6oUowbtg geneJt.a
wUhln c.VLttuJ.t iMVLVa.U 06 deve1.opment: Pomo ~ J CentltaJr..c.hu.6 , Le.pomi.6
(.!.nofudi.ng Chaenobnytiu.6) , M£oMrtlVWh , and ElaoMma . hev.LoUAly
undeoM.i.b ed liVivae 06 the MIen CeYLtillvtohUA maoM ptlVWh) Me oupVt6.i.Uat.ty
o.[milM to thooe 06 VU1:(Jp.i.eo (Pomox.w opp.), bid Me llifugu.c. hed 6Mm
the .etLttVt -- tLt .eeaot .en eCVLty meoolMvat and ltLtVt phaoeo -- by
pMponUonaUy .eangen eyeo and gao btaddeno. r,,06aJL ao oon6.cnmed
.!.deili6.i.c.atW .. aUow, U appeaM th<Lt the monphology 06 iaJLvat Lepoou:.
opp . ne6.eea. the phylogenetio gMupo ao ouMenUy appneUtLted by otudento
06 aduLt oyote=oo. Fon example , the gneen .un6.i.oh and .u. ne.tmveo
(L. oyaneUuo, L. .ymm~ouo, L.litfOOUA) tend to be mone • .[milM to one
ano.thelL than they Me. :to JtepJtuw
vel. 06 the. iongeaJt., ILe.deaJI., and
b.eueg.i.U gMupo . Fon oVtta.i.n taxa 06 oon6.i.Juned .i.dentUy, pMnounoed
di.66Vtenoeo Me noted be.IJ<Jeen wUd- CMgh.t and tab-neaJted .peo.cme... The
tatteJi. tend to be tangVt, mone MbUAt , and mone heavUy p.cgmented tLt
oompMab.ee otageo than wUd- CMgh.t mtLteJL.i.at . Re.tative abundrutoeo 06
iMvat .un6.i.oheo ao e v.cdenoed by oonveilionat .i.ohthyopianhton oampwg
may not ltfuIayo ne6.eeot aduLt denoWeo .en a g.i.ven env.!.Mnment. The
exte...!.ve vaJL{ation and oveJi.lap .en monpho.eogy 06 .eaJLvat owt6.i.oheo
.endi.oa.teo a need 60n mane trrrphao.i.o on the oo~ve appMaoh .i.n
pnep~g deoM.i.ptio .. .
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INTROOUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to sununarize the "state of the art " with

respect to identification of larval sunfishes f rom southe rn Louisiana.

A

review of the descriptive literature may give the imp ression that these
fishes are fairly well known (Table 1) .

Of the 16 native sunfish taxa

occurring i n southern Louisiana. for example. nine have been characterized
throughout most of their larval development by illustrations and/or
narrative descriptions.

Three more are illustrated as j uvenil es and only

four are comple tely undescribed in any of their immature phases.

The

latter are all members of the genus Lepomih and two of these (humii1h,
~ymm~~)

are more or l ess confined to the central and south - central

United States, where relatively few larval fish investigations have been
reported.
With the exception of the four obscure LepornK4 spp ., therefore , the
larval sunfishes should be relatively easy to sort and identify.

But the

available literature still does not afford reliable taxonomic discriminations,
somet imes even at the generic level .
There are seve ral possible explanations for these problems.

Many

southern Louisiana water bodies have sunfish faunas that are somewhat
richer than those for which most larval fish keys and/or manual s have been
published.

Much of my sampling activity is concentrated in Don-pelagic

situations where I encounter taxa and/or developmental stages that are
rar e in open-water plankton communities.

Because much of the materi al

comes f rom relatively turbid water it tends to be somewhat less pigmented
than the lab-reared or clear-water specimens upon which most keys and

•

•

,

Ta bl e 1.

Descriptive/ comparative l i teratu re relevent to larval and ea r ly j uvenile sunfis hes of southern Louisiana
P~pro t olarvae; HS-meaolarvae; MT-metalarvae; J-juveniles, after Snyder 1976).
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descriptions are based.

Sunfish larvae are encountered over a fairly protracted period of
the year (March through October) in some southern Louisiana environments.
Certain taxa (especial ly some Lepomih spp.) tend to spawn through most of
t he spring and s ummer, so that their

egg~

and l arvae are exposed to a wide

vari ety of wat e r - qua lity conditions (e . g., temperature).

Substantial

morphological variation is to be expected among such fishes (Barlow 1961).
Sunfish (especially Lepom.u. spp.) have a procli vi ty for natural

hybridization (Hubb s 1955) .

Inasmu ch as several hybrid combinations have

been f ound as adults in southern Louisian a (e. g .• Guill or y 1974, Saul
1974). it is reasonable to suppose that hybrid l arvae might be encountered.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
About a thousand larval and early j uvenile sunfish were critically
examined and compared with respect to several meristic and morphometri c
fea ture s.

Many additional specimens were checked for consistency of

binary or unquantifiable characters s uch as pigment patterns, gut
architecture, or size at t he achievement of developmental !!milestones" .
All of the material used for comp i l ation of the underlying descriptive
and comparative information was wil d -caught from a variety of riverine,
fl oodplain swamp, backwate r, and l ake environments in southern Louisiana,
mainly in the lower Mississippi Drainage.

Identifications were based

primarily on the process of 1!back-tracking" from recognizable juveniles,
although in the case of certain fairly distinctive taxa, determinations
were based on literature description s (e.g ., warmouth, pygmy s unfish).
Lab-reared serie s of four Lepomih spp. (longear, re dbreas t, bluegi ll,
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redear sunfishes) were also consulted.
The wild-caught material was initially fixed i n 10 percent formalin

and later tran sferred to 3-5 percent buffered formalin.
unstained.

All specimens were

The mate rial is housed, and will ultimatel y be forma lly

cataloged, in the Louisiana State University Fisheries Collections, which
are admini ste r ed under the School of Fores try and Wildlife Management.
Measurements were made to the nearest 0.1 mm with an ocular micrometer

mounted in a stereo -zoom dissecting microscope, according to criteria
estab lished in Hardy (1978).

Specimens which CQuid not be straightened

with the aid of a coverglass were excluded from the morphometric analyses .
Unless otherwise indicated, all specimen sizes referred to are tota l

lengths (TL).
Myomere counts were made according to Siefert (1969).

No difference

was found in counts made with polarized versus non-polarized light, but
discrimination of the first and las t few segments was easier using the
forme r.

Incomplete myomeres were not included, which presumably account s

for the tenden cy of the numbers to increase from earlier to later
developmental phases .

Other meristic determination s (e.g., fin rays) were

made according to Hubbs and Lagler (1964).
Terminology for developmental phases generall y follows Snyde r (1976).
However , the most useful application of this system for sunfishes involves
subdivision at varying hierarchical levels.

That is. for description and

comparison, the following phases, subphases, or combinations of phases
seem most appropriate:
1)

proto l arvae (P) - as per Snyder (1976);
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2)

early mesolarvae (EMS) - specimens with at least one complete

,

caudal ray but fewer than the adu l t comp l ement of principal

caudal rays; and
3)

late mesolarvae through early juveniles (MS/J) - specimens

with adult complements of principal caudal rays (17 or 18 in

centrarchids, 14 or IS in elassomatids) ,
It should be noted that the wild-caught protolarvae used in this study
did not include recently -hatched individuals with large yolk masses .

Many

protolarval (and early meso larval , in the case of one Lepomi.6 !1type l ' )

spec imens had vestigial yolk but they all had at least partially developed

jaws and thus were presumably capable of using exogenous food sources.

In

oth er words, this study relates exclusively to so - called "swim-up" stage
and older fish .
Il l ustrations are based on came ra lucida tracings and are diagrammatic
in the sense that several specimens were consulted for details of pigmentation
at the s tage in question.
emphasis of other features .

Moreover, the eyes are not sha ded to facilitate
All sunfish specimens at the stages treated

here have heavily-pigmented eyes.

Excepting those of

Ce~hU6 macnopt~

(Figure I), the illustrations are presented i n a comparative format .

Each

drawing is accompanied by an indication of the size of the particular
specimen traced and, parenthetically, the total length range through which
representatives of the taxon or tltype tl resemble the illust ration.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sunfish larvae are superficially similar to those of other regional
freshwater percoids, but they are readily distinguished from temperate
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-

i

15.2 mm metalarva

11.5 mm me80larva

. ".

8.4 mm early aesolarva

Figure 1 .

lluee larval stages of the flier. Ce.n.t'uVtc.hu.6 maCJwpttVtU.6 ,

from southern Louisiana .
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basses

(Mo~ne

spp.) and the freshwater drum (Aptodinotuh

having more than 26 (27-36) total myomeres.

g~en6)

by

Most larvae of the family

Percidae have at least 40 total myomeres, but a few darters of the genus
Etheo~toma

range.

have myomere totals that overlap the high end of the sunfish

Except as very recently-hatched protolarvae, however, the sunfishes

have prominent gas bladders whereas this structure is absent in darters .

Recently-hatched proto larvae of sunfishes mayor may not have prominent oil
globules in the yolk but if present "they are not confined to the anterior
third of the yolk mass .

From the literature and southern Louisiana

material examined to date, it seems that darter larvae consistently possess

a prominent oi l globule in the anterior third of the yolk mass.
Identification of Genera
The wild -caught sunfish larvae and early juveniles used in this study
are referable to five genera, in accordance with

~he _ classification

used

in Special Publication No.6 of the American Fisheries Society (1970):
Pomow; CVt.tJtMchu6; LeporrU..6 (including Chael1.obJuj.t:t.u6); M.iCJWptVt.u.o; and

Eta6¢oma.

Larvae and early juveniles of our local rockbass, Ambtoplite6

an£ommuo, are not rep resented in LSU fisheries collections, but on the
basis of their close phylogenetic affinities, it is reasonable to expect
that they will strongly resemble the specimens of A.
by Hogue e,t

nupe6~

i llustrated

aL (1976 : plates 12.0, 12.1) .

Three recent publications (Anjard 1974, Hogue et

at . 1976, Hardy 1978)

provide useful descriptive and comparative information for the recognition
of sunfish genera.

However, these references contain certain inconsistencies

and/or omissions that limit their reliability outside the geographic areas
for which they were prepared.

Gut shape and length; gas bladder position

2S

and size ; myomere counts; and certai n aspects of pigmentat ion are the chief

•

characters used for generic comparisons.

FOT

each of these character s ,

sufficient variation and/or ove r l ap is evident amon g our materia l to warrent
a brief discussion.
Gut

Pre an al lengths expr esse d as percent of t ot al l ength

~lorphol ogy

tend to be quit e vari ab le, even wit hin a gi ven developmenta l phase of a

parti cu la r taxon (Tab l e 2).
a l so

Ce~chU6)

Proto larvae of

E£a6~oma

and Pomoxih (presumably

most often have preanal lengths l ess than 41 pe rcent of

TL, whe re as the mode for th i s proportion in LepomU and MicJWpteJLu6 lies

we l l above 41 percent.

In the range of proport iona l preanal l engths from

38 through 42 pe r cent of TL. there i s a t le as t some over l ap fo r pro tolarvae
of all genera except

Mi~optenuh .

Par ea rly meso l arvae and later phases,

generic separation by preanal lengths becomes more reliable (again at ca.
the le ve l of 41 percen t of TL), but note t hat as of the EMS subpha se.
Eta.6.6oma. observations fall in the range exhibited by l epomine s (Leppmi.6,

AUcAbptenU6) .

Late meso larval through early juvenile

Mi~pt~

ten d t o

be fairly disti ncti ve in having preanal lengths greater than SO percent of
TL, with ove rlap apparent on ly at the upper extreme fo r one "type" of Lepom-t.o .
As note d by Anjard (1974) and Hardy (1978) ,
dist in gui she d from Lepomi.6 and
(Figures 2 , 3).

Pomo~

MiChOpt~Uh

is readily

by i t s thi cke r , massive l y coiled gut

Simi l ar gut architecture is man ifest in Eiah.6oma and th is

feature, along with its r obust head and trunk, relatively large eye , and
anteri orly-placed gas bladder, result s in st rong superficial resemblan ce
to proto1 arva1 and ea rly me so1 arval
diffe rence s between Eiah.6oma and

MiChOpt~U6 .

~UCkOpt~

But t here are pronounced

in ove ral l si ze and

pigmentat ion at comparab l e stages (Figures 2 , 3) ,
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Pomoxia ap. 4.3 . .

•

(4. 0 - 5.0 - )

Lepomta Hulo.us
5.1

lIIII.

(5 .0 - 5.5 - )

Green sunfieh "type"
4.3 . . (4.0 - 5.4 mm )

LepOlli8

"A"

( redear "type"?)

5.0 em (4.5 - 5.5 mm)

lepomie _crochlrus

5.5 . . (5. 0 - 6.0

LepOlllla "B"
( bluelill "type"?)

5.8 .. (5.3 - 6 .5 mm)

@' "

, v
~

Micropterus sp.
6.6 _
(6.5 - 7.5 _)

El.... oaa con.tum

4.0 .. (3.8 - 5.0 .. )

Fi gure 2 ,

Representative sunfish p r oto l arvae f r om southern Louis ian a .
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.- ..... . . . .

-.

,

•

,
~
... ..~
I
• . . .
".
. . . . ... .. .

LoDI. .r sunfish "type"

S.... (5.' - 6.3 .. )

Grean sunfish "tJ'Pe"
5 . 3 . . (5.2 - 5.7_)

Lepo.l. ","

(redear "type"?)
6. 6 .. (5.9 - 6 . . . .)

.....

_... . .

LeJ)O!b aacrochlru.
'6.8 . . (6 . 6 - 7.0_)

Lepo!1. "B"
(blueBill "type"?)

6.9

.m

(6.' - 7.5 . . )

Microptaru. .. t.ol~.

8.4 .. (a.l -

'.6 _)

Ela.pO" zocatu.

6.3 .. (' , 1 - 6.4 _)

Figure 3.

Represent ative sunfish early meso l arvae from southern Louisiana.
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Extreme var iati on is evident in the gut shape of proto larva l and
early meso larval LepomW spp . (Figure s 2. 3) .

This may be of some value

in discriminatin g among the LepomW "t ypes " (see below), but it tends to
confound th e distinction of some specimens from Pomox,..W on the basis of

the comparative s ummaries prepared by Anjard (1974) and paraphrased by
Hardy (1978).

The difficu lt y ari ses especially when one is confronted

with examples of LepomW which have r e latively short, anteriorly-coiled
guts in samples which lack similar-sized Pomoxih for comparison .
Gas Bladder Morphology (~ . e .•

Once the gas bladder is clearl y defined

in a ll but the mos t recentl y-ha t ched i ndividuals) its position

relative to the vent and other parts of the gut is perhaps more reliable
than an y othe r single character for the generic separation of sunfish in
the protolarval and mesolarval phases.

In larvae with massively coiled

guts -- that is, MiCJtOpteJuL& and Ellt6.&"oma among ours (and, evidently from
t he l iterature , Ambloplite6 and EnneacanthUh) -- the gas bladder is confined
to the area above and anteri or to the gut coi l s ( Figures 2 ,3).

In all

othe r P and EMS sunfis hes, the gas bladder encroaches to some extent upon
the space behind th e section where coiling exists or is developing.

As

suggest ed by the literature, there is a strong tendency for the gas bladder
of centrarchines (Pomoxi6,

C~chUh)

t o extend posteriorly t o or beyond

t he le ve l of the anus, whereas i n Lepomi.6 it consistently terminates well
in advance of the anus ( Figures 1--3).

In many of our very small crappies

(less than 5 . 5 mm TL), however, the bladder fails to reach or even approach
th e anus (Figure 2).
Myomere Coun t s

Preanal, postanal. and total myomere counts afford

some discrimination when certain phases of pa rti cul ar t axa or "types" are
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compared, but extensive overlap tends to confound unqualified separation
of genera (Table 3).

C-i-. e.

J

Counts for

Lepo~

specimens omitted from the table

the poorly represented wannouth and longear "types 1t ) all fall

within the ranges recorded for the genus .
The geographically most relevant key to larval centrarchid genera

(Hogue et

at. 1976) relies heavily on myomere counts.

basic dichotomy for "postlarvae"

Implicit in its

Hubbs 1943) is the separation of

(.6e.n6U

Micnoptenuh from all other centrarchids on the basis of 14 or more preanal
myomeres.

of our

Using this couplet we wou ld have misidentified roughly 5 percent

Pomo~J

LepornU. TlB")

J

32 percent of our collective

and 15 percent of our MiCJtOptVUL6.

separates Pomoxih and
in the former.

Lepo~

Lepo~

(ca. 66 percent of

The TVA manual also

on the basis of 18 or more postanal myomeres

About 8 percent of our

Lepo~

have 18 postanal myomeres.

Note, however , that our Pomoxih tend to have 19 or more (usually 20+)
post anal myomeres prior to attainment of "complete" caudal fins and thus
do not infringe upon the range exhibited by southern Louisiana

Lepo~

examined to date .

Table 2)

The information compiled by Taubert (1977 :

indicates a possible source of confusion

namely. L.

guto~Uh

with 19

postanals - - but considering the preanal values reported (10 or 11), it
seems unlikely that the warmouth counts were made in accordance with the
procedure recommended by Siefert (1969).

Indeed, our L.

gulo~Uh

larvae

examined to date have 12 or 13 preanal and 16-18 postanal myomeres .
Pigment -

Many wild-caught

Lepo~

larvae with incomplete caudal fins

from southern Louisiana do not exhibit the "supra-anal melanophore" cited
as typical of the genus by Anjard (1974) and Hardy (1978).

Its presence

is limited to representatives of certain taxa or "types" (see below), and

Tabla J .

r tlqu~ncy

KS/J -la t,.

di a tribution of myom~r e coun t a fo r larval and .a rly juv~n l le s un ftlh. a h .... aout hern Louh i ana (P-protola rvae; EltS- ,.a r Iy ",,.Rola rva,.;
throush juvenile. ; aee t ex t f or definit i on o f in t ,.rvaIa).
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within these it is seldom consistently present throughout large samples.
There is a definite tendency for the supra-anal melanophore to be more
prevalent among specimens from clear or less-turbid waters.

Indeed, there

is a tendency for more prominent pigmentation in general among clear-water
sunfish larvae as opposed to those from muddier riverine or swamp
environments.

Certain aspects of pigmentation are nevertheless useful

in distinguishing some sunfish taxa or types (see underlying keys and
discussion of

Lepo~).

The five genera treated here are separable using essentially the
same "classical" characters as the aforementioned publications if keys are

derived for more narrow developmental intervals than those associated with
presence or absence of yolk (prolarvae versus postlarvae).

However, the

r ea der should note that the following keys are complete only for the taxa
and developmental phases available to this study.
Generic Key to Sunfish Protolarvae
lao

lb.

Gut massively coiled; gas bladder confined to area above
and anterior to gut coils

2

Gut uncoiled or. if coiled, gas bladder encroaches on
space posterior to gut coils

3

2a.

Larvae very small. (3.5-6.3 mm TL) and profusely
pigmented with meianoph0Tes allover head and body.
. . ..
EtaMoma. (Figure 2)

2b.

Larvae typically larger (5.5-8.0 rom TL) and sparsely
pigmented or with melanophores concentrated on dorsum
(mainly on head) and ventrum. widely scattered behind
trunk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MicJuJpteJuL6 (Figure 2)

"
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Lepom.i..6

3a.

Postanal, myomeres 14-18 . . . . . . . .

(Figure 2)

3b.

Postanal myomeres 19 or more . . . . Pomoxi4 and C~ehUh
(Figure 2) see text for probable separation of centrarchine
genera}.
Generic Key to Sunfish Early Mes olarvae

lao

lb.

2a.
2b .

Gut massively coiled; gas bladder confined t o area above
and anterior to gut co il s

2

Gut uncoiled or , if coiled. gas bladder encroaches on
space posterio r to gut coils

3

Larvae sma ll er (6.0-8.0 mm TL) and profusely pigmented
with melanophores allover head and body Eta6~oma (Figure 3)
Larvae large r (8 .0 mm or longer TL) with pigment concentrated
on dorsum and ventrum. wide ly scattered behind trunk . .

. • • . . • • . . . .

M<.CJWptV!.Uh

(Figure 3)

3a.

Pes tana! myomeres 14 -18 ; gas bladder terminates well in
advance of anus or , if approaching anus. specimens
shorter than 8. 0 mm TL
Lepom.U, (Figure 3)

3b.

Postana ! myomeres 19 or more; gas bladder extends
posteriorl y to. or beyon d l eve l of anus . . . . . . . . .
• • • . . . . . . . • • . . • • . .

PomoX-i.6 and Cen.l:!!M.eiuu.

(Fig ure s 1 and 3; see t ext for probable separation of
centrarchine genera).
Generic Key t o Sunfish Larvae with "Complete" Caudal Fins
la o

Caudal fin emarginate or truncate , comprised of 17 or mOTe
principal rays . . . . .
2

lb.

Caudal fin rounded. compri se d of 16 or fewer principal
rays .
Ela..6.6oma. (Figures 4 and 5)

2a .

Postanal myomeres 18 or more . . . . . . . . . . • . . .

3

2b .

Postana 1 myomeres 17 or f ewer . . . • . • . . . • • . . .

4
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3a.

In specimens shorter than 12 . 0 mm TL. eye diameter
conspicuously greater than snout length (greater than
1. 7 times snout length); in specimens 12.0 mrn TL or
longer dorsal spines number 10 or more .C~chuh (Figure 1)

3b .

In specimens shorter than 12.0 mm TL. eye diame t er
subequal to or only s l ightly greater than snout length
( l ess than 1. 5 times snout length); in specimens
12.0 mm TL or longer dorsa l spines number 8 or fewer
• • • . . . . . • . . . • . . . • . Pomox-i..6 (Figures 4 and 5)

4a .

Larvae larger (11.5-16 . 0 mm TL); dark mid-lateral band of
pigment well developed . . . . . M.tCJLOptVUL6 (Figures 4 and 5)

4b.

Larvae smaller (6 . 5-13.0 mm TL); no dark mid-lateral band
(although some may have mid-late ral streak or row of

melanophores simulating a series of dots or dashes .
Lepomi6 (Figures 4 and 5)

The material at hand does not allow confident separation of
Ce~chuh

and

proto larvae and meso larvae.

Pomo~

However, it seems highly

probable that the prono unced difference in eye size will extend down
through these phases.

As a matter of practical consideration it should be

noted that flier larvae may seldom. if ever, be encountered through
conventional ichthyoplankton sampling procedures.

We have towed or pushed

plankton nets in a variety of water bodies known to contain
populations and have yet to capture a sing le flier larva .
of

Cent4aA~

Ce~~U6

The smal l series

specimens available to this study was obtained by dipnetting

in very shallow littoral vegetat:i: on beds.
Intrageneric Identificati ons
Considering the difficulti es noted above for r ecognition of sunfish
genera , it is not surprising that precise species -l evel identifications are
large l y impossible at the current state of the art.
~1ark

Thesis re search by

F. Chatry at LSU may ultimately le ad to recognition of diagnostic

3S

Pomoxls annularia

11.9 em (11.4

13.0 mm)

Longear sunfish "type"

7.1 mm (7.0 - 7.5 mm)

Green sunfish "type"

7.4 mw (6.8 - 8.0 mm)

Lepomis "A"
(redear "type"?)

7.9 mm (7.6 - 8.5 mm)

Lepomis macrochirus

7 5 mm ( 7.3 - 8.5 mm)

Lepomls "B"
(bluegill "type"?)

---.
, ---.

8.0 mm (7.9 - 9.3 mm)

"' .

Hicropterus

s.1~lde8

12.1 mm (11.0 - 13.0 mm)
".

Elasso..- zon.tum
8.4 mm (8.1 - 8.6 mm)

Figure 4. Representative sunfish meso larvae with "complete" caudal fins
from southe rn Loui si ana.
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Pomoxia annularia

14.9

aD

(14.5 - 16.0 mm)

Lepomia 8f!!etricua
Careen sunfish " type")

11 . 0 . . (10.7 - 11.5 _)

Le~. "A"

reti•• r

aunfhh "type"?)

10.3 . . (9.8 - 11.0 . . )

Lepomla macrochlrus
10.9 . . 00 . 0

11 .5 _)

Lepomla "B"
(bluegill "type"?)
11.4 _ (l0.5 - 12.0 _)

Kicropterua •• lmoldea
14.7 . . (14 . 0 - 16.0 _)

Elase... zonatua

10.7 . . (10.5 - 11.0 . . )

Figure 5,

Represent ative sunfish metalarvae / early j uveniles from

southern Louisiana .
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characters for black and white crappie larvae from southern Louisiana .
Although the meristic trends identified by Siefert (1969) are evident in

,

our Pomoxlh , there are certain inconsistencies and variations of details .
In any case , Siefert noted that the reliability of his myomere count
differences breaks down with specimens shorter than 7 mm TL and, unfortunately.
most of the crappie larvae we take in plankton samp les fall i nto this smal l
size group .

Ramsey and Smitherman (1972 ) illustrated pigmentary differences

between juvenile AkCltOpte.Ju.Lh .&abno.i.du and M. pwtc..tu..e.a.tu.o. but no detailed

descr iptive information is avail able on l arvae of the latter .

Taber

(1969:28) noted that largemouth and spo tted bass longer than 15 mm could
be separated on the basis of "body conformation and pigmentation patterns "
but did not describe th e difference s .
Separation of Lepomih spp. -

The

Lepo~

larvae used in this study

are sepa r ab le into a few more or l ess distinctive morphological types.
Developmental series of some of these types are sufficientl y complete to
afford confident identification (e .g., bluegill) or at least to indicate
tha t they probably represent individual species (albeit of uncertain
identity, such as types "AI! and "B") .

Represent ation for the other type s

is inadequate for confident determination of identity or even conspecificity.
As indicated in the i ntroduct ion, the re is a fairly extensive literature
on the descriptive morphology of larval Lepom-i...6 spp . (Table 1).

Aside f rom

those pertaining to L. ma.CJtOch.i..Jtu.6, L. gui0.6U6, and L. megalo.t<...6 (as a
"type"). however, the literature descriptions seem not to apply with much
reliability to any of our unidentified forms.

Seve ral explanations are

plausib l e and I suspec t that there is some truth in each.

First, it could

be that some or all of our uniden tifie d type s will ultimately pr ove t o be
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larvae of the four hitherto undescribed
mMg,{./'ta.tU6,

pwtcta.tLL6. and .6ymme..tJt1.c.u.6.

Lepo~

-- namely. humltih,

Al so, infraspecific variation

may be so extreme that descriptions based on localized populations are of
limited relevance to

wild~caught

material from other regions.

The tendency

for rearing and studying series "one at a time" leads to a general lack of

a comparative approach in preparing descriptions, which may limit the
observers appreciation for salient differences and or similarities among

taxa.

The last is a reflection of very real logistical constraints, which

also tend to limit the researchers ability to obtain sample sizes that

are sufficient to reveal the extent of variation in a taxon.

Finally. in

some taxa, lab-reared material may be so different from wild specimens
that their relationship is scarcely apparent.
There is at least some tendency for our recognizable types of

Lepo~

larvae to follow the major phylogenetic lines as currently appreciated by
students of adult systematics.

Four basic groups of

Lepo~

are

recognized (Branson and Moore, 1962):
1)

green sunfish group - including cyanettuo,

4ymm~cuo,

and

(probably) guR.ooU6;

2)

longear sunfish group - including megalot14, manginatUh, and
awt.i..tu6 ;

3)

redear sunfish group - including micno£ophUh, gJbbo6U6, and
pwtc.:ta.tu..6; and

4)

bluegill group

including maCJWc.h.Utu..6 and fuun.Ltt6.

The groups are listed in their apparent sequence of evolutionary
divergence

(6e~u

Branson and Moore 1962) as representatives of morphological

levels of organization.

That is, the green sunfish group supposedly

represents the basal, generalized stock that gave rise to remaining
lepomines.

The longear and its close relatives seem to represent a level

..
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of organi za tion de ri ved dire ctl y from that of the gr een sunfish comp l ex.
whereas the redear and bluegill groups appear to constitute branches off

the longear line.

Within each of th e las t three groups there is a relativel y

generalized, geographically (and ecologically) ubiquitous taxon from which
the other group members seem to have been derived -- name l y.
L. rrR.cJtO.tophu6, and L. macJrOc.h..i.Jw..6.

L.

megafo~,

The bantam sunfish ( L. .6ytm1e..tJu:.c.u.6)

is almost certainly a speci al ized deriv 3tive of L. cyaneltU6 , but the
prec ise nature of the relationship between warmouth and green sunfish
remains to be determined.
If larva l morphology does "track" the phylogenet ic relationships

with in and between taxonomic groups, it follows that members of a particul ar
assemblage wil l be more simi l ar to each other than to t hose of other
groups.

It is also reason able to expect that there may be morphological

con tinua (gen eraliz ed to derived) for some characters whi ch would allow
recognit i on of organi zat i onal levels ("charac t er s tate s " ) tha t are
r epresentative of pa rti cular taxonomic groups.
Insofar as our developmental series o f LepomKA afford accurate
identificati on or at least strong suggestion of affinities, the above
expec tations are confirmed .

For example, L.

~ymmet4iCUh .

known by working

backward from r ecognizable juveni l es down through at l east part of the EMS
subphas e, are more simi lar to confirmed or highly probabl e L. cyanetlU6
and L. guto.6M than they are to any other taxa or "types".

In the lab -

reared material soon to be described by Bruce Yeager of TVA, there is
stron g re semblan ce between L.

megato~ and

L.

~,

as indeed is

evident upon close scrutiny of the pub l ished descripti on s of these forms
(Taber 1969, An jard 1974, Hardy 1978 , Buynak and Mohr 19 78) .

That our
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larva l L.

maCJWc./U.Ju.t6 and other re cognizabl e but unident ifi e d "types" are

di stinct from the af orementioned gr oups and more or less similar to one

another i s consistent with the above hypothesis.
After carrying identifications as f ar as possibl e with the l iterature,
lab -rea r ed ser ies , and wild-caught samples at hand, I am able to recogni ze
the following taxa or hypothetical "types ".

Green s unfi s h IltyPes" -

.Considerin g the widespread occurrence and

abundance of their adults in our area, we probably have at least some
larval examp l es of all three members of the green sunfish group.

Once the

yolk is most l y or ent irely exhausted, the protolarvae and early meso larvae
re ferable to this type a re characterized by re lative l y short preanal
l eng t hs (moda ll y well under 45 percen t of TL) and ten d to have the lowes t
moda l prean al myome re coun t s of our Le.pom.i& s pp , (Tables 2 and 3) ,

Compared

to other Lepom.i&, our P and EMS gr ee n sunfish t ypes tend to have
proportionall y deeper heads (Table 4) and more extensive and prominent
pigment , particularly in the head and trunk reg ions (Figures 2 and 3),
l east in part ( L.

4ymm~eu6?) ,

At

they tend to be s li ghtly smaller than

other Leporni4 at comparab le stages.

As regard s specimens with more or

l ess comp lete caudal fins. I am not sur e i f not all of our MS/J specimens
of this type seem i ndistinguishable from those of the one confirmed series
of L.
L.

4ytnme.:tJUc.u6 ,

gu.to~u.o

In any case. the published illus trations of MS/ J

and L. cya.neUu.6 (e.g •• La r imo r e 1957 : Figure s 14e and f. Meyer

1970: Figure 5 , Taubert 1977 : Figure 2b. see also Hardy 19 78) are more
similar to our uni dentifi ed "green" t ypes and L.
and 5) t han to those of other taxa.

hymme.tJU.C.U6

(Figures 4

Sal ien t features of these older larvae

include generally more profuse pi gmentation than othe r Lepom.i& ; especially

,

Table 4 . Frequency distribution of head depths expressed as percent of total length for larval
and early juvenile Lepomi& spp. from southern Louisiana (P :: protolarvae; EMS; early meso larvae;
MS/J:: late mesolarvae through early juveniles ; see text for definition of intervals).

Head Depth/Tota l Length

Percen t

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

3
3
2

9

5

3

5

3

I
I

10
21

I

20

21

22

23

24

4

2

8

9

2

Green sunfish "type s "
p

EMS
MS/J

1
I

LepomM "A" (redear IItype "?)
p

11

EMS
MS/J
LepomM

maCAO dWi.u6

32
I

25
11

p

2

24
I

48
6

23
21

2
3

3

I

7
13

17

9

3

I

10
12

Leporni.l. "8" (b lueg ill "type"?)

EMS
MS/J

4
5

(bluegill)

EMS
MS/J

p

I

19
I

16
9

5
4
2

I

6
3

3
I
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well-developed head pigmentation (particularly in the cheek and postorbital

areas); a characteristic mid - lateral streak of melanophores which often

..

simulates a regularly-spaced series of !!dashes"; and a tendency toward
o

smaller size at comparable stages than other taxa or types .
LangeaT sunfish "types" ~

Naturally reproducing populations of L.

are as yet not established in our area, although extensive

introductions have been made in neighboring regions.
that our representatives of this type are all

manginatuh.

It is thus likely

L. megatotih

and/or

L.

The tangeaT type appears to be characterized by a lack of a

free-swimming protolarval phase -- that is, they appear first in our

collections as early mesolarvae (the smallest of which usually having remnants
of yolk) .

Th is observation is consistent with those of the literature (e.g . ,

Taber 1969).

Longear type larvae are extremely rare in our collections,

which leads me to conclude that even as !!free-swimming" individuals they
may be much more nest-bound or at least much less prone to venture into
pelagic areas than any of the other LepornKh .
essentially like those of L.

megalo~

The few specimens we have are

described and illustrated in the

literature (Taber 1969: Figure IS, Hardy 1978: Figures 135 - 137).

They are

more robust and exhibit more pronounced thickening and coiling of the foregut
at comparable stages than other

Lepo~

(Figures 3 and 4).

No wild-caught

metalarvae or early juveniles of the longear type are available from our
study area.
Bluegill "types"

-

Sufficient wild-caught material is at hand to

recognize L. ma.eM c.hUut.6 through all phases except perhaps the very earliest
yolk-bearing protolarvae.

•

A second fonn, which I call LepomiA "B", is

more similar in many respects to the bluegill than to any other taxon or

.'
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"type".

If this similarity does reflect phylogenetic affinity. then it

is very likely that "8" will ul timately prove to be L. hUJn.Le.U..

Bluegill types are characterized by retarded thickening and coiling
of the foregut.

In our material, most

L.

macno~

have an essentially

uncQ"iled gut until very late in the EMS subphase and Lepom..W "BlI generally

does not have a complete coil in the foregut until well after the full

complement of principal caudal rays is attained.

Proto larval and early

mesolarval bluegill types also tend to have proportionally smaller eyes;
greater preanal lengths (Table 2); more preanal myomeres (Table 3); and
smaller, more posteriorly-placed gas bladders than other
green and longear types).

Lepo~

(especially

Also, prior to caudal fin "completion l l , bluegill

types are markedly larger at comparable stages than green or longear types
(F igures 2 and 3).

As late mesolarvae through early juveniles, the bluegill

types tend to become much less distinctive, particularly with respect to
meristics and morphometrics.
from other

Lepo~

The later bluegill types are best distinguished

by certain details of pigmentation.

For example, if a

mid-lateral streak of "dash"-like melanophores develops at all (occasionally
in L. ma.CJLOc.h.i.Jz.u6; almost never in LeponU...o "8 11 ) it tends to be much less
prominent than in the green sunfish types and is usually confined to the
caudal peduncle.

From about 9.5 mm TL onward, Lepom.i..6 "B" has dark pigment

concentrated in the vertical intermuscular septum of the lower part of the
caudal peduncle.

Viewed from below this pigment creates the impression of

a darkened underside of the caudal peduncle.

Other

Lepo~

spp. (especially

very late meso larvae-juveniles) may develop dark pigment on the underside
of the caudal peduncle but it is always superficial (integumentary) as
opposed to extending up into the intermuscular septum.

Prior to the

appearance of juvenile coloration (vertical bars narrower than the interspaces)
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no completely diagnostic characters are apparent for the MS/J L.

examined to date.

ma~ochinU6

As a matter of practical consideration, however, it may

be noted that, in our study area at least, L. macnoehinU6 is by far the
most frequently occurring and abundant Lepomih encountered in conventional
plankton samples (as MS/J specimens), regardless of the type of water-body
involved.

The only other MS/J

Lepo~

that is relatively common and

abundant in plankton collections is "B". which is easily recognized by the

pigment differences noted above.
LepomU. "A" -

At least one other unidentified type is recognizable

among our wild-caught specimens.

Lepomi...6 itA" larvae seem to represent a

single species, but they are very difficult to diagnose because they are
essentially intermediate with respect to bluegill types and green sunfish
types (insofar as the latter are known).

In meristics and pigmentation,

Le.pornU, !lA!I larvae are closer to the bluegill types (especially L.
macno~

proper), but in respect to morphometries and gut/gas bladder

architecture they tend to resemble the green sunfish types as herein
understood.

Of the resident

Le.po~

spp. which are as yet unaccounted for

as larvae, Le.pomio !lA" is most similar, at least at earlier stages, to
TVA lab-reared specimens of

L. micnotophUh.

The resemblance is too slight

for confirmation of identity, but it does suggest a strong possib i lity
that Le.pom.{.6 "A" represents an hypothetically-expected "redear type",
is, it might prove to be either
spotted sunfish,

That

L. micAotophuo or the closely related

L. punctatU6 .

Proto larvae and early meso larvae of Le.pomi-6 !lA" are most easily
distinguished from our green and longear sunfish types (as well as the
published descriptions of

L. cyaneteuo) by a virtual absence of pigment

in the head region (Figures 2 and 3).

Lepom.U, "A" differs from protolarval

•

.,

4S

and early mesolarval bluegill types in having a relatively thickened
(usually coiled) foregut and a more anteriorly-placed gas bladder.

Specimens

of Lepom.<..6 "A" at comparable stages also tend to be smaller; have larger

eyes; and have deeper, more robust heads (Table 4) than bluegill types .
LepotnU. "AI! larvae with "complete" caudal fins are extremely difficult to

recognize unless they are directly compared to similar-sized examples of
the other taxa or types.

At comparable sizes, Lepomi..6 "N! MS/J specimens

tend to be less strongly pigmented than the green and longear types
(Figures 4 and 5).

They lack the pigment concentrations in the ventral

i ntermuscular septum of the caudal peduncle as described for Lepomi..6 "B" ,

In contrast to L. maCJWc.iU.Jt.uA the MS/ J specimens of Lepom-i..6 "A" exhibit
r etarded development of pigmentation in the interradial membranes of the
soft anal and dorsal fins.

Once most of the rays are ossified in the soft

anal and dorsal fins of MS/J bluegills there tend to be at least a few
(usually several) prominent melanophores scattered through the interradial
membranes, and thi s "speckling" increases with development of the fish until
many specimens have well-defined bands crossing the fins near their midpoints .

Lepom-i..6 "A" MS/J specimens tend to have virtually immaculate soft anal and
dorsal fins until very late in the metalarval phase or beyond.

When pigment

does develop it tends to be in the form of very tiny melanophores distributed
along the rays, giving an overall "dusky" appearance to the fins as opposed
to speckling or banding.
Notwithstanding the fact that the above taxa or types are recognizable
among our wild - caught material it should be emphasized that a great deal
of additional study is required before we can account for, and adequately
characterize, all larval and early juvenile phases of most of our resident
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L epo~

spp.

The presen t s tate of the art is synoptically summari zed

below:
Lepo~

gutohU6 - has been tentatively distinguished as protolarvae

"

on the basis of strong simi l arity to published photographs
(Larimore 1957 : Figures 14 b and c); EMS and MS/J spec i mens seem
to be absent from our collections, but it is possible that they
are rep resented among some of the widentifie d "green s unfi s h types".

L. c.yane..U.u.6 - may be represent e d among our unident ifi ed " green sunfish
t ypes!! .

has been distingui shed from EMS spec i mens with nearl y
" comp l e t e" caudal fins up through early juveniles; it i s al so

hi gh ly probable that the protolarvae and r ecent l y-transformed

,

EMS speci mens illustrated as " green sunfish type s l l (Figures 2 and

3) are

6ymm~euh

(the latter are almost certainly not L.

9uto~~

and they diffe r in several re spects from the published descript ions
of L. Cl{aneilUh ).

L. mega.to..ti.6 / L. maJLg/..na.tu6 - recognizable as a "type" only, from a few

early and late mesolarvae.

L. micAoiophuh/L. punctatuh - one or the other of these species (probably
the former) may be represented by what I call Lepomi& "A", which
is r ecognizable f r,om pro to larva l through metalarval phases.
L. ma.cAoc.hVtU6 - recognizable from pro t olarval th r ough early juvenile

phase s .
L. hwrU...fi..6 - probably repre sented by Lepom.i.6 liB", wh ich is known from

protolarval t hrough earl y juvenile phases; rationale i s based
large l y on the pr ocess of e limination and the superficial s i mi larity
to the blueg ill.
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Lab-Reared Versus Wild-Caught Specimens
In comparing specimens reared in captivity with those of confirmed
identity from field samples (e..g., bluegill and "longear types") I noticed

some rather striking differences .

Of course, the lab-reared material

available to this study represen t s different genetic stocks and the
physico-chemical conditions of their captivity may have been quite
different from those of southern Louisiana wild-caught material.

That

certain morphological differences would occur is thus to be expected, but
at least some general mention of the observed discrepancies seems relevant.
The lab-reared specimens were consistently larger and more robust at
comparable developmental stages , prior to the juvenile phase, than any of
the wild-caught fish .

The impression is created that the lab-reared

indi viduals represent "heal thier" fish.

Inasmuch as the captive larvae

are held under more or less ideal conditions with no food competitors
other than their own siblings this might be expected .

The possibility also

exists that our field sampling methods tend to be selective for the weaker
individuals in the populations .
The lab-reared specimens were much more heavily pigmented than any of
the wild-caught fish , including even those which came from relatively clear
water.

Some of the wild-caught specimens were examined in a very fresh

condit i on -- that is, within hours after initial fixation -- so that the
differences are probably not entirely attributable to conditions and
duration of storage.

The supposedly diagnostic (for 7-9 mm specimens)

"supra-anal melanophore" was consistently evident in the lab-reared
material while, as noted above, its occur rence was highly variable among
wild-caught specimens.
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Co rrelation of Larva l and Adult Abundances
We have found that relative abundances of larval and early juvenile
sunfishes, at least as reflected by conventional ichthyoplankton sampling

methods, do not necessarily reflect adult densities in a given environment .
This may be contrasted with the f indings of Oorr et

'I

at. (1976), who showed

that, in terms of percentage of t ot al catch, there was c lose agreement
between larval and adult species composi tion in a part of Lake Michigan.
It appears that early life-history phases of the different sunfish
taxa vary considerably wi th re spect to their vulnerability to ichthyoplankton
sampl ing gear.

For examp le. in one floodplain swamp environment that we

routinely sample warmouth and largemouth bass adult s rank among the top
five centrarchids in terms of both overal l catches/effort and mark/recapture
density estimate s, but their larvae are very poorly represented in plankton
sampl es .

Both longear and dollar sunfish are rel ativel y common and abundant

as adults in t his swamp but as yet no "longear type tl larvae have been
encountered .

On

the other hand, the larval form referre d to as Leporn.i.4 tlB"

ranks second t o the b luegill in fr equency of occurrence and relative
abundance i n plankton samples.

L.

h~,

The mo s t probable identity of uB II is

a speci es which is se ldom encountered as adults in the swamp.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
One of the more striking recurrent theme s of the above r esults is the
extreme morphological variation exhibited by many taxa both within and
between environments.

Considering th at the wild-caught material all came

from a relat ive l y limited geographic area, one is forc ed to conolude that
many traditi onal characters that have been used to "diagnose" sunfish

"
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taxa are very environmentally plastic.

The essentially typological approach

used in much of the descriptive literature may thus lead to its diminished

reliability fo r prac tical purposes of identification.
Notwithstanding the urgency for preparation and dissemination of
descriptive information and t he logistical constraints on obtaining
representative samples, it is recommended that more emphasis be p laced on
the comparative approach in the future.
an approach.

This study is an attempt at such

Similar stud ies in other geographic areas will facilitate

the ultimate compilation of comparative information that may have general
application.

For the time being. at any rate, it appears that l arva l

s unfishes will have to be II I earned" on almost a fauna-by-fauna basis.
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ABSTRACT
MyomelLe. c.oW1.t.6 I wlUc.h Me. va.tuabie. in i..o.Jt.vai. 6i.h h i..de.ntA..6-Lc.a.:tWn ,
have been "epoJ<ftd 6M onty QboU-t 20% 06 the Nom Amv<-ccan c.yplLi"'-d6
and c.a;to&to m.i..d6. S-i.nc.e. the.Jte i...6 a. l1 eaJLty d.iJte.ct coMe.ta..Uon betwee.n
:toM myomVtU and total.. vVLte.bJtae, the. f..a.fteJt, wlUc..h Me. known 60IL
manY' mone. .6pe.c.iM, can be. lUJe.d :to apPJUJ u ma..te. the. 6oJunVt . The. ItOJ1ge.
06 .total. vVttebM andlM myomeJte coWLt6 6M 70 cyplLiMd opec..i.eI> , Z8
.to 57 , .u. t aJIgVt and el>unt<.a1.ty btdudel> that 6M 27 ca.too.tom<.d6 ,
32 .to 52. PlLeanal. and po.tanal. myomelLe coWLt6 """ged 6Mm 79 to 37
and 70 (9 ? ) .to 78, "eI>pec.t<vety , 6M cyplLi",-d6 and 25 to 42 and 5 (3?)
to 72 (74?) 6M catMtOm<.d6 . The -two 6amiUeI> can be "ea.dily d,Ci>tbtgt0,hed
by the pMpolLUon 06 pMtanal. .to plLeanal. myomeJtel> , aboU-t Y, OIL g"ea.tVt 6M
cyplLi",-d6 and 7/ 3 M tel>. 60" cato.tom<.d6, OIl. p"eanal. .to .total. myomVtel> ,
aboU-t 2/3 OIL tel>. 60" cyplLiMd6 and 314 M molLe 60" ea.to• .tom<.d6 . The
gene"" 06 each 6ct""-ty Me chQILQuelLized by d.il.tbtc.t<ve """gel> 06 .total.
myomVtel> M vVttebMe wlUch can be !Med to (,etp de.tVtm<.ne the J..dell-Uty
06 wtknown c. ypJUn-i.oOItm ilVtvae .

INTRODUCTION

Myomere count s are important in larval fish t axonomy. but they have

been reported for only about 20% of No rth America ' s approximate ly 260
species o f mi nn ows (Cypri nidae ) and s uckers (Ca tostomi dae) .

However,

myomeres are dire c tly asso ciated with vertebrae and vertebra co un ts have
been report ed for most spe ci es .

The purpo se of this pape r i s to summarize

myomere and/or vertebra count s f or many cypri ni ds and cato stomids and to
compa re and charac t e rize thes e co unt s for t he two fam il ies .
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METHODS

•
Literature was s urveyed extens ively, but by no means completely, for
records of total vertebrae and total , preanal , and pos tanaI myomere co unts .
These count s were s upplemented with unpubl i she d dat a from several rese ar chers.
Vertebra coun t s were ei ther assumed or adjusted t o i nclude the Weberian
oss icles .

Pr eanal and postanal myomere counts were e i ther assumed or

ad juste d to conform with Seifert ' s (1969) method, i.e . all enti re myomeres
posterior t o the posterior margin of the vent were considered postanal and
the remainder preana l .

Adjustment depended on the avai l ability of reasonably

accurate drawings from which r evised counts were made.
were verified with personal reference specimens.
counts or extremes were disreg arded .

Some myome re counts

A few highly unlike ly

Percentages or proportions of preana l

to total and pos tanal to preanal myomeres were calculated us ing the median
va lues of th e t ypica l ranges for each s pecies.

Total vert ebrae (or myomeres

when vertebra counts were not fo und) fo r al l genera considered were
s ummarized in range interva l s of un iform size (e.g. 35 - 40 and 40-45).

RESU LTS AND DISCUSSION
Extreme ranges for total myomeres were entirel y inc luded in the extreme
ranges f or vertebrae or vice ve r sa in about 70% of the cases and at least
partia lly ove rlapp ed in 90% of the cases for which bo th ranges were
availab l e (Table 1) .

Considering t he paucity of data for some species and

the probabi l i ty of i n accurate data , t h ere appears to be sufficient evidence
t o s uppor t the gene ralization th at there is a nearly direct, one to one ,
cor relation between tot al myomeres and tota l vertebrae, Weber ian ossicles
inc luded .

Accordingly, to t al vertebrae can be used with reasonable

r

,

•

Table 1. Typical myomere an d vertebra counts for selected cyprinid and catostomid fishes . Repo rt ed
or observed ranges, excluding tmlikely extremes, are given in parentheses. Sources , coded by letters,
are keyed belOl." with the year of publication or, if the data used is unpublished , with an asterisk.
Preanal and postanal myomere counts were either assumed or adjusted t o conform with Seifert's (1969)
method . Some counts were determined from drawings. Vert ebra counts were either assumed or adjusted
to inc l ude the Weberian oss i c l es.

Species

Pre an al Myomeres

Pestana! Myomeres

Total Myomeres

Total Vertebrae

Cyprinidae:
44 -45 z

Campo.&.toma anomalum

26 - 28 ekC

11 -15 ekC

38 - 41 eC

CaJuW.6.i.U6 auJta.tU6

21-23 (20 - 24) qC

9- 12 qC

30 - 34 (29-36) qC

28-32 qz

20 e

15 e

35 e

40-4 1 (38 - 4 1) z

CUMo.tomiU> oW'ldulo-i.du 22 -2 5

k

11 -14 k

Couu-Uu. p.iu.mb<iU>

40 - 4 1 (39 - 43) z
24- 26 (20-27)ekq sCGH 11 - 13 ( 10 -1 5)ekqsCGH 35 - 38 (32 - 40)eq'CGH

EIlic.ymba bu.l'.(!ctta

25- 26 t

13 t

3 8-39 t

Exog.tOMwn max.i.U.A:.ngM.

24 - 27 he

12- 15 hC

38-39 hC

35 - 36 (32 - 39)qz H

38 z

G-i.ta ~yplw.

46- 47 (45 - 49) mz

Gila e£.egan..o

49 ( 47- 51) m
29 - 31 ( 26 - 31) C

16-17 (16 - 18) C

45-4 8) C

46 (45 -48) m

cont inue d

Table 1.

cont i nued.
Preanal f-.1yomeres

Species

Postanal Myomeres

Total t-tyomeres

Total Vertebrae
45 (44 - 47) m

HybognathlL6 h",, /Wu,OM
Hybognathu6

nuc~

Hybop.'" au,uvo.£.U,

35 -37 z
21-23 (21-26) qsH

13-1 5 ( 12-15) qH

35 - 37 (34 -41) qH

22-23 C

15 C

3 7- 38 C

Hybopo'" gnacilM
Hybo po'"

.ton~a

37 - 38 (36-38)qzH

43-47 (40-47) z
22-24 G

14 -15 G

36 - 39 G

Hybop.'" x-punctata

39 (38-4 1) z

37-39 z

13? M

Lep{domeda

alb{v~

43 (42-4 4 ) w

Lep{domeda

alUv~

43 (42 -44) w

LepUomeda mouu,p{n<.6

42-43 (42 -4 4) w

Lepidomeda vittata

4 1- 42 ( 41 - 43 ) uw

Leu.c.i6 e.M idUh

27 -29 d

16 d

43-45 d

46 - 47 d

Meda 6u.tg{da

40 (39-42) w

MytocheUlL6 cawUn1L6

45 (44 -46) z

No e.o nK.6 big u.ttatUh

38 (37 -39 ) z

con tinued

•

Table 1.

continued.

Species

Preanal

Noc..Drn-i..6 m.tCJLOpogol1

25- 2 7 et

~~omeres

Pe stanal Myomere s

Tot al Mlomere s

Total Vertebrae

12-15 et

37 - 40 (-41?) et

38 - 39 z

No-tenu:.gol1(u' CJUI6 oleuc.a6 23-25 (22-26) ekqtCD 1 3- 14 (12-15) ekqtCO 36- 38 (35 -4 0) eqtCDH 36-38 (35- 40) qszH

32 - 36 z

NotJwp.i.6 ruwgenU6
NotJwpiA amoenu..6

23 -2 7 qC

13 - 15 qC

37 - 41 qtC

38-40 ( 3 7-4 2) q

NotJwpiA anatMta/'l.U6

22-24 (20 -2 4) qE

13-14 (12-14) qE

35-37 (32?-37) qE

35-36 ( 35-38) E

l'JO:tJwP.u. athvWto~du

25-26 ( 23-26) e kC

12-15 ( 10 - 15) ekC

38-41 (3 5 - 41) eC

39 -4 2 (38-44 ) zHn

19 -2 0 (17-20) q

14-15 q

34 ( 32-34 ) q

34 -36 q

NotJwp.i.6

b.co"'"1Lttto

36 - 37 z

NobwpiA bte...cu.\
NotJw piA buc.hanani

19-21 C

15-16 C

34 - 36 C

NotJwpiA citalyba<UL6

19-20 q

14-15 q

33 - 35 q

35 (33-37) q

NotJwpiA C.DfU1u..tU6

24 -26 eCL

11-14 ( 11 -16) eCL

36 -39 (35 - 40) eCL

39- 40 (38-43) z

NotJwpiA dOMaU6

34-36 (34 - 37) zH

NotJwp.i.6 emUa.e

37-38 z

Nobwp.i.6 g.uuvr.di

24 x

13 x

37 x

NobwpiA hetvwdo.
NobwpiA hetvwtepiA

35 - 36 z
21 e

14 e

34-35 e

34-36 z

continued

'"
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Tab l e 1 .

continued.
en

00

Speci es

Preanal Myomeres

Po stanal Myomeres

To tal Myome res

Total Vertebr ae

No.tJw p-u' 111.((16 0 MU6

23-25 (22 - 25) eqstC

1 3- 16 (12- 18?) eqC

37-38 (36 -4 0) eqC

37- 38 (35-40) qszH

No.tJwp-u' tu.tJr.£>L6-u'

29- 23 ( 19- 23) yCG

12-14 ( 11 -15) yCG

33- 36 (32 - 37) yCG

No.tJwp-u' PCU1MCYo

35 (34-36)

No.tJwp-U, PJuJU.JIp.ulU6

35 - 37 0

No.tJwp-u' ltubeUU6
No.tJwp-U,

~p.Uoptvw;,

No.tJwp-u' -6t:Jtam.i.ne.u.6

0

26 -2 7 et

13-14 et

39 et

39 ( 37-41 ) zH

22 - 24 (22 -25) ktCDE

13-15 ( 11 - 15) ktCDE

36-38 (35 - 40) CDE

37 - 39 zE

20 -2 3 C

12 - 13 C

33-35 C

35 (33-36) z

No.tJw p-U, wnbltat.iLi.6

35-36 z

Notltop-U, ve.nw.du.6

2 3 (20 - 24) G

12-15 G

35 (33-38) G

No.tJwp-U, votuCeUtut

20 C

14 C

34 C

36 (34 -3 7) z

PhounU6 e06

37 (35 - 38) z

Phox.i.nU6 ne.oga.e.tL6

37-39 z

P.imephat~

no.tAtu.&

22-24 etC

12-14 etC

34-37 etC

37-39 zH

P.im ephat~

pJuJme.fM

22 -24 (20 -25) e keD

12 -14 (11-1 5) ekeD

35 - 37 (34-38) eCD

36-3 7 (35 - 38) z

P.imephat~

v),.gUa.x

21 - 23 G

12-14 G

34 - 37 G

rtasoptvw;, aJtge,n,t.u".imU6
Ptychoch~U6

tuciU6

31-35 C

40 (39 - 41) w
15 - 17 (14-17) C

48- 50 (47-51) C

48 (47-48) A

continued

•

Table 1.

continued.

Species

Preanal Mz:omeres

Postanal

~~omeres

Total

~tz:omeres

Ptychoche.UtM oJtegonen6-W

To t al Ve rtebrae

45-46 (44 -46) F

RfU"'-ohthyo a.tJuU:utlM

24 -25 (2 2-26) ght

15-16 t

38-39 t

38 - 39 (37 -4 0)

RfU",-chthyo c.MMac.tae

25-27 (2 4-27) eght

14- 15 et

40-41 (37 - 4 1) et

38-40 (37 - 42)

RfU",-chthy.

6a.tca.tu6

,
,

38-40 z

,

13- 15 C

37 -39 (34 - 39) pC

37 -38

fUchMd60"'-lM ba.tt«UlM 23-25 (23 - 26) rC

14-16 (13-17) rC

38 - 41) rC

38 - 43 z

Semoutw. iWwmacuta.tu6 25-26 eC

14- 15 eC

39-42 eC

41-43 (39 - 44) z

SemoUilM C.OltpoJLai.A..,o

17 t

46 t

42-43 (41-44) qzH

RfU"'-chthy. 0.6 C.u1U6

24-25 C

29 t

SemoUilM maJtga.JvUa

39- 40 (38 -4 0) z

Tinca. .tinea

38 - 39

Ca t os t omidae:

CMp.i.odM c.all:pio

30 C

8 C

38 C

CMp.cOdM c.ypltil1UlJ

27-31 (26 - 32) £j qsC

8-9 (5-10) £jqsC

3 7-40 (32?- 4 1) e£ jqC 38 (37 - 40) fjs z

CMp.i.odM veli6V<.

26-27 (25 - 29) J

7-9 (6-11) J

33 - 37 (33-38) J

CatO.6,tomU6 c.a.tO.6 to rnU6

37 - 38 (36-40) i

8 - 9 (5- 12) i

46-48 (44-50) i

Ca.to-6tomU6 clMfU

45-47 z
46- 49 (45-5 1) 8

continued
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Table 1.

continued .

Species

Preanal Myomeres

Postanal Myomeres

Total Myomeres

Ca..tO.6tomU6 cotumb-ianU6

Total Vertebrae
46 - 49 (43-51) z8

Ca.:to.6:tomu..6 co mmVL6 0 nJ..

36-39 (33? - 42) efqC

8- 9 (5-11) efqC

44-47 (41 - 52) efqC

44-48 qzH

Ca.:tO.6:tomU6 diJ, "" b0 tu6

37 - 38 C

9 - 11 C

47-48 C

45-49 (43 - 50) B

CatMtO/rKL! 6umuveatu.6

32? - 34? v

9-10? v

41?-44? v

45-46 (44-48) v

CatO.6tomU6 tailp.i.t1YiM

38 - 39 C

10-11 C

48-49 (48-50) C

CatMtomu.6 ma.CJWc.hlliu.6

47-49 Z

CatMtomu.6 ptatyMync.h<L6

44-47 (42 - 48) zB

CatoJtomu.6 pteb,cu.6

43-44 (42-46) B

Ca.:t0.6:tomu.6 .6a.n.ta.anae

33? N

9? N

42+? N

Enimyzon obionguo

30-31 (30-33) ft

8 - 10 (7 - 10) ft

39- 4 1 (38-42) ft

43 - 44 (42-46) N

-,

EJUmyzon .6ucetta.

35-36 z

Hypeatet-i.um n"-g",,-canJ

34-38 (33- 40) aef

7-9 (3-11) aef

41 - 47 (39 - 49) aef

lct.Wbu.6 bubaim

25 K

8 K

33 K

1 c.Uobu.6 cYP",,-neUu.6

30 C

7 C

37 C

M-i.ny.tJtema metanoPJ

33-35 (30-35) klIJ

6 - 8 (3 - 9) (-14?) klIJ

Mox.0.6toma. ruU.6Wtum

31 e

11 e

42 - 45 z

36-37 z
43-44 z

42 - 43 e

40 z

continued

Table 1.

continued.

Species

Preanal Myomere s

Pas tanal

~1yomeres

Total Myomere s

Total Vertebrae

Moxo~ ~oma e~atum

42 ,

Moxo~toma

duque.6I1U

43 ,

Moxo~toma

ekljthkuAum

33-35 (31 - 37) i

7-8 (6 - 9) i

41 -4 2 (39- 45 ) i

lAo xMtoma hubb.i.

43 ,

lAoxo.toma maClWiep.i.dotum 32-37 (30-39) bfte
Moxohtoma. vate.I1c..i.e.nne..6A..

Sour ces:

40 ,

6-8 (5-9) bfte

41-45 (38-45) bfte

42 -44 z

a=Buynak and · Mohr 1978 , b=Buynak and Hohr*, d=Ehrenb awn 1909, e=Fish 1932, f=F uiman 1978,

g=Fuiman and Lao s 19 77,. h=Fui man an d Laos 19 78, i =Fui man and Witman*, j::Gerlach 1973, k=Hogue eX. a.f.. 1976,
l=Hogue and Buchanan 1977, m=Holden and Stalnaker 1970, n=Hubbs 1922, o::Hubbs and Miller 1978 , p=Hufz in ger* ,
q::J ones

e.t at. 1978, r=Len t sch*, s= Lippson and Moran 1974, t= Loos e..t a.f..*, u=Mil l er 1963, v=Miller 1973,

w=Miller and Hubbs 1960, x=Moore 19 44. y::Saksena 1962, z=Scott and Cr ossman 1973 , A=Seethaler 1978, B=Smith
1966, C=Snyder*. D=Snyder

e.t at. 1977, E=Stone 1940, F=Suttkas and Cl emmer 1977, G=Taber 1969, H=Werner and

Youn g* , I =Wh ite 1977 , ·J=Wil tz*, K=Wrenn and Grins te ad 1969. , L=Zicari*. M=Swift 1965, N=Greenfie1d e.t at . 1970 .

-'"
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confidence to approximate total myomeres.
Some variation in myomere counts is attributable to diffe rences in

techn iques, difficulty in dis cerning th e most anterior and
myome re s~

po ste r~~r

,

and the specific stages from which the counts were determined.

With r espect to the latter, relat ive vent position may change somewhat
during larval and early juvenile development, and the most pos t erior
myome res in proto larvae and ear l y mesolarvae may be ass ociat ed with th e
futu re or forming hypural compl ex and may cease to exis t or be evident in
l ate r stages .

In addi tion, some count s r eferen ced herein may be based on

erroneously identified s pecimens .

Due caution i s therefore advised i n the

use of the data pr esented, especial ly when total myomeres are notab l y
different f rom to ta l vertebrae (e.g. ct£nO&tomUh eiongatUh , Table 1).
The range of t ot al myomeres or vertebrae for 70 cyprinid spe cies, 28
to 51, is greater and in fact prac tically includes that f or 27 catostomids,
32 to 52 (F igure 1) .

However, over 75\ of the cyprinids have counts within

the more restricte d range of 34 to 43 and the catostomids within the more
restricted range of 39 to 49, 33 t o 38 for the i ctiobinae and 41 to 49 for
t he catos t ominae.

C~&iU6

is responsible for the low end of t he cyprinid

range and G.i.1a, Myto che..UU6, LeucMCU6 , PtJjchoche..UU6, an d Hyboph.u. glUJ.e-U<A

(Piatygobio

g~~

acco rding to Scot t and Crossman, 1973) for the upp er

end (F i gure 2 and Table 1) .

The genera I ctiohu& and Cato&tomuJ are

r espectivel y r esponsible for the l ower and upper ext r emes of the catostomid
range.
Ranges of preanal and postanal myomer e counts are 19 to 31 and 10 (91)
to 18 , respectively, for the cyprinids, and 25 to 42 (30 to 42 excluding
!ctiobinae) and 5 (3?) to 12 (141), respectively, fo r the catostomids
(Figure 3).

However , over three quarters of the cyprinids have preanal

,
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---- ..... --

CYPRINIOAE
CATOSTOHIOAE
ICTI08INAE
CATOSTOHINAE

,11111

30

-

II11111II1I11111

38

Total

.,.,
'''-'

40

Myom~res

48

eo

and/or Vertebrae

Figure 1 . Cumulative ranges of total vertebrae and/or mYOffil,rcs for the
fami lies C;-pr i nidae and Ca tostomidae. an d the subfam ilies I ctiobinae and

Catostomi nae.
7 S~i>

Solid bar s repre sent the modal ranges which inc l ude ove r

of the species . Numbe r s indicate the number of species on which the
data are based. Based on data in Table 1 .
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CARA$SIU$
C YPRINU$
HorROPIS

>

EN/CYMBA
EXOGLOSSU,.,
HY80GNATHUS
HYBOI'SIS
NOCOHIS
NOTEHIGONIIS
PHOXINUS
PIHEPHAL£S
RHINICHTHYS
TI N CA

CAHPOSTOHA
CLINOSTOIfIJ$

COIlES/IlS
MEOA
PLAGOPTERV$
IUCHAROSONtuS

A CROCHEIL us

LEP/DOHEDA

S£HO TIL us

HYLOCHEILliS
GILA
PTYCHOCHEILUS
LEIJCISCUS

ICT/oeus
CARP/ODES
£R'HYZON

HYP£NT£LIUH
MIN YTR£HA
HOXOSTOHA

CATOSTOHIlS
I

I

30

I

I

J

I

I

35
Total

I

I

40

I

I

I

I

I

45

I

I

I

I

50

Vertebrae

Figur e 2 . Total ve r t eb r ae summa ri zed by gene ra i n unifo r lll l y sizeo r an ge
intervals. Numbe r s i n dicat e t he numbe r of species on which t he da t a f or

on e or mo r e species is based on t ot al myomere s r ather than ve r tebrae .
Bas ed on dat a in Tabl e 1.

,

~

CYPRINIDAE
CArOSrOHIDA£

E?

I

..-F?3

I

--

ICTlOf*NAE
CArOSrOHINA£

E'
I

I

I

5

I

I

I

I

10

Postanat

Figure 3.

I

--

...,

'""

_

I

I

I

I

Ie

Myomeres

I

I

I
20

I

I

_

-- --"'"

13

-

WI

'"

I
2e

I

I

_

I I I
30
Preanat
I

-

\U

_

""
I

I

I

I

I

I

38
Myo mere s

I

I

I

40

Cumulative ranges of preanal and postanaI lnyomeres [o r the falnilies Cyprinid ae and Catostomi dae

and the subfamilies Ictiob i nae and Catostominae . Solid bars represent the modal ranges which include
over 7S% of the species . Numbers ind i cate the number of species on which the data are based . Based on
data in Table 1 .
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counts of 27 or fewer and postanal counts greater than 11, while over 75%
of the catostomids have 27 or more preanal myomeres and 11 or fewer

postanal rnyomeres,
Most larval fish biologists recognize vent position and the number of
myomeres as key characters in distinguishing between cyprinid and catostomid
larvae.

Preanal lengths (snout -to-vent) relative to total length have often

been reported as less than two-thirds

fOT

cyprinids and about two-thirds

or more for suckers, but with some overlap .

Likewise , as documented above,

the ranges of total, preanal, and postanal myomeres for each family also
overlap .

The greatest degree of separation is found in the proportion of

postanal to preanal myomeres which, based on the median values of the typical
ranges (Table 1), is about

~

or greater for cyprinids (48 to 78%) and 1/3

or less for catostomids (20 to 35%).

Good separation is also attained using

the proportion of preanal to total myomeres, typically 2/3 or less for the
minnows (57 to 69%) and 3/4 or more for the suckers (73 to 82%) .
The genera Idthin each family have more-or-1ess distinctive ranges
of total myomeres or vertebrae (Figure 2).

This information can be used,

with care and an awareness of exceptions, to help determine the identity
of some cypriniform larvae to at least a restricted group of genera and in
a few instan ces to the specific level.

As an example, consider an

unidentified meso1arva with a myomere count of 29 preanal plus 16 postana1
myomeres from the Upper Colorado River System.

The high postanal count,

and proportions of postanal to preanal (55%) and preanal to total myomeres
(65%) , place the specimen within the family Cyprinidae.

Of the nine

cyprinid g'enera known in the Upper Colorado River System, only Se.moillU6,

Gila , and PtychoeheieUh have ranges of total myomere counts that might

,
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inc lude the count for this specimen 45; Figure 2).
•

.,

The tot al and preanal

myome r e r anges for the specific s pecies encountered in thi s river system
are a bit l ow in SemoillU6 a.tJtoma.C.utatU6 and high in P.tychoc.hmU6 .f.u.c.,iU6

and Gila elegan& (Table 1) .

These tentative e l i min ations leave Gila cypha ,

a rare and endangered species , and Gila

~bU6ta ,

common in most of the

sys tem , as t he most probably i dentiti es .
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LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE GREENS IDE DARTER,

ETHEOSTOMA BLENNlOlVES NEWMANll (AGASSIZ)

I

James M. Baker
Division of Water Resources
Tennessee Valley Authority
Norris, Tennessee 37828

ABSTRACT
LalLvae 06 the gJteef1.6-£de daJttvr.., E.the.OJ.J.:toma. ble..nru..oidu 11etA.mlruu..<.,
wvce ooUee-ted oOlt .thiA l>.tudy 6nom .the cfuch IUven dJUUnage .ut eCL6t
Ten""Mee. SpaJANUng by .the gneeM.ede daJl.ten ..CL6 umMed.to ex:tend
6nom m.cd-MMch .tMough ApMJ: when WMen .tempena.tMu nanged 6nom 10.2
.to 19.0 C. Pno.totMvae examined nanged.en teng.th 6nom 7.05 .to 10.82 mm
n, muotMvae 6nom 11.23.to 16.87 mm n, and me.tatMvae 6nom 17.12.to
19. '29 mm TL. LMvai. deve..topme.nt, bMed on bpee1me.no examtited, Wa.6
compMed w.[.th dU~ptioM 06 tMvae 06 E. b. btenw.edu by Fahy 119541.
06 .the 6.[ve known "ymp~c da.il.tM weuM ObJMVed ",n tiiM o.tudy. tMvae
06 :the. JtedU...ne. d.aJt:teJI., Ethe.Mtoma. ItuJLUne.a.twn , w~Jte. :the molJ.t .6i..m<.laJ1.
.to .thou 06 .the gneeM-Cde diVi:ten.

INTRODUCTION

The greenside darter, E:t.he.obtoma. b£en~oidu. is a widely distributed
species found in riffle habitats of the Mississippi River system from
Illinois to New York and south to Alabama, Georgia, and North Carolina.
West of the Mississippi River it occurs in the Ozark region of Missouri,
Arkansas, and eastern Oklahoma.

In the Great Lakes drainage, it occurs

in the Ontario tributaries of Lake St. Claire, Lake Erie, and in the
southern tributaries of Lake Ontario (Moore 1968) .
recognized (Miller 1968 ); E. b.

bi~nnioid~

Four subspecies are

Rafinesque , E. b.

g~etti

(Hildebrand), E. b. photidot&m (Miller), and E. b. newmanii (Agassiz).

"
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The latter is found throughout the Tennessee River s ystem (except for those

areas i nhabitated by E. b.

g~etti) .

the Cumberland River system , and west

of the Miss issippi River in the St. Francis , Whit e, Arkansas and Ouachita

Rive r systems .
Larva l fi sh drift was studied in Hinds Creek, a tributary of the Cl inch
River (Melton Hill Rese rvo ir, Anderson County . Tenn essee) from 1976 th rough
19 78 .

Large numbers of larval greens ide darters of the

wer e i dentified from sampl es obtained.

n~~

s ub spec i es

A series of s pecimens from

pr oto larv a l t hrough juvenil e developmen t periods was saved for r efe r ence
mate r ia l.

No literature known to me is available con ce:ming l arval

de ve lopment of the greenside darter . with the

ex c ~p tio n

of Fahy ' s (1 954 )

descript i on of two la r va l specimens of E. b. btennioideo .

As a consequence ,

i t was the purpose of this p aper to describe in detail larval deve lopment
of the greensi de dart er E. b.

~~

(Agass iz) and to compare its

devel opment with l arval development of E. h. btennioideo as described by
Fahy (1954) .

Reproductive habits for the greenside dart er in Hinds Creek

were al so studied t o a l imited degree.

METHODS
Dri f t net samples were co l l ected week l y at f our locations on Hin ds
Creek (T ab le 1) from Apri l 4 through September 1, 1976.

Supplement ary

larv al se ine and dip net samples were collected periodical ly from 19 76
through 1978 .

Larvae were preserved i n the fie l d in 10 percent Fo rma l i n

and l ater transferred to buffered 5 percent Formalin for permanent storage.
Limited percid di ve rs i ty in Hi nds Creek made t his a unique ar ea for

,

l arva l taxonomic s tudy.

Most percids capt ured , could be i dent ified to t he
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Table 1. Total number of larval greens ide darters (7 to 20 mm) captured
with drift nets at four sampling stations on Hinds Creek in 1976 . Number
of sampl es is in parentheses.
Creek Mile

Station No.
Total Larvae

HeM 0 . 7
1

o

(22)

HCM 3 . 6

2

23 (69)

HeM 6.7
3

HeM 11. 2

238 (97)

15 (94)

,

4

species level by comparisons with specimens from a developmental series
propaga ted and cultured from Hinds Creek parental stock.
Greenside darter larvae from Hinds Creek were identified by comparing
them with a propagated serie s and by observing sequential development
through the juvenile period.

Taxonomic separation from other species was

based on myomere counts, pigmentation patterns, yolk sac shape, number of
rays and spines in the median fins, and development related to total length.
On March 28. 1977. gravid greens ide darters from Hinds Creek were
stripped and the eggs were fertilized and placed in vertical flow-through
incubators at 13 to 15 C.

Hatching occurred in 17 days.

One egg was

preserved in 5 percent buffered Formalin, and nine larvae, at hatching
(three specimens) I, 3 (two s pecimens), 4. 12. and 19 days post-hatching
were also preserved.
Descriptions of greenside darters are based on a developmental series
(63 specimens) encompassing proto larval through j uvenile periods from Hinds
Creek field collections .

Specimens were examined with a stereomicroscope.

An ocular micrometer was used for measurements and polarizing filters were
used to facilitate myomere and ray counts.
the aid of a camera lucida.

"

Illustrations were drawn with
"
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Morphometric and meristic characters examined (Figure 1; Tables 2 , 3)
include: total, standard, preanal, snout, and head length ; length to the

posterior margin of the yolk sac (YSL); head depth and body depth at the
anus; orbit diameter; preanal and postanal myomere counts; numbers of
myomeres anterior to the posterior margin of the yolk sac (YSM); and numbers
of dorsal and anal fin spines and rays.

Standard length was measured as the

distance from the tip of the snout to the posterior tip of the notochord for
specimens less than 13 mm total length.

The hypural complex was used as

the posterior limit of standard length for specimens 13 mm TL or greater .
Head length on specimens less than 14 mm TL was measured from the tip of
the snout to the posterior margin of the otic vesicle. for specimens 14 mm
TL or greater the measurement was taken from the posterior margin of the
opercular flap.

Preanal myomeres included any myomeres touched by or

anterior to an imaginary vertical line through the body at the posterior
margin of the anus.

Number of myomeres anterior to the posterior margin

of the yolk sac included any myomere bisected by an imaginary vertical
line through the body at that point.
Meristic and morphometric data were tabulated by length intervals .
Developmental terminology used is that of Snyder (1976) .

Unless otherwise

stated, lengths mentioned in the text are total lengths.
GREENSIDE DARTER SPAWNING
Of the four stations sampled with drift nets in Hinds Creek, one
(Station 3) consistently yielded high numbers of greenside darter larvae
(Table 1).

This station was a pool having a substrate of bedrock overlain

with gravel and rubble immediately below a shallow bedrock riffle covered
with patches of filamentous algae .

In late March 1977. gravid adult

•

Total

••>--------------- Standard
•

Preanal Length

Length - - - - - - - - - - -...

• •

••, - - Preanal Myomeres-+.

----+-- YS l

•

Length

Postanal

Length

·.""--Postanal
Myomeres

•

- - -...

Head . . . . .""--YSM --.j.1

•

Length

"

...

Snout
Length
Head Depth

Body Depth at the Anu s

Orbit Diameter

Figure 1.

Morphometric and me r i s ti c char acters examine d for the greens i de darter , E:the.Of...toma

b.e.e.n.fUo;'d~ n~w .

Tabl e 2 .

~orphometrlc

Size Range (mrn TL)
7 . 0- 7.99

cha racters of l arval g reen stde darters , Etheostoma blenn10ides ne""lla'li1 (Agassiz) .

---

Total

N

5

X

Ran ge
8. 0- 8.99

5

X

Range
9. 0- 9 . 99

5

X

Range
10.0-10 . 99

5

X

Range
11.0- 11.99

5

X

Range
12 . 0 - 12 . 99

5

X

Ran ge
13.0-13 .99

5

X

Range
14 . 0-14 . 99

,

X

Range
1 5 . 0-15 . 99

5

X

Range
16 . 0-16 . 99

5

X

Ran ge
11 . 0-17.99

5

X

Range
18 . 0-18.99

19. 0-19 . 99

5

,

X

Ran ge

;
Ra nge

* Length t o pos t er lor

~a rgln

Standard

Lenfl,ths
Preanal

YSL*

H.ead

Snout

Body Depth
Anus

Orblt
Diame ter

Head
Depth

"'

7. 35
7. 05- 7 . 54

7.10
6 . 81- 7.30

3 . 66
3 . 61- 3. 69

2.74
2. 72-2 . 80

1.20
l.12-lo26

0 .88
0 . 08-0 . 12

0 . 63
0 . 58- 0 . 70

0 . 70
0 . 68-0 . 70

0 . 86
0.80-0 .94

8 . 45
8 . 04- 8 . 69

8 . 21
7 . 87- 8 . 28

4 .10
3. 98- 4 . 18

3 . 11
3. 04-3 . 24

1.36
1. 26- 1.48

0 . 14
0 . 12-0 . 20

0 . 7S
0 . 70- 0 . 82

0 . 66
0 . 6 - 0 . 70

0 . 95
0 .88-1. 10

9 . 29
9. 06- 9.84

9 . 02
8.73- 9 . 55

4.67
4 . 55- 5 . 13

1. 47
1.36- 1.56

0 . 18
0 . 12 - 0 . 24

0 . 83
0 . 72 - 1.02

0 . 67
0 . 66-0 . 68

1. 08
1. 01- 1. 16

10.44
10. 0 -10 .82

10 . 08
9 . 92-10 . 5

5.32
5. 17- 5 . 49

1. 68
1.64-1. 72

0 . 22
0 . 20- 0 . 24

1.07
1. 00- 1. 14

0 . 76
0 . 70-0 . 80

1. 31
1.26-1.38

11. 55
It. 23-11. 86

11 . 00
10.74-11.23

5. 89
5.66- 5.99

1.93
1.84- 2 . 00

0 . 27
0 .20-0 . 36

1. 27
1.20-1 .34

0.84
0 . 82-0 . 84

1. 46
1.40-1.')4

12 . 43
12 . 19-12.86

11 . 70
11 . 36-12 . 11

6 . 39
6.18- 6 . 68

2 . 04
1.88-2 . 16

0 . 30
0 . 24 - 0 . 40

1.41
1. 32 - 1.48

0.87
0.82-0 . 90

1. 56
1.44-1.64

13 . 63
13 . 36-13 . 86

12. 59
12.36- 13.03

6 . 93
6 . 67 - 7.18

2.27
2 . 12-2.52

0 . 42
0 . 28-0 . ')4

1.50
1.34-1.68

0.89
0 .8 - 0 .96

1.64
1. ')2-1.76

14.46
14. 03-1 4 .86

12 . 78
12 . 44-13. 11

7 .30
7.10-7. ')2

2 . 70
2 .')4-2.95

0.48 - 0 . ~2

1.82
1.72-1.92

1. 03
0.94 -1. 14

1.82
1. 64-2 . 08

15 . 28
15 . 03-15 . 53

13.36
13 . 03-13.69

7. 7
7 . 52-7 . 85

2. 91
2 . 79-2.99

0 . 54
0 . 52-0 . 56

1.95
1.88- 2.00

1. 09
1 . 08-1.10

1.87
1.80-1.96

16 .40
16 . 03-16 . 87

14.33
14 . 03-14.61

8 . 23
8 .10-8 . 3')

3.21
3 . 03-3.36

0 . 62
0 . 6 -0 . 64

2.18
2.16-2.28

1. 18
1.16-1.24

2.03
1.88-2.12

17 .46
17 . 12-17 . 74

15 .20
14.95- 15.36

8.68
8 .4 3-9. 02

3 . 49
3 . 20-3.61

0 . 66
0. 60- 0 . 72

2 . 31
2 . 20- 2 .40

1.23
1.1 6- 1.28

2 . 18
2 . 12- 2.28

18.22
18 . 04-18.45

15 .82
15 .6 1-16 . 03

8.85
8.68-9. 52

3. 63
3.')3-3 . 77

0 . 70
0 . 68- 0 . 76

2 . 42
2 . 36-2.48

1.27
1.20-1 . 30

2 . 30
2 . 24-2 . 32

19 . 2')
19. 2 1-19 . 29

16 .53

9 . 48
9.44 - 9.52

3 .90
3 . 8')-3 . 94

0 .82
0 . 76-0 . 88

2.56
2 . 56- 2 . 60

1.32
1.30- 1.)4

2.41
2 . 40- 2 . 48

of the yolk sac .

0 . 51

~
~
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Table 3. Meristic characte rs of larval greenside darters,
ble.n...u.oi.du newma.n..i.i (Agass i z).

Etheo~toma

Fin Rars and/or S2 ine s

Mromeres

First
Dorsal

Second

N

Total

Preanal

Postanal

YSM*

7.0-7.99

5

45-48

21-23

23-26

13-14

8 . 0-8.99

5

47-50

22

25-28

12-14

9 . 0-9 . 99

5

45-47

21-23

24-25

10 . 0-10.99

5

48-49

23

25-2 6

11.0-11.99

5

44-49

22-23

22-26

12.0-12 . 99

5

45-46

22-24

22-24

13.0-13.99

5

43 -46

22-23

21-23

14.0-14.99

5

42-45

22-23

20-22

IS .0-15 .99

5

42-45

22-23

20_22

16.0-16.99

5

42-44

21-23

19 -2 1

X-XII

17.0-17.99

5

40-44

21-23

19 -2 1

X-XIII 13

II,8-9

18 . 0 -1 8 .99

5

41-43

2 1-22

20-21

X-XIII 13

II ,8

19.0-19.99

2

42-43

21-22

21

X-XII

II,8-9

Size Range (nun TL)

V-XI

Dorsal

11-14

I X-XI V 12
12-13

13

Anal

II ,8-9
II ,8-9

II ,8-9

* Number anterior of the posterior margin of th e yolk sac .

,.
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green s ide darters were collected in this area, a habitat similar to t hat
descri be d by Fahy (1954) fo r the northern greens i de darte r .

Ear l y proto larval greenside darters (7 to 8 mm TL) were captured in
Hin ds Creek from Ap ril 8 through May 7, 1976, at water temperatures ranging
f rom 12.5 to 19 .8 C.

Eggs of the greenside darter, i ncubated at 13 to IS C,

ha t ch e d in 17 day s in the laboratory.

Therefore, the spawning season of the

greens i de dart er i n Hinds Creek probably extended from mid-March through
Apri l in 1976 .

Wate r temp e ra t ur es ranged from 10.2 to 19.0 C during this

tw o-month perio d.
DEVELOPMENT

Eggs and Proto larvae

Prop agated gr eens ide darter eggs were spherical , demersal, adhes i ve,
and had a large ye l low oil globule.

One

protolar~a l

specimen, pres e rved

at hatch in g from the pr opagated series , measured 7 . 22 mm TL .
sma ll e r proto lar vae were collected f rom Hinds Creek .

However,

The s mallest specimen

measured was 7 . 05 mm TL .
Early proto larval gr e enside darters had a terminal, well - develope d
mouth and a r ounde d snout (Figure 2).

No teeth were visible.

The nares

were forme d an d t wo small otoliths were present in e ach well defined
auditory ves i cl e .
oper cu l a.

The gill arches were part i ally covered by thin membranous

Bony e lements of the opercula were not present until 9 mm TL .

By t he end of the protolarval phase, the opercula covered the gill arches.
Tota l numbers of myomeres ranged from 45 to 50 in the proto larval phase .
The early protolarva l yolk saG was tear-drop i n shape with a large
anteri or oi l globul e .

It extended to approximately the 14th preanal myomere

Fi gu re 2 .

Etheo~toma blen~o~de4 ~ewmani1

proto larva of 7. 30 mm TL .
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(Table 3) covering two-thirds of the straight gut .
the yolk sac became more cylindrical in shape.
completed by 11 mm TL.

As yolk was absorbed,

Yolk absorption was

The oil globule was the last yolk component to

be absorbed.

A reticulated network of vitelline veins was present ventrally and
ventrolaterally on the yolk sac of early protolarvae (Figure 3).

This

network converged posteriorally into a single sub intestinal vein which
was present along the ventral surface of the gut to the anal pore .

As

yolk content diminished, the network of vitelline veins gradually became
constricted into a tight mid-ventral bundle and began to deteriorate .

By

about 10 mm TL. the veins shifted to the right side of the yolk sac in the
area of liver development.

Anterior and posterior of the liver development

area. the vitelline bundle retained its mid-ventral positioning.

Immediately

prior to total yolk absorption, the vitelline system was reduced to a
single vein which disappeared with final yolk absorption .
Proto larval greens ide darters had a large melanophore within each
auditory vesicle.

Most specimens had one

to each pectoral fin base .

me~anophore

immediately anterior

There was a row of faur to five melanophores

along each side of the gut from the posterior margin of the yolk sac to
the anal pore.

One or two mid-ventral melanophores were usually present

immediately anterior to the anal pore.

Postanal pigmentation consisted

of a mid-ventral row of indistinct melanophores and distinct ventrolateral
rows of pigment.

The ventrolateral melanophores were usually punctulate

but occasionally appeared as short slashes of pigment along the myoseptae.
Pigmentation on the caudal fin consisted of a few indistinct melanophores .
No pigment was present on the dorsal surface.

Early protolarval specimens

0>

o

....

Fi gure 3.

_---

.. -

Ethec~toma bte~O~d<J n~ proto larva showing the Vitelline ve in system.
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had a great deal of ventral pigment of the yolk sac i n association with
the vitelline vein system (Figure ,3) .

Pigment diminished as yolk was

absorbed and the vitelline system became constri cted .

By the time of

total yolk absorption and subsequent disappearance of the vitelline system,
the associated pigment was reduced to one l arge, usua ll y st ellate,
me lanophore between the pectoral fin bases and a few indis tinct me l anophores
at intervals along the gut .
During the proto larval

pha~e,

the median finfold origin was dorsal

near the fifth preanal myomere, was present around the urostyle. and
extended ventrally to the posterior margin of the yolk sac .

Undulations

in the profile of the median finfold were present at the future locations
of the second dorsal and anal fins.
rounded.

The pectoral fins were short and

The onset of fin ray development was evidenced by an opaque area

which formed in th e caudal fin below the urostyle on specimens between
10 and 11 mm TL.

Caudal rays were first observed on a 11.23 mm length

indiv i dual , thus marking the tran si ti on to the meso1arval phase.
Mesolarvae
During the mesolarval phase of development. the mouth was moderately
s ubterminal. and by the end of this phase , the snout was bluntly rounded
and appeared a lmost square.

The opercu l a gradua lly i ncreased in length.

On specimens greater than 14 mm TL, opercula extended to the pectoral fin

bases and had distinct flaps.
The total number of myomeres gradually decreased through the meso1arval
development phase.
from 42 to 44.

Counts on specimens between 16 and 17 rom length ranged

The last three to five postanal myomeres on

p~oto larvae

gradua l ly lost the myomere appearance as they became part of hypural
musculature.

The number of preanal myomeres a l so decrea sed slightly with
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development.

Two to three myomeres were visible anterior to the pectoral

fins on proto larval and early meso larval specimens.
apparent on specimens greater than 14 mm TL.

Usually only one was

The anterior-most myomere

on the smallest meso larval specimens was occasionally incomplete and by
14 mm length had disappeared.

The second and third myomeres anterior to

the pectoral fin appear to fuse at approximately 14 mm and were counted
as one.

Few changes in pigmentation occurred during the meso larva l phase of
development.

By the end of this phase, a few melanophores were present

over the midbrain, the operculum was lightly pigmented, and the otic

vesicle was more intensely pigmented.

An indistinct mid-lateral line of

pigment was present, particularly on the posterior half of the body, and
the margin of the hypural complex was lightly outlined with small
punctu1ate melanophores.

On specimens less than 16 mm len gth, mid-ventral

postanal pigmentation was confined posterior to anal fin development.
For lengths greater than 16 rom, a double row of pigment was present
around the anal fin with pairs of melanophores at the base of each ray.
The median finfold was gradually absorbed during the mesolarval
phase .

By 16.87 rom length, it disappeared dorsally.

Ventrally, it was

present as a thin line along the gut and a small flap immediately
posterior to ,the anal f i n.
At the onset of mesolarval development (11.23 rom), the urostyle was
slightly upturned.

Pelvic buds were in evidence between 12 and 13 rom

length, as well as i nCipient rays in the second dorsal and anal fins
(Figure 4).

Development of dorsal spines and pectoral fin rays began

between 13 and 14 rom length.

Pelvic fin ray formation began between 14

"

•
Figure 4.

••

.-

\
/

/

E:titeM:toma bie.niU.o-idu f'le1'o'ma./'l.-U meso 1arva of 12. 36 mm TL.

,,

,

,
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and 15 mm len gth .

The adult complement of fin rays appeared in the caudal

and pectora l fins between 15 and 16 mm length; in the anal fin between
14 and 15 mm l ength; and in the . second dorsal fin, mark ing transition to
the metalarval phase, by 17.1 2 mm length (Table 3) .
Meta l arvae

During the metalarval phase, the mouth became distinctly subtermina l.
Th e bottom of the upper lip was in line with the ventral margin of the

orbit and the snout was smooth l y rounded.
Total myomere counts continued to decrease through the meta larval
phase .

Specimens greater than 18 mm length had 41 to 43 myomeres (Figure 5) .

Between 18 and 19 mm length, two patches of pigment appeared dorsally
on the torso , one be tween t he dorsal f in s and another at the posterior

margin of the second dorsal fin.

Between 19 and 20 mm len gth. six distinct

dorsa l s addles deve l oped and mid-lateral pigmentation intensified in areas
th at l ate r devel oped i nto the l ateral b l otche s characteristic of adult
greenside darter s (Figure 6) .
The pelvic fins were completely rayed but not ful l y formed by th e
onset of me t a l arval development.

By 19 . 29 mID length. the median finfold

was comp letely abs orbed and the first dorsal fin had 10-12 spines.

Although

no specimens were available for verification. final development of the first
dorsal fin. marking trans i tion to the juvenile period . probably occurs
short l y after 20 mm l ength .

,

Figure 5.

fth~o~toma bte~oid~ newm~~

meta1arva of 18.04 mm TL.

Figure 6 .

Eth~o~tomd btennioideh n~ meta1arva of 19 . 29 mm TL .
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Juvenile
One juvenile specimen ( Figure 7) was collec ted (25.89 mm length ) .
It close l y resemb l ed the adult form in pigmentation pat tern s and mouth
posi tion.

Lateral pi gment consis ted of six U-shaped b lotches, a large

blotch on the caudal peduncle, and a b lotch abo ve each pecto r al fin.
Six sadd les were pre sent dorsally.
smoothly rounded .

The mouth was inferior and the snout

Squamation was comp lete and the adu lt complement of

rays and spine s was present in all fin s (Table 4).

DISCUSSION
At leas t five species of darte rs are sympat ric with th e greenside

darter in Hinds Creek.
r ed l ine darter , E.

They are the Tennessee snubn ose darter, E. himoieAUm j

~u6ilineatumj

blueside dart er , E.

darter, E. kennicotti; and l ogperch, Pe4Cina
E. 6tabettake, and the dusky darter , P.

j~h~e ;

cap~de6 .

~ciena ,

s tripetai l

The fantai l dart er,

may occur i n Hinds Cre ek

but were not captured dur i ng this study.
The red line darter is the only sympatric species in Hinds Creek with
larvae that c l osely resemb le those of the greenside dart er.

They differed

i n characteristics of the vitel l i ne ve in system, tot al myomere co unt s, an d
lengt h for the vari ous phases of deve l opment.
had a s in gle se rpent i ne vite lline vein .

Pro to l arva l re dl ine dart er s

Tot al myomere count s ranged f rom

38 to 44 for protolarvae and 37 to 39 for metalarvae.

Total l ength r anges

for the three phases of larval development were; protolarval 6. 2 t o 8 .5 mm
TL, mes olarva l 8 .55 t o 9 .6 mm TL, and metalarval 9 .9 to 13.36 mm TL (Baker
and Whitaker 1979 MS) .
Live eggs of E. b. newmanii observed during incubation in the

""""

Figure 7 .

Ethe.o.6toma. blenn.i.oidu newman.-<-i. juvenile of 2S .89 mm TL.

Table 4.

Morphometric and meris ti c characters of j uvenile and adu lt greenside darters,
newmanii (Agass i z).

Etheo~toma blen~i~

Mromeres
Length (nun TL)

Total

Preanal

Post an a l

First
Dorsal

Rars and/or SEine s
Secon d
Dorsal Ana l Caudal Pectoral

Pelvi c

Juvenile

25 . 89

41

21

20

XIV

14

II, 8

17

14-1 4

6-6

Adul t

89 . 50

42

20

22

XV

13

II , 8

17

14-14

7-7

Adul t

81. 00

42

21

21

XIV

14

II , 8

17

14 -14

6-6

Adu lt

81. 00

42

20

22

XIII

13

II, B

17

14-1 4

6-6

Adult

70. 00

42

21

21

XIII

13

II, 7

17

15 -15

6-6
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laboratory closely resembled Fahy's description for E. b. biennioideh
eggs.

They were spherical, transparent, demersal, adhesive, and had a

large yellow oil globule.

The diameter of one dead and slightly

deteriorated egg was approximately 2 mm.
diameter of 1.75 to 1.98 for E.

Fahy reported a range in egg

b. blennioide&.

E.

incubated at 13 to 14 .5 C hatched in 18 days, which

b. b£ennioide¢ eggs
~s

similar to the

observed hatching time of E. b. newmanii (17 days at 13 to 15 C).
Fahy's illustration of a 7.5 mm northern greenside darter larva
(24 hours old) is similar to larvae of comparable size described in this
study with one exception.

He observed rays in the pectoral fins at this

length whereas the onset of pectoral fin ray development occurred between
13 and 14 mm length for our specimens.

His 8 mm specimen (16 days old)

di ffered considerably from 8 mm larvae examined in this study.

At this

leng th, Fahy reported total yolk absorption, well developed pectoral fin
ray elements at the base of the second dorsal, anal, and pelvic fins.
These findings disagreed markedly from those of this study.

For specimens

examined in th is study. yolk absorption was not completed at less than
10 mm length.

The onset of ray development occurred at considerably

greater lengths; caudal fin at 10 to 11 mm TL, second dorsal and anal fins
at 11 to 12 mm length, and pelvic fins at 12 to 13 mm TL.
did not appear on E. b.

newm~

Pelvic buds

'H ntil after 11 mm length.

The 16 day old (8 mm) E. b. b£ennioideo larvae illustyated by Fahy
was shorter than the 19 day old (8.69 mm) E. b. newmanLi larva cultured
in this study .

This is to be expected considering younger age and development

at slightly lower water temperatures.
in fin development and yolk absorption.

It is at the same time more advanced
This could be subspecific variation

in developmental rates or abnormal development of Fahy's single cultured
specimen.

Cultured specimens of E. b. newrnanii were very similar in

,
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development to specimens of comparable length collected from Hinds Creek.
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ABSTRACT

Twelv, ./.ak, chub.uOOVl ./.aJLvat WVl' cnmpalt,d wUh d"'cJLi.p.ti.OM 06

CJt''" ohub.uok'M a.t ,qua./. d,vaopme.n:ta.t phal>"' . PJr.tana./. myomVl'
cW,VUbu.t<.oM 601L.tIt, iYJo .p'u", .how,d no ovVttap. Moda./. Va./.UM WVLe
27 and 31 601L ./.ak' and 0"-"0 chubl>uooeM , Jt£1>pe.c.ti.vay . Ey, iUamUVl,
txp"-,,,.,d al> pVlO,n.t 06 tiJ:to.t ./.,ngth, 601L me..ta./.aJtva, w"" the Dn.ty
o.i.gn.i.6.i.oa.n.t (0.05 pJtObab.i.ti..ty ./.,va) moJtphomt.t1t.{.o vafu, . P.i.gm,n.taJty
d.i.66",-,no", w"'-, "'Mn.t<.aLt'.y non-,x..i./.t,nt. MDJtphD./.Dg.i.oa./. chang"', wch
al> o./.t.i.:thJtum oM.i.6.i.oa.ti.on and 60Jtma.tWn 06 dOMa./. 6.i.n ./.,p.i.dovuch.i.a,
ooOUJtJted a.t omaLt'.Vl to:to.t ./.,ngtho .i.n ./.ak, chub.uo'eM . ChDJu1.c.U.M u;"d
.i.n a p,,-,v.i.ou;,,/,y pJt<palt,d key tiJ .'paJta.t, 0"-'" chub.uoOel!. '/'Mvat 6,,-om
th"" 06 Dthel!. ge.nVla WVLe a./.oD u;"nu./. 601L .,paJta.t.i.on 06 tak, chub.uoOeM
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INTROOUCTION
Three species of Ekimyzon are known.
their distributions .

All are sympatric in parts of

Larvae of these spe cies have not been compared and

onl y those of the creek chubsucker , E. oblongUh, have been de s cribed .
(Carnes

1958, Fuiman

1978) .

Embryo geny and early posthatching stages

(to 3 weeks) of the lak e chubsucker, E.
(Shak1ee

U a./..

~ucetta ,

have been documented

1974).

Fuiman (1978) presented a key to catostom id larvae of the northern
Atlantic s l ope o f North America.

He sug ges ted that thi s key may be

use ful for generic i dentification of spec ies occu rring out s ide that

•
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study area because the five species included in the key were in five
genera.

A small collection of E.

~ucetta

are compared with published

descriptions of E. obtonguo i n this paper .

Differences are noted where

present so as to suggest parameters for future , more detailed comparisons
of these species .

These larvae are also used to partially test the

efficacy of Fuiman! 5 key at the generic leve 1.

METHODS
Twelve larval lake chub suckers were dipnetted from Singletary Lake,

Bladen County. North Carolina on 28 April 1976.

Seven of these were

preserved in five percent buffe re d formalin at the collection site .

The

remainder were reared in a laboratory acc ord ing to details given by

Fuiman and Laos (1978).

Additional specimens were preserved on 24 May, 30

June, and 25 September.

Larvae were known t o be EJtimyzon because of the

long preanal distance (relative to that of cyprinids) and median pigmentfree space on the occiput (Fuiman

1978).

Specific identification of

larvae was verified with scale counts of the largest specimen (35.7 mm TL)
and by the fact that E

~ucetta

is the only species of the genus known

from Singletary Lake.
~forphometric

measurements made on each specimen included : total

length (TL) , standard length (SL) , preanal length (PAL), head length (HL) ,
eye diameter (ED), body depth at the anus (BD), and ratio of lengths of
posterior to anterior gas bladder chambers.
illustrated in Fuiman (1978).

These are defined and

Measurements were made with a dissecting

microscope equipped with an ocular micrometer (largest specimens with
dial calipers) in November 1978 .

Preanal and postanal myomeres and median

fin rays were counted using polarizing filters .

Myomeres of two juveniles
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were not easi ly enumerated and were om itted from the re sults .

Significant

differences (0 . 05 probability level ) i n body proportions between the
speci es were tes ted using Student' s

transformed ratios .

IItt!

values derived from arcsin

Specimen s were deposi ted in the Co rnell University

Ich thyologica l Co l lection (CU 55809) .
follows Snyde r (1976).

Termino l ogy of larval phas es

Lengths are gi ven as total len gth, unless otherwi se

note d.

RESULTS
A det aile d des cription of l ake chubs ucke r development was not justifi ed
because of the sma ll samp le size (12) and the lack of variability asso ciat ed
with geographic or igin .

Instead, preserved specimens were compared wi t h

Fuimants (1978) description of creek chubs uckers.

Resu lt s of a verbatim

comp arison fol low.
Four proto larvae ranged from 6 . 8 to 7.4 mm.
36 ( 3 sp ecimens) , 37 (4) , and 38 (3) .

Total myomeres varied:

These were distributed as: preanal,

27 (5) , 28 (2), and 29 (3) , and postana1, 8 (2), 9 (4), and 10 (4) .

Myomeres in E.

obto ng~

were approximately normally di stributed; total:

rang e 38 to 42, mode 40; preanal: range 30 to 33, mode 31; postan al: range
7 to 10, mode 9 .

No body proportions were s ignifi cantl y different between

thes e species (Table 1) .
Pigment ati on was identical to t ha t descr ibe d for E. oblonguo at 7 . 9 mm,
except that mel anophores were ab s ent on the vertical myo s epta of E.
Lake chubsuckers app arently absorb yo lk at a smaller size.

~ucetta.

No individual s

were f ound with yolk, ye t it pe r s i sted i n creek chub suckers at 7 . 9 mm .
Each pr oto larva had a partiall y fil le d ga s bladder wh ich did not inflate
in E. oblonguo until 7 . 8 mm.

In E. 6ucetta it was located somewhat forward

•

Morphometric and meristic data for
expla ined in th e text.

Table 1.

PHASE
pr oto larva

meso larva

metalarva

juven ile

TL(mm)

SL

PERCENT OF TL
PAL
HL

E~yz on ~ucetta

(CU 55809) .

Abbreviations are

~1YOMERES

ED

BD

PREANAL POSTANAL

FIN RAYS
CAUDA L DORSAL ANAL

6.8

94.6

68 . 6

17.9

7.3

9.5

27

9

0

0

0

7. 0

94.1

69.5

18.1

7.5

10.5

28

10

0

0

0

7.3

94 . 4

69.9

16 . 4

6.7

8.4

27

10

0

0

0

7.4

94.4

69.1

18 . 2

7.2

8. 8

29

9

0

0

0

8. 2

94.9

67 . 8

18. 0

7 .5

8.8

28

10

6

0

0

9.1

91.1

67 . I

18.4

7.2

10 . 7

27

10

18

0

0

10 . 8

88. 0

67. 7

21.2

7 .5

11. 0

29

8

18

4

0

12. 1

84 . 5

64.0

21. 7

7.8

10.9

27

9

18

11

6

13 . 5

82.9

62 . 8

22. 6

7.9

12. 2

27

9

18

12

7

14. 5

82.1

62.3

22.9

7.9

11. 7

29

8

18

12

7

25.0

78.9

58.5

20.9

6.8

13 . 3

18

12

7

35 . 7

78 . 8

58.1

21.0

6.4

12 . 9

18

12

7
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of the posit i on it occupied in the congener (between myomere s 7 through
•

11 versus 8 through 13. respectively).
TWo mesolarvae were preserved (8.2 and 9 .1 mm).

These individuals

had pigmentation and morphology as described for E. obtongU6.

Location of

the gas bladder with respect to myomeres was similar to the E. ob£ongU6

description .

Caudal fin rays developed between 7.4 and 8 .2 mrn, as

~

evidenced by the first presence of rays (6 elements) in an 8 .2 specimen.
A more precise estimate might be prior to 7.9 mm (the size of caudal fin
ray formation in E. oblongU6), given the generally earlier development of
featu res i n

E.

~ucetta.

All 18 rays were present at 9.1 mm (again.

earlier than the 10.1 mm for the creek chubsucker).
Fou r of the 12 preserved specimens were metalarvae ranging between
10.S and 14.5 mm.
greater

Eye diameter averaged 7.S% TL.

(0.03 probability, tIS

= 2 . 6)

This was significantly

than the 7.1 value for E. obtongUh.

Other mean body proportions were similar for the two species.
Pigmentation of E.

~ucetta

was the same as E. obtongU6 except for

the lack of scattered melanophores on the operculum of the former .
Morphology was not different between the two species.

Four dorsal fin

rays were present at 10 . S mm (0 rays through 9.1 mm).

All rays were present

at 12.1 mm.

The corresponding values for E. obtongU6 were 13.9 and 14.4 mm,

respectively .

Anal rays of the lake chub sucker deve loped between 10.8

and 12 .1 mm (when 6 elements were present).
The remaining specimens were juveniles (25 . 0 and 35.7 rom).

Both

were fully scaled, having the adult complement of 35 to 38 scales in a
lateral series .

Dorsal fin pigment was more scarce in lake chubsuckers.

At least three interradial membranes were without melanophores in this
species .

Often cited differences in pigmentation between yearling
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E~yzon

species (Hubbs and Lagler, 1958; Smi th -Vaniz . 1968) were not

evident at t hese si zes.
Keying of l ake chubs uckers to genus was succes s ful for all developmental
phases .

All pro t ol arvai and mesolarval characters used in Fuiman ' s (1978)

key adequately des cribe d the approp riate l arvae.

Metalarval key characters

included the presence of a me dium pigment-free space on t he dorsum, a
prominen t mi d-lat er a l st r ipe, and small head and snou t len gths .

Two of the

four metalarvae had relative he ad length measurements closer to those of
C~de6

cyp4lnuo (the al ternat ive species in th e ultimate coupl et ) than

E. obiongU6 .

This characte r notwithstanding , i denti f icat ion as an

E~yzon

species was inevitable because of the pigmentary char act ers used .

DISCUSSION
The mos t significant character fo r separating l arv ae of the two
species of Enimyzon

was p rean al myomere numb er.

There was no overlap of

values in t hese species and it was based on the l arges t sample size (10)
for quantitative data in this study .

Ve rt ebral number in adul ts can be

used t o verify th is character but such data are available only for the
lake chubsucker .
A recurring obs ervation during the ontogeny of the lake ch ubsucker
was the small er s ize at a given developmental stage. as compared to its
congener .

Thi s may be a result of smal ler hat ching sizes and equal

developmental rates.

E.

~ucetta

eggs are t wo millimeters in diameter and

larvae hat ch at five t o six millime t ers, according to Cooper (1935)
(hatch i ng siz e was apparent l y incorr ec t ly transcribed from Cooper by
Sco tt and Crossman

1973) .

More p re cise measurement is necessary to

detect differences from these values and the 1. 9 mm eggs and 6.0 mm
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1978) of E. obtongUh.

newly hatched larvae (Fuiman

An alternative

explanation involves faster ontogenetic rates as compared to linear growth

in the lake chubsucker.
Pigmentation patterns were essentially identical in the two species.

The few exceptions noted may be an artifact of the small sample size .
Metalarval eye diameter (as % Tt) was the only significant morphometric
parameter.

This character may prove to be less valuable after mOTe

measurements are made (especially in the light of a lack of difference in
eye diameters in the adult forms) .
Fuiman's key to catostomid larvae successfully segregated
from others.

E~yzon

This is not unexpected because the ultimate couplet

distinguishes Ekimyzon from

Canpiod~.

The latter is in a different

subfamily (Ictiobinae versus Catostominae).
Random variation, and variability associated with geographic origin ,
may have influenced the mean values observed in this study significantly .
Therefore, one cannot accurately comment on valid characters for separating
E. &ucetta is reported to be the only

these species, given these data .
chubsucker in Singletary Lake.

Therefore, the sample taken for this study

was from a population which was allopatric with respect to local E. obtongUh
populations.

Morphological character displacement may playa role in zones

of sympatry of these two species .

If so, differences between them will

become more obvious and make the task of identification easier .
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ABSTRACT

011.""

The devdopme>tt 06 taJtvctt and juvenile
chub, Semo.tUU6
a..Dwm:tcuta.tu.6 , .u, de.i>cJUbed. The de.i>cJUpwn .u, b"",ed on Meld
coU ec.ted 'peciJneM 6IWm the Ci.pppewa RivVL and VU6 cham CIl"", a
tJvi..bu:taJuj • .in wut-c.e.ntJta.t W-ihCOn..6-Ut . To:ta.f.. myot1lVLe cowt.t, pigment
patteAM , and devetopmen.ta.t ph<Ue tItan<oWon .eeng~ Me the chaJtac.tvc.
mo,t U6e6ut in ide>tt.i.6if.i.n9 ifOUfl9 CIleek chub. Th e "paJtaWn 06 ifOung

M"" chub

6IWm othVL cifPI!..i.n.i.~

.u,

~cU6 ..d .

INTRODUCTION
Cyprinidae, the most speciose family of North American freshwater

fishes and often the most abundant in many habitats, has received littl e
att ention in the literature dealing with the taxonomy of the early
deve lopment of freshwater fishes.

Recent publications by Snyder et ai .

(1977) , Fuiman and Loos (1977, 1978), and Loos e.t

a..t .

(1975) represent

v aluable contributions to larval cyprinid taxonomic literature .
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Becker and Johnson (19 70) r eported that the cr eek chub (SemotitU6

atnomaculatu4 ) is abundant in small to medium size s treams throughout
Wisconsin, but is rare in large rivers and lakes.

Specimens used i n this

s t udy were collected primarily in Duscham Creek, which has a drainage area
of approx imately 28 . 5 km 2 (1 1 rni 2 ) .

Other cyprini ds commonly col l ected

with the creek chub included the golden shiner (NO:temi.gO I1U6 CIly.6oieu.e(6).
spot fi n shine r

(No:tJtOp~ .& pil.op.:tVtU6).

sand shiner (N . .6bt.amineU6) . fathead

minnow CPimepha1.u pMme£a.6) , blacknose dace (Rh..iJU.c.hti1y.6 a.:tJta.t.u.£.uo) and

longnos e dace CR. c.ataAactae).
This paper describes the ear ly deve lopment of the creek chub and
b r iefly compares it with literature accounts of similar s pecies.

The

description is limited pri ncipally to those characters which the authors
felt were di stinctive.
METHODS

Specimens described in this paper were all obtai ned from field
col le ctions in Dusch am Creek and the Chippewa River in west-central
Wisconsi n .

Collecting gear included drift nets. dip net s and seines .

A more detailed account of the sampling program was given in the project
report (NUS 1978).
The developmental terminology used is that presented by Snyder et
(1977) and is as fo 11 01'0'5

:

"Protol arva : 111e larval phas e in which distinct median
fin e lements (dorsal , anal, or caudal spines or rays) are
not yet apparent.

at.
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Mesolarva: The larval phase in which at least one. but
not the full complement of distin ct principal rays in
th e median fi ns is apparen t ; or if the f ull complement
is present and the adult possesses pelvic fins, the
pe l vic buds or fins are not ye t apparent.

,
•

Metalarva : The larval phase in which th e full complement
of distinct principal rays in the median fins, and i f th e
adu lt possesses pelvi c fiRS, the pelvic buds or fins are
apparent. II
Measurements were made with a dissecting microscope and ocular
micrometer following those definitions given by Mansueti and Hardy (1967) .
Myomere count s were made for protolarvae . mesolarvae, and some earl y

metalarvae with the aid of polarized light.

Preana l myomeres were counted

as defined by Mansueti and Hardy ( 1967) and Siefert (1969 ) .

Descriptions

take the dynami c approach recommended by Berry and Richards (1973).
Protolarvae are described in detail and from that point pigmentation,
finfold and fins, and squamati on are described throughout their
developmental sequences .
DESCRIPTION

On ly t wo proto larvae were collected (Figure 1) .

The specimens were

9.3 mm an d 9.6 mm in t otal l ength (8 .9 and 9 .1 mm notochord length).
specimen had some yolk material remainin g.

Each

The si ze at hatching is

unknown, but is estimated to be be tween 6 and 7 mm based on information
s upplied by Reed (1971) fo r the c l ose l y r e l ated fa 1lfish (Semotituo

The head l ength averaged 20 percent of the total length (Table 1).
The eye was well formed and pigmented and its diameter averaged 8 per cent
of the total leng t h.

The mout h was slight l y subterminal with the lower

•
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Proto l arv a, 9 . 6 mm TL .
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jaw already deve lop ed .

Other mouth parts were not discernab le.

snout length was 2 percent of the total length.

The

The opercle partially

covered th e gil l chamber where several gil l arches were barely visible.
Otoli ths were not eviden t .
The body depth at the pec t oral fins was about 12 percent of the
tota l l ength while the depth at the anus averag ed 10 percent.
chamber swim bladder was present in the small est specimen .

A single

The median

finfold arose dorsally at th e fifteenth to seventeenth myomere and was
continuous to the anes .
total l ength .

The predorsal length averaged 48 percent of the

The finfo l d continue d on the ventral surface fro m the anus

to a point be l ow the anterior end of the swi m bl adder.

Pectoral fins

were large, approximately 11 percent of t he total length , but no rays
were apparent .

The urostyle on the 9 . 3 mm specimen was sligh tly flex ed

while that on the 9.6 mm specimen was straigh t.

Hypochordal rays were

beginning to form on both specimens.
Proto l arvae were well pigmented.

Numerous melanophores covered the

dorsal surface of the head , between the eye and onto the snout .

Dorsal

bo dy pigmentation consis ted of scattered melanophores in the occipital
region and a distinct double line of melanopho re s extending to the caudal
region.
Late r ally, a sing l e row of me l anophores on the midline extended from
above the center of the swim bladder to near the caudal region.
sp ot was beginning to form in the area of the flex ed urosty l e .
dark subsurface pigmentation was visible in the gill chamber.

The caudal
A line of
The dorsal

surface of t he swim bladder had a heavy concentrati on of me l anophores
which j oined with a s ub surface li ne of melanophores on the dorsal surface

•
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of the yolk sac extending to the anus.

A heavy concentration of

melanophores occurred in the dorsal finfold near the tip of the urostyle

and hypochorclal1y between the developing caudal fin rays.
A prominent series of melanophores on the midline of the chin was
present on the smallest proto larva as was a

"vn

of melanophores located ventral to the heart.
not obvious on the larger protolarva.

or triangle shaped pattern

These pigment patterns were

The vertex of the "V" was directed

anteriorly and a series of melanophores extended posteriorly from the "Vn

onto the

late~al

surface of the yolk-sac to connect with the line of

melanophores located on the dorsal surface of the intestine.

A single

line of melanophores extended from the anus to the caudal region along the
ventral midline.
The proto larval phase was completed between 9.0 and 10.0 mm.
Protolarvae had 28 preanal myomeres and 13 or 14 postanal myomeres (Table 1).
Finfold and Fins:
9.6 rom (Figure 2).

Hypochordal rays were present in the caudal finfold at
The complete complement of caudal fin rays and the

bilobed outline of the caudal fin were attained between 11.5 and 12 mm
(Figure 3).

Dorsal fin rays began to form in the dorsal finfold between

10 and 11 mm.

The dorsal finfold between the developing dorsal fin and

the caudal fin diminished in size throughout the mesolarval phase and
was not present on most specimens larger than 13 mm (Figure 4).

Anal fin

rays began to form at about the same length as did the dorsal fin rays,
but developed slightly slower (Table 1).

The complete complement of

dorsal and anal fin rays was attained primarily between 14 and IS mm
(Table 1).

The smallest specimen to develop pelvic fin buds was 13.2 mm;

·..
....•

Figure 2 .

Re centl y transformed mesolarva l 9. 7 mm TL.

,
•

.... ... ....... . ..
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Figure 3 .

t-lesolarv a, 12 . 6 mm TL.
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however, mos t specimens developed pel vi c fin buds between 14 and 15 mm.
The - transition from the mesolarval to t he metalarval phase occurred
between 13.2 and 15.3 mm (Figure 4) .

The ventral port ion of the finfo ld

persisted to the end of the la r val period which oc curred at about 23 mrn

(Figur e 6).
Pigmentat i on:

Th e dors al body pigment pattern on mes o larvae up to

approximately 11 mm remained es sentially the same as that de scribed for
protolarvae.

On larger mesolarvae, the me lanophor es formed two dist in ct

bands . each about 2 to 3 melanophores wide (Figure 3) .

Scattered

bet ween th e ban ds and onto the dorsolateral surface to the mid-lateral
band in the l arges t spec i mens were numerous smaller me lanophores, giving
th e i mpression of a uniform dark coloration to the dorsal surface of the
body (Figure 5) .

The double band pattern becomes less distinct after

about 30 mm.
The l in e of mid - lateral pigment expanded to form a wide band of
s mall ch roma t ophores on specimens between 11 and 13 mm whi ch was l oca t ed
below the midline of the body ( Figure 3).

The band ex tended anteriorly

across the operc le, through th e eye onto the snout, premaxillary, and
t he t ip of the mandible.
peduncle.

Posteriorly the band extended across the caudal

The caudal spot on mesolarvae greater than 13 mm and on

metalarvae was more prominent than in proto larvae and sma l ler meso l arvae
(F igures 3 and 4) .

The caudal spot was p r i marily on the caudal peduncle.

The concentration of pi gment at the tip of the uros tyle fo r med a well
de fined elongat ed spo t between 10 an d 11 mm which persisted to the end of
the metalarv al phas e at approximately 23 mm (Figures 2-5) .

Pigmentation

on the cauda l and pectoral fin s continued to develop during the meso l arv al

.'

.......

.
'.

Figu re 4 .

Recently transformed met a larva , 14. 8 mm TL .
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~
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Figure S .

Metalarva, 19.2 nun TL.
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Figure 6 .

Recently transformed j uvenile , 23.0 mm TL.
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and metalarval phases.

There was no pigmentation in the median finfold ,

i n the future positions of the dorsal and anal fins prior to 12 mm when

'.

the first fin rays began forming.

,

As fin ray formation progressed,

pigmentation became more intense, particularly in the dors al fin .
melanophores in all fins were

Most

either on o r closely ass ociated wi t h th e

fin rays and by about 17 ffim, each fin ray was bordered with pigment (Figure 5) .

Chin pigmentation, which was variable in protolarvae , was more
prominent in the mesolarvae, metalarvae , and juveniles (Figures 3 and 5) .
The "V" pattern of melanophores ventral to the hear t was pr esen t throughout

the mes olarval phase, but disappeared dur ing th e transit ion to the
metalarval phase between 13 and IS mm.

TIle prominent extensions of the

"V" pigment pattern began to fade in earl y met a larvae (greate r th an 14 mm)
and had completely disappeared at the end of this phase.

Early in the

mesolarval phase, a series of melanophores developed on the ventr al,
posterior edge of the opercle.

This seri es was promin en t throughout the

meso larval phase , but began to fade during the transition to the metalarval
phase .

It was completely absent by approximatel y 21 mm .

The prominent

mid-ventral line of caudal pigment was present on all s pecimens e xamined .
Sguamation:
specimen.

Scales were first visibl e on the caudal peduncle of a 23 mm
Scale coverage spread anter iorly and by 26 to 27 mm approximately

40 percent of the body surface was covered.

Squamation was ess entia l ly

complete by about 33 mm when scales were present over the entire body
surface except the belly.

The pattern of sca le formation was essentially

similar to that illustrated for the fallfish by Reed (197 1).

•
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DISCUSSION

The creek chub is readily separable from the golden shine r, spotfin
sh iner, and fat head minnow on the basis of its greater length at a give n
stage of development.
fa l ifish

(SemotiiU6

Separation of creek chub from its congenor, the

co4po~),

duri ng the l a r va l per iod i s not possib l e

base d on th e information presented by Reed (1971) .
in

th~s

This wa s not a problem

study because the fallfi s h does not occur in Wisconsin (Becker and

John son 1970) .

Specimens larger than 18 mm may be dis tin gui s hed on th e

basis of the size at transformation to th e juvenile period and th e onset
of squamation both of which occur at 18 mm for th e fa llfi sh ; whereas these

even ts occurred at ahout 23 mm for the creek chub.

At lengths greater than

23 mm , th e position of the pelvic fisn rela tive to the dorsal fin should
be a useful di stingui sh ing character.

According to Hubbs and Lagler (1974)

and Scot t and Cross man (19 73) . the inse rtion of the dorsal fin is posterior
to the base of th e pe l vi cs in the creek chub J but is di rectly over th e
pe lvic fin base in the fa11fish.

The relative position of these fins in

the creek chub became stab le at about 16 mm, just after the appearance of
the pe lvic fin buds .

Based on t he illustrations presented by Reed (1971),

it appeared t hat the dorsal and pelv i c fins were still converging slowly
between 18 mm and 32 mm .

Juven iles Jar ge r than about 33 mm can be

separat ed using the characters presented in Hubbs and Lagler (1974 ) .
Proto 1arva1 cree k chub have a higher preanal myomere co unt than t he
cutlips minnow, b lacknose dace, and longnose dace; how ever, the difference
is not large enough to differentiate it from the cutlips minnow or the
l ongnose da ce .

The cut1ips minnow absorbs its yolk sac an d makes the

J
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transformati on to the mesolarval stage at a consider ably smaller size than

does the creek chub (Table 2),

Langnase dace can be separated from the

cree k chub on the basis of its larger snout (5 pe rc en t versus 2 percent of
to ta l length) and it s shorter preanal leng th (43 percent versus 47 percent
of t he total length) (Fuiman and Loos 19 77) ,

In genera l, after t he

protolarval phase, developmental events i n the creek chub occur at
gr eat e r lengths than do those in the cutlips minnow, blacknose dace ,

and longnose dace.
Mesolarval creek chub can be iden ti f i e d by their larger size and
the presence of a well defined spot of pigment at the tip of the uros t yle .

This spot was not repo rte d by Fui man and Loos (19 77) f or th e daces or by
Puiman and Loos (1978) fo r th e cut lips minnoll' .

Additionally, the caudal

spot on the daces lies pri ma ril y a t the bas e of the caudal rays while on
th e creek chub, it is at the end of the caudal pedun cle .

Puiman and Loos

(1977) observed that the pro trus i on of the snout of t he longnose dace
began in the mesolarval stage .

In the creek chub, the snout never

prominently overhangs the mouth.
Metalarval creek chub can be separated f r om the daces and the cut lips
minnow by the absence of a frenum which is pre sent in these three speci es .
Addition al dist inguishing characte rs of the creek chub in clude the presence
of a faint doubl e band of melanophores on a background of small melanopho r es
on the dorsal sur face of the body, t he abs enc e of a concentration of
me l an ophores along the bas e of the central rays of the dorsal fin (this
pigment is presen t only in the daces) , and the presence of a distinct
patch of p i gment on the chin .
As juveniles, these species may be identified using the cyprinid

"

,

,

Table 2

Preanal myomere counts and total length (rom) at the on set of selected
developmental events for eight cyprinids .

Characte r

Semotilus

Semotilu5

Proto larval

6.8 - 10.0

e

Rhinic~thbs

atratulus

atromac:ullltus

5.6

- 8.5

Rh inichthys
cataractae b

-

4 .5

9.2

Exoglossum
e
maxillinqug
5.4

-

7.9

Notemigonus

crysoleucas d
2.7

-

5.7

Notropis
spilopte rus d
4 .l

-

6 .2

Pimiphales

promelas d

4.3

-

5.7

phase

Preanal myomere
count (Protolarvae)

Mesolarval phase

28

25 (24-26)

9.0 - 10.0f

9.0 - 10.0

7.0

- 8.'

Yolk absorbed

9.6

9.0

co 7.0

Caudal spot

9.J

12.0

11. 0

urostyle spot

9.6

e

(26 - 27)

27

9.4

7.4

26

e

e

'.7

6 .2

' .7

e

•

e
e
ca 4.G

15 . 3

14 . 0

11. 0

12.0

12.0

All fins complete

19.2

23 _ 0

18 .0

11. 0

17.1

ca 17.0

23 . 0

18 . 0

U .S

17.1

14.0

"/23.0

16 . 0

Squamation comple t e ) 33.5

33.0

,.

7.'

•

9.9

13.2

Squamali':ln

7.4

9. 4

Meta l a r val phase

Juvenile period

(26-27)

II . 0

11. 6

9.5

8 .l

9. 0

e

e

e

20.3

13.8

15.6

14 . 9

e

e

e

18 . 5

e

e

e

14.9

17.3

14.5

-

16.1

"'~ Reed (1971)

b. F<= Fuiman and Loo. (1977)
c . From Fuiman and Loos ( 1978)
d. F rom Snyder etal (1976)

e. una vailable

f. Estimated

~
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key in Hubbs and Lagler ( 1974) or that published by Becker and
Johnson (1970) .

In summary, th e creek chub can be easily separated from golden

•

shiner. spotfin sh iner. and fathead minnow , species which common ly

oc cur with it in Duscharn Cr eek, based on the size at which mos t
deve l opmental events occur.

As l arvae , the creek chub and i ts congenor,

the fallfish, cannot be distinguished based on ava ilab l e data . at lengths
less than 18 . 0 mm.

The proto larvae of the cutlips minnow , blacknose dace ,

and langnase dace are similar to the creek chub, but can be separat ed
us i ng vari ous morphological , morphometric, and meri st i c characters.
Afte r the beginning of the mesolarval stage , creek chub can be identified
by the ir genera ll y larger s ize at the onset of developmental events and
the presence of characteristic pigment patterns.
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SPATIO-TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION OF CLUPEID LARVAE

'.

IN BARKLEY RESERVOIR

Lee F. Graser
Division of Water Resources
Tennessee Valley Authority
Norris, Tennes see 37828

ABSTRACT
The .pa.ti.o- t empoJ<iXl fu.tlUbu.Uon po.t.tlVlY1l> Otl ctupe.i.d RAitVaR. weJLe
du cJUbed tlOil a l..o.t1.c aIlea 0 tI Ba1!k.t.ey RuVtvo<JL on the CumbV!l.and iUvVt
in 1976. Vayt.iJne ctupe.i.d catchu Welte COM<-6.ten.il.y hi.ghVt than rUght
catchu. Peak ctupe.i.d deMiliu tlOil aft .taJtvat .ize gJwUP. at the open
wattIL • .ta.ti.on (max.<.mum bottom depth apPJwx.<.mate.ty 12 m), OCCWlJLed at
duok in the uppeIL • .tJw.ta 10-3 mi. Vay-rUght veJt.ti.ca.t fu.tJt.ibu.t.i.on
p o.t.te~ Welte ob.Vtved tlOIL even veJty .maft (2 - 5 mm) RAitvae.
Evidence Otl
a veJty abltupt cu.a.ti.on Otl ctupe.i.d .pawning ac.t1.v.i.ty <-6 pltUen.ted and
fuCM6e d. TUltbid.i.ty, tI.tow, tempe!tatuJte (i.e ., thVtmoct.i.ne), .ize ct.... ,
d.iet peJt.iod (ove!tat-t light .in..tetu..i.ty ...
!tate Otl change), geaJt
type, and.trM .peed can aft contlUbute .to the ob.Vtved fu.tlUbu.Uonat
po.t.tlVlY1l> 0 tI RAitvat ctupe.i.dt..

wen-...

INTRODUCTION
Earl y work s CBo dola 1966, House r and Dunn 1967, Mo ser 1967, and
Taber 1969 ) have re ported diurnal, horizontal, and vert i cal distributi onal
pattern s f or

yO tDl g

gi zzard shad (Vo Jt060mc::t C£.pedU:tnum) and/ or threadfin

shad (0. pe.tene.n&e).

of larval shad

Edwards e.t d. (1977) recorded the highest densi tie s

(VoJtO~o~

6pp.) at the surface in Lake Norman, North Carolina,

for both day and night sampling.

This finding is in agreement with the
f

This arti c le is a Government publ ication and not s ubj e ct to copyright.
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earlier work of Netsch et

at.

(1971) in Beaver Reservoir, Arkansas.

Improved knowledge of these patterns was needed to refine en trainment
predictions and describe actual and/or predicted impact assessments
more accurat ely .
To define thes e types of distributional patterns more concisel y,
sampl i ng for ich thyoplank ton was conducted in 1976 at the Cumber l and

Steam- Electric Plant, Cumberland River Mile (CRM) 103 . 0 on Barkley
Reservoir (Figure 1) .

A four-segmen t diel sampling schedule with defined

vertical and horizontal sample partitioning was used to obtain information
on the spatia-temporal patterns of clupei d larvae.

STUDY AREA
Barkley Reservoir is a Cumberland River impoun dment approximately
103 km (64 mi) long with a surface area of 22.440 ha (57,920 aeres) at
norma l f ull pool. 108 m (354 ft) above ms 1.

At the study area, CRM 103.8

(Fi gur e 2) , the reservoir is approximately 400 m ( 1, 312 ft) wide and
12 m (40 ft) deep .

Mean annual flow at this location is approximately

656 mS/sec (23,163 ftS/sec).

Flushing rate is approximat e l y 16 days, and

characteristically. no thermocline forms in the area of this study because
of the lotic nature of the water body.

METHODS
DuTing 1976, a four-segment samp ling schedule was adopted.

A set

of samples was taken biweekly during dawn. mid-day . dusk, and night periods.
Day samples were taken between 12 noon and 4 p.m., and night samples were
taken between 12 midnight and 4 a.m.

Twilight samples (the dawn and dusk

122

sets) were scheduled on a s l iding timetable so that samp l ing began
approximat ely one hour before first light or one hour before nightfall
and th en extended through th e changing light period.

'.

There was a minimum

of two hours between successive sample sets.
The gear emp l oyed was a O. S m square-beam net towed off the port side

of t he boat at 1.0 m/ sec .

A flowmeter mounted in the ne t mouth was used

to measure vo l ume filtered (approximately 150 m3/10 -minute samp le ) .

Net

design and use in th e fi e ld are such that essentially fu ll ve r t ical
sampling integrat i on of the cho s en stratum was achieved with minimum

(substantia ll y less t han 1 percent) contaminati on from unde s ired strata.
Further deta ils of t his gear and s amp l ing procedure are found in Grase r
( 19 77,19 78) .

Each diel s et consisted of six t owed net samples which sp anned t he
fu ll depth of t he wate r column .

Stations at appr?xi mately 20 percent,

40 percent, 60 percent, and 80 percent of the river width were selected.
St ations 2 , 6, and 8 ( Figure 3) were s ampled with full stratum tows
(bottom to surface) .

Station 4, the main channel of th e river, was

sampled wi th three cons ecutive tows; surface to 3 m, 3 m to 6 m, and 6 m
to the bo ttom (app roximately 11 to 12 m) .
All samples were immediatel y prese rved in 10 percent Forma lin and
t r anspo r t ed t o the l aboratory .

Eggs and all fish were identifie d t o t he

lowe s t pos s ible taxon using polarized s t ereom icroscopy and available
taxonomic keys ( e.g., Hogue et

at. 1976 , May and Gasaway 19 75 , Taber 1967) .

Catch data we r e converted to densities (numbe r per 1, 000 m3) based on
volume fil t ered meas urements and catch per haul .
Thi s repor t focuses on the diel (dawn , day, dusk, and n i ght )

,
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Figur e 1 . Location of the
Cumberland Steam Plant
Study Area in the Tennessee
Valley .
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distribution al pattern s observed at the combined stations Id th primary
emph asis on day vers us night catches of Clupeidae.

The vertical distributional

'"

changes of clupe i ds observed at Station 4 will also be examined .

RESULTS
Examination of the towed net data showed that seasonal densities for

total fi sh we r e hi ghe s t f or the day segment samples (Fig ure 4) reaching
5, 934/ 1 , 000 m3 • whil e the n i ght samples were recorded as 1,786/1,000 m3 .

Shad (clupeids) cont r i bute d t o the main portion of the s e numbers peaking
3
3
at 5 , 82 8/1 ,00 0 m f or the day segment and 1,65511,000 m for t he night

segment .

Non - shad we r e recorded at 105/1,000 m3 during the day and 130/

3
1, 000 m3 during th e n ight with a peak of 162/1,000 m duri ng the dusk
segment .

Based on a mean of 30 cove rotenone s ampl es t aken during 1974-

1976 , t he rat i o of numbers per hectare of gi zzard shad
to t hreadf in s had (0.

p~ene~e)

to skipjack herrin g

(Vo~68ma

cepedianum)

( Ato~a ~if~ochio~)

\','as 191: 144: 1 i n Barkl ey Reservoir (Tennessee Valley Authority 1977).

A

compa ri s on of day and night catch densities by sample period showed that
dayt i me clupe id catches were cons i stently greater than night catches
(F i gure 5) .

The onl y s ampling dates on which the ratio favored night

catches (4-20 an d 8-23) were times when extremely few individuals (fewer
than 21) were cap t ur ed.

The greatest difference between day and night

cat ches oc curre d on 15 June when the day catch was almost an order of
magnitude (8 . 4 x) greater than the night catch.

The seasonal peak of

clupeids (110 . 360 fish) occurred during this same period (Table 1).
The cat ch dur i ng th i s s i ngle sample period (15 June)
64 pe rcent of th e se asonal catch of clupeids .

consti~uted

Ouring this same period.

,.
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Tab l e 1. Clupeid catch (numbers) by sample date and die ! period for all
towed net samples during 1976 at t he Cumbe r land Steam - Electric Plant
study .area on Barkley Reservoir .

Date

Total
Catch

Catch

Dawn

3 - 23 - 76

1

4 - 7 - 76

1

4-20-76

B~

Diel Period

Day

Dusk

Night

1
51

14

83

21

5 -4 - 76

10,000

4,436

1,969

2 , 115

1 ,480

5-18-76

24,311

4,229

8,913

6 , 006

5 , 163

6-2-76

21 , 785

5 , 822

5,878

4,566

5,519

6 -1 5-76

110 ,360

26,515

49,228

29,473

5, 144

6 - 29-76

4,885

1 ,1 06

1 , 321

1 ,810

648

7- 13 -76

1,526

317

484

562

163

7-26-76

306

76

60

142

28

8-9-76

58

19

18

14

7

8- 23 - 76

25

5

3

3

14

7

9 -22 - 76

1

TOTAL5

173 , 435

•

1

169

9 - 8 - 76

.

'

1

6
1

42,576

67 , 890

44 , 77S

1 8, 194

catches of other taxa were observed to increase slightly (Figure 6) from
day to night .

Essentially, al l the cl upeid larvae caught during this time

period were of two size groups, 0 - 5 mm and 6 - 10 mm .

The greater portion

of the decrease in catch was represented by the 2-5 mm group (approximately
a 14 -fold decrease from day to night).

,
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The stratified samp l ing data from Station 4 were used to describe
changes in vertical distribution.

The sum of the day sample densities at

Station 4 (surface, midwater, and bottom) was higher overa ll than the
night sample sum (Figure 7) .

•

This trend is similar to that of the seasonal

data for all s t a ti ons (Fi gure 4).

Seasonal clupeid den si ties in the surface

and mi dwater strata were higher than those of t he bottom strata during the
day while the reverse was true at night (Figure 7).

This same trend was

observed for the vertical distrib ut ions for clupeid larvae of size groups
2-5 mm and 6-10 mm (F igure 8).

The 11-15 mm clupeid group showed a shift

t oward more even di s tribution at night while the day segment samples still
showed higher densities at the surface.

The 16-20 mm and 21-30 mm clupeid

groups showed a prominent peak at the surface for dusk segment sample s
(as did all th e smal l er size groups) and irregular catches in other strata
and diel periods .

Catch was zero for 21-30 mm larvae and was very irregular

for 41-50 mm larvae.

Larvae 50 mm and longer were recorded only at night

in the surface and midwater strata (Figure 8) .

Vertical distrib ution

examined by size group and sample period (fo r groups and periods of greatest
abundance, Fi gu re 9) showed that the previously noted surface and midwater
sh ift of concentrations by day and the reverse at night was again the case .
The confusing picture of dawn and dusk distributional patterns may
be clarifi ed somewhat by a closer examination of the clock time for these
respective sample se ts as compared to actual sunrise or sunset .

Dawn

distributions which more closely resemble the ni ght segment distributions
(perio ds 5 and 6, 2-5 mm size group, Figure 9) were in fact sampled
substantially earlier (before sunrise) than dawn se t s of the period 7 sets.

,
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DISCUSSION

Larval shad were recorded first on 7 April (5 mm larvae) and were

•

present in samp l es through 9 August (7 mm larvae), indi cating an extended
sp awning season of 17 -1 8 weeks .

Thi s i s a more pr ol onged period than the

IS -week period reported by Edwards et

at . (1977) for Lake Norman in No rth

Carolina and also longe r than the 11-12 week period reported by Ne tsch et

(1971) for Be aver Reservo ir in Arkansas.

at.

Edwards et ai. (1977) reported

few newly hatched s had (4 - 6 mm) in his collections.

Our collections

showe d high abundance of newly hatche d sh a d (2-5 mm) as dio those of

Net sch et

at .

(197 1) who reported concentrati ons as high as 90 percent

fo r 3-6 mm shad f r om collections earl y in the spawning season .
Althou gh mesh s ize of the net was a variab l e among these s t udies. it
is not felt that thi s was the cont r o ll ing factor.
and Netsch e.t
mes h.

Edwards e.t

at .

(1977)

at. (197 1) both used 0.79 rom mesh whi l e our s t udy us ed O.S mm

Subsequent samp l i ng on Lake Norman (C l out man, pe r sonal communicati on)

wi th a finer mesh net (O . S mm) has yie lded the same l ack of newly hatched
shad (4-6 mm) as was previously r eport ed.

There seem to be basic differences

among t hese three reservoi r systems (Barkley Reservoir, Lake Norman . and
Beaver Reservoir).
Net sch et

at. (197 1) and Edwards et at. (1977) bo t h indicat ed th at

the shore l ine areas were l ik e ly spawn in g areas because of hi ghe r densitie s
of s mall larvae observed in the se areas and low densities ob se rved in
channel areas .

This is in agreement with the spawning behavior of

6pp. obse r ve d by Shel t on (1972).

VO~O~ Omd

The lotic nature of the Barkley Reservoir

study area probably contributed somewhat to t he high dens ities o f larval

,
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shad observed in the mid-channel area (Station 4).

Horizontal (shore-to-

shore) distributional patterns in Barkley Reservoir have not yet been
analyzed.

In contrast to the findings of other authors (Netsch et
Edwards et

at .

1971,

at. 1977) daytime clupeid densities in Barkley were consistently

higher than nighttime densities.

Several compounding factors may have been

contributing to these observed differences.

Netsch et

less day-night density differences in the turbi d .

mOTe

at.

(1971) noted

lotic water of his

upper two rese rvoir stations than from the clear len tic water of the lower
stations.

A similar observation was reported by Cloutman (personal

communication).

This may support the theory of poor visibility acting to

reduce avoidance capability and thus increasing catch .
The study area on Barkley Reservoir was generally a lotie area.
is in contrast to Lake Norman (Edwards et
downstream stations (Netsch et

This

at. 1977) and the Beaver Rese r voir

at. 1971) which were more lentic in nature.

The flowing water of our study area might have influenced distributional
patterns .
As larval fish grow, their swimming mobility certainly increases and
they may also change behavioral patterns as they progress through the various
early life stages .

Edwards e:t

at.

(1977) and Netsch et

at.

(1971) conducted

t heir diel sampling over limited time periods . The data presented here span
the entire season and therefore may be less affected by the prominence
(i . e., behavior) of a specific size class group .
Differences among the collection gear used may also have influenced the
observed distributiona l differences .

Netsch et

at. (1971) and Edwards e:t at.

both used a bridled net towed from the stern of the boat .

Our study used a
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bridle less net towed from the port side of the boat away from both boat
and prop wash.

Unbridled nets have been shown to yield significantly higher

catches (Quirk et

at. 1976, Smith 1972), most likely because (1) bridles

vibrate and may cause pressure waves in the net mouth (Clutter and Anraku
1968, Fleminger and Clutter 1965). and (2) fish have been shown to be very
sensitive to changes in pressure (Knight-Jones and Quasim 1955).

The

churning effect of the boat/prop wash (noted as a problem by Netsch et

at.

1971b) combined with bridle effects may broadcast a considerable advance
warning, thus allowing larvae to perceive and avoid the net.

Such an

avoidance capability would be expected to be greater during day periods
when visual perception of the moving net would be easier.
used by Netsch et

at. (1971) for the diel work was 0.8 m/s.

speed can undoubtedly increase avoidance success by larvae.

The tow speed
A slow tow
A change in

tow speed from 0.8 mls to 1.2 mls with a bridle less 1.0 m net has been
shown to yield a significantly higher (approximately triple) catch (Texas
Instruments, Inc., 1977).

Tow speed thus appears to be a much more

important variable than previously imagined.
Netsch e;t

at.

(1971) and Edwards et

at.

(1977) both reported an

association between the depth of the thermocline (approximately 5 m in
both studies) and the distribution of larval shad; greatest densities
occurred at or above the thermocline.

No thermocline was noted in this

investigation.
The observation by Shelton (1972) that young

VOko~oma ~pp.

larvae

exhibit a positive phototaxic response is supported by the distributional
trends observed in this study (Figure 8).

The day and -dusk distributions

illustrated a surface concentration of larval densities in contrast to

,
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the bottom bias observed at night, thus indicating a capability for vertical
migration by even very small larvae (2-5 mm).

Houde and Forney (1970)

observed a photopositive response for newly hatched walleye
v~um v~um)

larvae and sustained surface-oriented photopositive

swimming for early post larvae (9 .5 mm TL) wal leye .
(~ . e .•

gradients

(Stizo~tedion

The vertica l density

vertical migration s) they observed were attTibuted to

this swimming ability .
The striking difference between day and nigh t catches (8.4 x observed
on 15 June, Figure 6) could not be fully explained .

Since other taxa from

the same samples showed slight increases in density between the day and
night catches, the clupeid decrease was apparently real and not an artifact
of aberrent sampling techniq ue or gear .

River flow was fairly constant

throughou t the sampling period (Figure 6) and was not a likely causal
factor .

Water temperature also r emained relatively constant through

the sampling period (15-16 June) .
The observed decrease may have resulted from an abrupt cessation of
hatching, because the gr e ater portion of this observed decrease was largely
represented by newly hatched larvae (2-5 mrn) which are le ss than one or
two days old (Shel ton 1972) .

Since the se fish are at l east one or two

days old, this "cessation of hatching" must have occurred one to two days
previous to the sample date.

It may have been an artifact of an extreme l y

intense short-term spawn or resul ted from changing physico-chemical
conditions of the water of 13-14 June (among them; temperature, 02' chemistry
(natural or man-induced), etc.) which either caused a cessation in spawnin g
or caused eggs to cease development .

The precise physico-chemical l imits

of the study area one to three days previo us to the sample dat e were not
definable .
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Given the positive phototaxis of young shad larvae noted by Shelton
(1972) and the capability for vertical migration suggested by the data
from this study, it would fol low that durin g periods of changing l ight
(dawn and dusk)

J

,

shad larvae would be acti vely "'mi grating" in response

to the changing light stimulus .

Thus, dawn and dusk would be transition

periods between nighttime and daytime distributions.

The distributional

patterns during these periods (dawn and dusk) would therefore likely be
very dependent upon the precise timing of samples taken with respect to
the changing light conditions.

For example, dawn samples taken early

(during dark conditions) would be expected to reflect the night
distributional pattern and conversely dawn samples taken later (during
light conditions) would be expected to reflect the day distribution
pattern .

To an appreciable extent thi s was the pattern observed during

sample periods 5, 6, and 7 (six of six dawn and dusk periods for 2-5 mm
fish and four of six periods for 6-10 mm fish, Figure 9).
Distributional observations were further compounded by the fact that
as larvae increase in size their swimming mobility greatly increases and
these larger larvae might be expected to

!1

reac t!l more swiftl y in changing

from daytime to nighttime distributional patterns.
more capable of net avoidance .

Larger fish are also

Thus, distributional patterns of fish

larvae appear to be more highly size specific (i.e., size dependen t )
than has been previously acknowledged.
There appear to be many interacting facto r s which must be understood
before defining distributiona l patterns of fish larvae.

Turbidity, flow,

temperature (i.e., thermocline), size class, diel period (overal l light
intensity as well as rate of change), gear type, and tow speed all seem
to contribute to observed distributional patterns .

..
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:;OME ASPECTS OF THE ECO LOGY OF LARVAL FISHES

.'

IN ROUGH RIVER LAKE, KENTUCKY

'.
Greg A. Kindschi. Robert O. Hoyt and Gary J . Ove rmann
Department of Biology. Western Kentucky University
BOlding Green, Kentucky 42101

ABSTRACT
Some a..Ipeet6 00 the ecology 00 laJtvat aJ1d juven.ile 6-il>hu welte
.cnvutiga.ted.en Rough fUVelt lake, Kentu.c.ky , o)f1)m ApJU! th)f1)ugh AugfU>t ,
J9 78. laJtvat o.wh welte collected we<Qty o)f1)m the uppelt !teachu 00 the
lake 6)f1)m the """6ace and bottom, dWLmg dayught and daJth peJt.cod6 .
Twenty-rue< opeuu and 3 ca.tego""-u 0 6 unknown !Mvat and juven.ile
o.whu JtepJtu ented by 177,119 .endi.v.cdua1.6 Welte collected. Whae ba..l.
and togpeILch tIIvu!. the 6~t to apPeaJt on ApJU! 15 wUh .Ull6ace wtU:elt
tempe/f.a.tUllu 06 18.5 C. G.cwvui .had laJtvae domma.ted net collectiono
whil.e. Le.pomi.6 .6pp. wVte the .6e.c.ond m0-6t a.bwtda.nt. LMVa.e. weJte. pJUma.JU..ey

c.onc.e.rt..tJta;te.d !te.aJL the. .6Wt6a.c.e and take.n mo.6il.y at ru.gh.t. LaJt.va.t
c.onc.e.n..tJuU:i.on.6 WVLe. glLe.a.iM t 011. Ma.y 30. nvwughou.t the. btudy, .ope.WeM
Welte collected mam.ty along the .ho~u.
G)f1)tot,h /f.a.tu 00 mo.t taxo.
geneJta.t.ey lagned eaJt!y .en u6e .cnCJteaO.cng gJtea.t.ey aOtelt the ~t 6-8
weeho . Ugh.t ;t}fi)p" "uppoMed the '''''6ace - n.cght d.i.6:t1!.i.buti.on pa.t:teltn
60IL 6evVLal .opeuu . P.L6ci.vo/Ly Wah ob.oV!..ved in wlU.te. ba,66 10.5-25 mm
total length on g.czzaJtd .had, and logpeltCh 16 . 5-17 mm total length on
WtknoWtt iaJtva.e. and 6uc.keJL6 .

INTRODUCTION
In recent years , a greater demand has been placed on aqua t ic
environments by energy needs , recreational interests and the necessity for
regulating water levels and supplies .

Because year c lass strength of fish

is generally cons idered to be formed during the first year of life (Kramer
and Smith

19fi2) , these demands have placed increased stress on fish

This study was supported by the National Marine Fisheries Service,
NOAA, and the Kentucky Departmen t of Fish and Wildlife Resources, unde r
PL 88-309, Project Number 2-303-R.
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populations.

Large numbers of larvae can be entrained at power plant

intakes (Nelson and Cole

1975) and changing water levels can greatly

alter the spawning success of certain species (Storck

Webb and Moss

1968).

e;t ai.

1978;

Additional knowledge of the early ecology of

fishes will enable biologists to know the effects of these demands during
critical periods of development and allow water level manipulations and
other usage regimens that provide for more efficient fisheries management'.

Developmental stages of certain larval fishes have been described by
McCrimmon and Swee (1967), Cooper (1978). Wrenn and Grinstead (1971) and

Meyer (1970) under laboratory conditions.

Ecological studies concerning

spawning chronology, distribution, occurrence and abundance of larvae are
nume't'ous but usually refer to one particular taxon (Morgan
1921, Swedberg and Walburg

1970, Werner

1954, Hubbs

1969) or make no mention of

developmental stages, growth or behavioral relationships (Nelson and Cole
1975, Storck

et at. 1978, Walker et at.

unpublished report, and others).

This study was undertaken to investigate spawning periods, diversity,
density, temporal and spatial distribution, developmental stages, piscivory,
and observe growth patterns of larval and juvenile fishes i n the headwaters
of Rough River Lake, Kentucky.
STUDY AREA

Rough River Lake is a small impoundment in the Green River watershed
in west-central Kentucky.

The Lake was impounded in 1961 with the construction

of an earthen-fill dam at River Kilometer 143.7.

The lake impounds 62.8 km

of the Rough River at seasonal pool with an average surface of 2,345 ha.
and a total volume of 140 million m3 of water.

The lake has a drainage area

of 1180 km 2 in Breckinridge, Grayson, and Hardin Counties.

,

,
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METHODS AND MATERIALS

One permanent collecting station was established on the So uth Fork
'.

of the Rough Ri ver , 0 . 2 km upstre am from the mouth of Peter Cave Creek
(Figure 1).

This s tation was approximately 200 meters in length and was

divided into seven t ow zones.

Four tows we re made at the s ur face , one each

along the shorelin e , and one each one - third the width of the lake f ro m each

bank.

Two tow s were made along the floodplain bottom. approximately 6 m in

depth, one on each si de of the river bed, while the l ast tow was made along
the bo ttom of the river channel, approx imatel y 10 m in depth.
Lar vae and juveniles were samp led from March 29 through Augus t 31, 1978 .
with conical plankton nets 3 m long with aIm circular mouth.
size was 0.8 mm.

Net mesh

The net bridle consisted of a ring of 9.S mm di ameter

s tainless steel rod tied outside t he net mouth with 3, 1 . 3 m leng ths of
nylon rope tied equidistant l y around the net mouth and connected together
in front of the net .

A 7. 62 cm diameter, 35 . 6 em long PCV collec ting

bottle was attached to the cod end of t he n et .

A di gital flowmeter

suspended in the center of the net mouth determined th e volume of wate r
fi ltered.

Net s were tow ed at appr oximately 0 . 5 m/s for 7 minutes and

fi l tered approximately 250 m3 of water.
Collections were made twice weekly from March 29 through May 26, 1978 .
One collection was made during daylight and one during dark periods.

A day

and night colle ct ion was taken once weekly from May 30 through August 31,
1978.

Net tows were made on the surface by attach ing a styrofoam block

to the b r idle ring, while bot tom pulls were made with the aid of a IS kg
depresso r.

Specimens were washe d from th e net bott l e into sampling jars

and fi xe d in a 5% f ormalin solution.

RouOh

River

Lake

North

1I" ,u
South

Fork

'"-,,, C.. , C." '

Figure 1.

Map of Rough River Lake, Kentucky , show ing the collecting station .
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Larval traps were designed and used to determine nocturnal

,

di stribu tion patt erns .

Traps were constructed of wire screen , 0 . 3 m in

diameter, 1 m in length with funnel s in each end and having 1 mm mesh.
'.

Traps were set at the su rface and about 6 m from April 12 t hrough July
18, 1978.

Two pairs of traps were set simultaneously. onc pair ligh ted

with a 12 vo lt, au to tail-light bulb and one pai r unlighted.
Larvae were so rt ed us ing a dissect i ng microscope an d identified with
keys by May and Gasaway (1967), Nelson and Cole (1975), and Hogue
(1976) .

et

at.

Sp ecimens tha t CQuld not be ident ified were sent to the Tenne ssee

Valley Authority Larval Fi sh Labor atory in Norris, Tennessee .

Closely

related spe cies groups such as smal lmouth and black buffalo, black and
white crappie, and bluegill and longear sunfish were combined into single
catego r ies because existing keys coul d not s eparate them .
Developmental stages used in the st udy we re s i milar to those use d
by May and Gasaway (1967).

Total lengths of from up to 15 individuals

from each net tow were measured with a maximum of 75 measurements being
used per col l ection .

Growth s t atis ti cs including s tandard dev iation,

s tanda rd error of th e mean . range and median were cal culated .

Subsampling

methods were used to count shad. white bas s , crappie and sunfish species
from samples collected from

~t ay

30 through June 20 . 1978.

Stomach contents

\-:ere exami ned for piscivory from a subs ample of all larval fish except shad.

RES ULTS
Twenty- thre e species and three categories of unknown l arval and
juvenil e f i shes represented by 177,1 19 individuals were collected at the
South Fork Stat ion from April IS through Augus t 31, 1978 (Table 1).

Four

taxa represented more than 99% of the total in cludi ng gizzard shad (79%),
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Table 1. Larval species and number of individuals collected in day and
night samples from Rough River Lake
Species

MoltOne dvujoop!>

Day

Night

N

N

Total

% of
Total

1547

4100

5647

3.2

64

44

108

tr

33788

106480

140268

79.2

5

31

36

tr

8

68

76

tr

3499

3870

7369

4 .2

Unknown Darters

2

3

5

tr

E:theM.toma lJPp . *

o

2

2

tr

Ca..t:o&.tomU6 c.ommelL6ol'U. *'

1

2

3

tr

Aibtytl!.erru mela.no p.6 •

1

o

1

tr

Hoxo.6toma. lJpp. *

o

1

1

tr

Unknown Catahtomidh

2

11

13

tr

CottUh caADtinae

o

3

3

tr

26

38

64

tr

5292

17908

23200

13.1

73

8

81

tr

o

1

1

tr

18

179

197

0.1

M.cCAopt:elWl> .a.Cmo.i.du

2

22

24

tr

CampMt:oma anoma.tum

1

o

1

tr

Unknown: QyPJf.iht.ic16

1

1

2

tr

Pellcina capltOdu'
Vo~~oma

cepedianum

r cUo bu.6

0 pp .

C!fPJUY!.U6 caJ!p,w

Pomow llpp.

Lepo"",, opp.

Apf.od.i.rw-tuA gkUnn.ceM
Aph1lR.dod~ MyMu.\

1 c.m£.wuu, punc.ta.tu.\

*Identified by personne l at the Tennessee Val le y Authority Regional La rval
Fish Laboratory , Norris, Tennes see.

•
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Table 1 .

Continued.

Species

Total

% of
Tot al

Day
N

Night

P<mephateh not4tu6

0

6

6

tr

NotUAUO m.{.UJtU6

0

1

1

tr

1cta1wr.w.> na.talil.

1

0

1

tr

1cta1wr.w.> mela.6

2

5

7

tr

AmblopUteh nupehb<M

0

2

2

tr

44 , 333

132,786

177 ,119

TOTAL

N

sunfish species (1 3%), crapp ie (4%) , and white bass (3%) .

Only n i ne species

and/or taxa we re r epresen ted by mo re than 60 indivi duals in the study.
White bass and Iogperch appeared firs t while sunfish app eared last (Figur e 2) ,
Gizzar d shad and crappie ....'ere p r esent a s larvae at the collecting stat ion

for the longest interval, 15 and 13 week s , resp ectively .

The fi r s t larvae appeared on Apri l IS when wat er temperatures were
18.5 C and 15.5 C at the surface and bottom , respe ctively.

Larvae continued

to appe ar in the s amples unti l Augus t 31 when the sur fac e t emperature
reache d 28 C and th e bottom temperat ure 24 C.

Poo l e l evat i on reached

normal summe r pool level, 151 m ms l. the week of April 30, but inc rease d
nearly 3 m during the week of May 14 .

1'wo weeks later, l arval densitie s

3
peaked at 3 , 68 9/1 00 m .
Larval and juveni le s were most abundant at the s urface throughout
most of the st udy (F i gures 3-6).

Bottom densitie s exce e de d s ur fac e den siti es

on only four dates: Apri l 15 , June 20, June 27 and Ju ly 11.

Genera ll y,

surface and bottom larval den si tie s showed a similar pat t ern, but bottom
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,
Mo rone chrys o ps

,\

,

Pe rc ina coe:f odes

';

Doroso mo cep ed ianum

I !< tiobu.

t

,\

spp.

Cxprin ul carpi o
.pp .

,

Unknown Dart.r .

t

Pom o xi,

Unknown

\

t

Co tost omids

\-

t

Co t tUl 5i orolin o.

,

.ic c uhl$

Lob id" th "

L'e: omi s

\

,\

'pp.

Ap Jod in otul . gr unn i,na

so 10nUI

Aehred oderu.
Ict aiuru l

punctotul

Mi c rop'eru.

lolmo ides

Com p a.to ma

ana malum

Un known

Cyprinidl

P imeph olu

\

"t

t
-I

notQ1u.

Nohlr\!!

l ~t ol l! rU I

t

mill ru,
notoli

Ic talur",

Amb lop lit • •

,

'I

I

t

meln

+

ruputr i s

,
2

9

,

1623 30 7

Apr i I

, ,
1421

M. ,

18 2!5 2

2B 4
J

" n.
II

16 23 30 6

9
J

II

IY

13 2 0

AUQust

Figure 2 . Ti ;',!e of o..;currence and duration of larval species ill Rough River
Lake . Kentuck y , Apri l 15 through August 1978 . Vert i cal lines represent

last larvae t o appear; slashed line represents first juvenile observed.
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Wh ite

Bass

Lo,

Perch

--=

Carp

-==:::::::::>

pomOlis spp.

1\
1 - 200/ 100

m'
~

DQ[Qul:m!l ' PP

Fr e .hwater Drum
Lepami,
Brook

spp.

Silver . ide

Chann e l Calfi.h

2

9

162330 7

Ap r il

1421 2B 4 II 18 25 2
Mo,
Jun .

9

16 23 30 6

1320

J uly

Figure 3. Densities of the ma jor spec i es collected at t he surface during
dayl i ght hour s on Rough River Lake .
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White

Ban

LOQ Perch

Carp

Pomop.is IPP.

1=200/100 m 3

Oorosomo

spp.

Fruhwole r 0 rum
Lepomis

Brook

-

spp.

Silver,id e

Chonnel Catfish
2

9

16 23 30 7
April

14 21 28 4

Mo,

II 18 25 2
June

9 16 23 30 6 13 20
J uly
Auou.1

Figure 4. Densitie s of the major species collected at the bottom during
daylight hours on Rough River Lake.
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Fi gure 5, Densities of the major species collected at t he sur face during
the night on Rough River Lake .
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Dens it i es of t he ma j or sp eci es collected at the bot tom during
t he ni ght on Rough River Lake.
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densities were lower and lagged one I<.'eek.

Surface-bottom densities varied

according to season, length and developmental stage of the larvae and
species composition (Figures 3-6) .

Maxi mum densities in all surface-bottom

and day - night samples occurred before June 20.

n i ght than duri ng the day for most species.

Densities were greater at

Gizzard shad collected on the

surface during the day and sunfishes on the surface at night exhibited a
marked bimodal density pattern (Figures 3 and 5) .

Fish dens i t i es at night

were three times greater than during daylight hours during the study .
Throughout the study, shad, sunfish species and white bass were most
abundant along the shorelines .

Catfish were always most abundant in bottom

samples, while crappie occurred near the surface early in the study and
dee per l ate r,
Wh it e Bass -

Along wi th l ogperch, white bass were the earliest appearing

l ar vae ( Fi gure 2),

Larvae were collected from April 15 through June 27.

Based upon total lengths, two apparent spawns occurred as small specimens
were taken on April 16 and 23 and later on May 28 (Figure 7).

They were

common ly taken near the bottom during the day and at the surface at night
( Fi gures 3- 6).

Maximwn densities of 100/100 m3 occurred on May 30 .

the first 8 I'.'eeks, specimens averaged 0.56 mm growth/week.

For

Prolarvae

ranged from 4-7 mm, early post larvae 7 . 5-12 mm, late post1arvae 13- 32 mm
and juveniles 27 rom and greater .
Logperch -

Juveniles first appeared on J une 20.

Larvae were collected from April 15 t hrough June 13 and were

primarily taken at the sur f ace in day and night samp l es (Figures 3-6).
Dens ities were low, a maximum of 1.45/100 m3 on May 23, and growth
averaged 1.4 mm/week for the first 3 weeks .

Pro1arvae ranged from 7- 10 mm,

early post1arvae 8-14 mm. late postlarvae 14-19 rom and juveniles 19+ mm.
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Juveniles were first obse r ve d on May 23 .

Giz zard Shad -

Prolarvae were fi r st co llected on April 26 a t IS.S C. while

eggs were firs t co llected on April 30 att ached to s hor eline vegetation and
deb ris at 16 . 5 C.

Prolar vae were collec ted from April 26 through June 20

and again on July 11 .

Larvae at some stage of development were presen t from

Apri l 26 through Augus t 1 (Figure 2).

Larval densiti es averaged 882/100 m3

from May 23 through June 20 with t he maximum, 1771/100 m3 • occurring on
May 30.

Prolarvae ranged f rom 5 to 10 nun, early postlarvae 9 to 19 mm,

late postlarvae 14. 5 to 25 mm and juveniles 23 + mm .
Buffalo spp. -

Eggs collected from fi sh observed spawning in shoreline

vegetation on Apri l 30 at 17.5 C hatched in the lab oratory in 170 hours at
19 C.

Larvae were pres ent from

t he surfa ce .

~1ay

6 to May 30 and collected mainly at

Prolarvae ranged from 5-7 .9 mm and early pos tl arvae from

7.6- 9 . 1 mm .
~

-

Eggs at t ached to sho relin e veg etation and debris were collected

on April 30.

Larvae were collected from May 11 through June 13, mostl y

near th e surface at nigh t.

Prolarvae ranged fro m 5 . 5- 7. 5 nun.

No late

pos tlarvae or juveniles were taken.
Crappie spp . 2) .

Larvae were coll ected from April 30 t hrough July 2S (Figur e

No prol arvae were taken .

Earl y pos t1arvae ranged fr om 4 to 11 nun,

l ate po s tlarvae 11 . 5 to 19 . 5 nun , an d j uven il es 19+ mm.
first taken on June 13 .
June 6.

J uven i les were

The max i mwn dens ity, 130/ 100 m3 , occurred on

Speclmens less than 20 mm total length were taken mostly i n

sho rel i ne areas while larger individuals were collected in deeper water.
Brook Si lvers i de (Figure 2) .

Specimens were taken from May 30 through August 1

Gr owth ave raged 1. 6 mm/week for the first 5 weeks and the

sp ecies required a length of 30 mm to reach t he juvenile stage .

No

•
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prolarvae were taken and j uveniles first appeared on July 11.
Sunfish spp . -

This group included at least two species, the bluegill

and longear sunfish.

Larvae were taken from r.1ay 30 to August 25 .

Because

of the protracted spawning period, 12 to 13 weeks for the collective species,
average weekly total lengths never exceeded 12 mm (Figure 7). Densities
3
averaged 71/100 m per week with a maximum of 240/100 m3 on July 11.
Specimens were taken mostly along the shorelines at night.

Prolarvae

ranged from 4. 5 to 6 mm, early postlarvae 5 to 12 mm , l ate pos t larvae
10 to 19 mm and juveniles 20+ mm.
Freshwate r Drum

(Figure 2) .

Juveniles appeared first on Jun e 20.

Larvae were collected from June 6 through July 5

Of 81 specimens, 78 were prolarvae taken mostly from s ur face,

open wat er areas.

Total lengths ranged from 4- 16 . 5 mm and no juveniles

were obs erved .
Channel Catfish

Specimens were taken from June 13 through August 1 with

only late postlarval and juvenile s tages represented.

Most individuals

were taken in bot tom samples at night .
Largemouth Bass -

TloJenty-four larvae were collected on June 13.

two of these were taken at night , al l but one on the surface.
ranged from 14.5 -33 mrn and no prolarvae were taken.

Twenty -

Total lengths

Early pos tlarvae

ranged from 14 . 5 to 16 mm, late pos tlarvae 16 to 22 mm and juveniles 21.5+ mm.
Light Trap Data

Two lighted traps se t f rom April 15 to August 1 collected

1445 larval and juvenile fish (Table 2).
comprising 80% of the total.

All brook si l versides. a l ong with mos t

sunfish, were taken near the surface .
were taken primarily on t he bottom.
un l ighted traps .

Five taxa were taken with sunfishes

Gizzard shad , logperch and cr appie
No fish were taken in adjacent
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Piscivory -

All taxa, except gizzard shad , were examined for piscivory.

Only white bass and logperch ingested other larvae.

Sixty white bass

stomachs representing four size groups collected on four different dates
were examined .

Of 15 larvae ranging from 10.5-12 mm total length collected

on June 6, 1 gizzard shad was observed i n the stomach of 1 individual
(Table 3).

Fifteen bass from 16-20 mm taken on June 13 had 11 gizzard shad

in 11 stomachs, and 6 gizzard shad larvae were found in 6 stomachs from
individuals 22-25 mm taken on June 20 .

When piscivory was observed in

white bass, no other food items were present .

Twenty-three logperch stomachs were examined in individuals from
13.5-27 mm collected from May 19 to June 13 (Table 4) .

One unidentifiable

sucker was found in a logperch 17 mm total length taken on May 19 .

On

May 23, 2 unknown larvae were found in the stomach of 1 logperch 16 . 5 mm
total length .

Table 2. Species and number of individuals taken in light traps at the
surface and 6 m in Rough River Lake, April 15 - July 18, 1978 .
Surface

Species

Lighted
Logperch

6 Meters

Unlighted

Lighted

Unlighted

0

0

2

0

Gizzard Shad

7.>

0

152

0

Crappie spp.

5

0

32

0

Sunfish spp.

920

0

2SS

0

6

0

0

0

1,004

0

441

0

Brook Silverside

TOTAL
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Table 3 . Piscivory obse r vations in white bass from Rough River Lake ,
June 6 - June 27, 1978 .
Date

N

Size Range

x

Day

Night

Total

(mm)

June

6

15

10.5

12

11. 2

1

0

1

June

13

15

16.0

20

17.2

6

5

11

June

20

15

22 . 0

25

23 . 8

3

3

6

June

27

15

25 . 0

30

28 . 0

0

0

0

TOTA L

60

10

8

18

Table 4.

Piscivory observations in l ogperch from Rough River Lake,

May 19 - June 13 J

Date

N

1978 .

Size Range

x

Day

Night

Total

(mm)

19

5

13.5

17

15.5

1

0

1

May 23

6

14. 0

20

16 . 9

0

2

2

30

5

15.5

19

16 . 6

0

0

0

June

6

3

15 . 0

16

15 . 5

0

0

0

June

13

4

13.0

27

21. 2

0

0

0

1

2

3

May

~fay

TOTAL

23
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DISCUSSION

•

Othe r investigators (Nets ch
Hess and Winger. 1976 , Walker

Freeze

~

e:t ai.

at .

1971, Nelson and Co le

1975,

unpubli sh ed report, and Davis an d

197 8) have shown that clupeids dominate larval collections in

both river and lake environments during the warmer months .

Sunfish

larvae we re the second mo st abundant i n this s tudy , but species dominance

may change from year to year (Faber
(Kramer and Smith

1967) depending on water temperature

1962) and poo l e l evations (Wa lburg and Nel son

during spawning periods .

1966)

Failure to collect substantial numbers of species

common to Rough River Lake such as buffalo and carp indicated perhaps a
low spawnin g s ucces s , that spawning took place primarily in other areas

of the lake , or that l arvae moved to some un determined habitat seeking
food and/or protection.
White bass and logperch larvae were the fi r st collected in this study
on April 15 .

These same species were the fir s t to appear in Nickajack

Reservoir, Tennessee (Walke r

et

at . unpubl ished report) . The s urface

water temperature wh en the first l arvae appeared (18.5 C) was s lightly
h igher t han that reported in studies by Davis and Freeze (1978) and
Walk er

e..t a.f. (unpublished repor t ).

This was due to an early pre - spawn

warmin g trend the end of March in Rough River Lake.

Lepomih

~pp .

had

the most prolonged spawning period , with prolarvae present through
Augus t 10 .

A protracted sunfish spawn was a l so observe d on the Cumberland

River (Hess and Wing er

1976) .

Larval shad density was highest on 30 May,S weeks after the fir s t
appearance of shad larvae and two weeks after a 3 m increase in lake poo l
elevation .

Netsch , e..t

a.e..

(1971) observed peak shad dens ities in mid -June
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9 weeks fol low ing the onset of spawning.

Hess and Winger ( 19 76) observed

greatest concent rati ons in late June through July, but this was in the

Cumberland River where water temperatures rose l ess rapidly.
Three t imes more larvae were collected at night than day. possibly
because of reduced visibi lity resulting i n less net avoidance .

et

at.

Walker

(unpublished report) also reported greater densities of similar

species at night, but Storck

e.t ai . (1978) noted greater concen trations

of shad during the day .

TI1e five most common species were most abundant along the shoreline
areas in water 1.5-2 m deep .
Wa lker

e..t

a.e.

Similar shore line findings were reported by

(unpub lished report) .

This was expe cted , because most

taxa taken in this stu dy spawn alon g the shoreline.

Channe l catfish

were most abundant in bottom samples because t hey school in deeper water
when young (Mansueti and Hardy . 1967).
early in the study and de eper later .

Crappie were taken near the surface
Ne lson

et at . ( 1968) reported that

crappie commonly move from shallow p r otected nursery areas into deeper
waters to feed as their size increased.
White bass were observed to have the fastest growth rate (3.89 mm/wk)
during the sampling p eriod which was similar to that noted by Ruelle
(1971) in Lewis and Cl a rk Lake.

He a lso noticed a positive corre l ation

between water temperature, food availability and growth.

SWlfish appeared

not to g row because the spawning season was protracted, several sp e cies
\.,ere possibly included within this taxon and larger individuals were able
to avoid the net,

Channe l catfish a l so appeared not to grow because of

continuous spawning, sometimes extending into September (Mansueti and Hardy
1967) .

Prol arval white bass were present from April 15 to June 6, indicating

a
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1.5-2 month spawning period at surface temperatures of 18 . 5-29 C.

These

findings generally agreed wi th those of Ruelle (1971) and Webb and Moss
(1968) .

It appeared that the early warming trend at the end of March

in Rough River Lake did not stimulate spa\\'ning but the cooling trend which
follow ed possibly inhibited it .

White bass hatch at 3 mm (Ruelle

but the smallest individuals taken in this study we r e 4 mm.

1971),

Smaller

larvae may possibly have remained hidden in t he substrate until reaching
this length or stayed in areas not sampled by our nets .
During daylight hours, white bass were primarily taken in deeper ,
cooler water and at night came to the surface, probably to feed .

From

April 30 through May 30, white bass pro larvae were taken mostly along the
east shoreline, an area having extensive gravel-rubble substrate areas,
substrates on which wh i te bass have been known to spal'<'n (Pflieger

1975) .

For the remainder of the sampling period, individuals were taken in
limnetic regions.
Logperch larvae, although not abundant, were taken mainly along both
shorelines .

Walker

distribution pattern.

e;t

aL (Wlpublished report) observed a similar
Their occurrence in the limnetic habitat, as shown

by Fish (1932) and Faber (1967), was not observed in this study, possibly
because of the small size of the collecting station.

Cooper (1978) noted

prolarva1 development from 4 .5-6 . 9 mm under laboratory conditions at 16 . 5 C.
In this study, yolk and oil were present in individuals up to 10 mm long
and none were taken less than 7 mm .

Late post larval development (14-19 mm)

appeared earlier in this study than in Cooper's (1978) study (21 mm) .
Spawning dates and water temperatures for gizzard shad appear to vary
yearly with latitude, but can occur from March to at least August 20 at
water temperatures from 10 to 21 C

(~filler

1960) .

Prolarvae were present
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in this s tudy from April 26 through June 20 i ndicati ng a 9 t o 10 week
spawni ng in t erval at wate r temperatures f r om 15.5 to 29 C.
The peak gizzard shad den sity in this st udy occurred on May 3D , 2
weeks later than noted by House r and Netsch (1 971) in northwest Arkansas.
During day and night co l lections, gi zz ard s had were taken mo s tly at the
surface which I<.'as also observed by Walker

U aL (unpub lished repo rt ) .

but diffe r ed f rom Nelson and Cole (19 75) and Houser and Netsch (1 971) .

Developmental stages for gi zzard shad were generally similar to tho se
obs erved by

~1ansueti

and Ha rdy (1967) . howeve r they ind icated prolarva!

development t o be from 3 . 25 to 6 . 5 mm .

A yo lk sac was still pres ent in

individuals up to 10 mm in this study .

Although no pro1arvae l ess than

5 mm total length were col le ct ed , l arvae hatched at 3 . 25 mm in t he
labor atory .
Spawni ng by the sma11mouth buf fa lo i n Rough River Lake at 17 . 5 C
surface temper ature confo rmed to the 15 - 23 C range reporte d for the
species by Hoyt

e.t at . (19 76) .

Eggs collected fr om the lake hatched

in laborat ory aquaria in 170 hours at 19 C.

Wrenn and Gri ns t ead (197 1)

obse rved that smallmouth buffalo hatched within 108 hours at 22 C.

The

l ow number of buffa l o taken was mos t likely the re s ul t of net avoidan ce
due to the movement of larvae into some undescribed habi tat not samp l ed
in the study .
Although the number of s ma11mouth buffalo t aken was too small to
define s t rat a preferences , 31 of the 36 col lecte d were taken near the
surface at .night.

Walke r

e.t ai. (unpublished report) obser ved highest

numbers below 7 . 5 m during the day and random dist r i butions at night.
Devel opment al stages an d growth were simi l ar to tha t reported by

•
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Wrenn and Grinstead (1971) .
Carp were also present in numbers too small to establish their
distribution pa tt erns .

The greatest number of carp were taken on May 23,

1 ....'e ek following peak pool elevation, indicating th e spawning was

triggered by rising water.
response t o ri sing water.

Storck

et

at . (1978) reported a similar

Prolarval deve lopment between 5.S and 7 .5 mm

\\'as similar t o observations by McCrimmon and Swee (1967) .

No pro larv al crappi e were taken i n this study possibly because
they remained in s hallow water, less than 1 m deep , un til re aching
4 . 1 t o 4 . 6 mm .

Our gear could no t sampl e these areas.

Mo r gan (19 54 )

reported si mi lar obse rvations in des cribing prol arvae from 3 t o 3 . 9 mm .
Young crappie were taken the fir s t 4 weeks, mostly at t he s urface as
they left s ho reline areas .

Larger larvae were collec ted in deeper wat er,

possib ly because of their feedi ng beh avio r and preference for coo ler
wat er.

Nels on

et ai. (1968) reported s i mi lar distribution fi ndings.

Our observations on the brook si l ver s ide were in ag r eement wi th
the finding s of t hose of Hubbs (1921) .

He reported t he limnetic presence

of postlarvae to be due to their leaving the shoreline fOT the protection
afforded by the open \\'at er.

Pro larv ae were not taken, probabl y due to

their shallow wate r nursery areas .

In Augus t, juveniles returne d to

littoral areas as their diet changed f rom micr oc rustaceans to aquat ic
and te rrestrial insec ts (Pflie ge r
L~p OmKA ~ pp .

1975) .

had the longest spawning season of all the species in

the s t udy , May 30 to August 10 .

Bluegi l l eggs have been known to hatch

by June 24 and be come free-swimming 3 days l ater (Meye r

1970) .

Consequent l y ,

l ongear and other sunfish species probab l y represent ed the majority of t he
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larvae taken in this category in the l atter weeks of the study.

Greater

sunfish densities at the surface at night in this study were similar to
findings of Werner (1969) who noticed a vertical migration following
plankton movements at dusk .

Storck

et

at. (1978), however, reported

greater densities during the day at the surface .

Prolarval lengths were

the same as those noted by Werner (1969).
Most drum collected on June 6 were prolarvae, indicating this to be
near the peak spawning period .

Specimens were taken mostly in deeper

samples during the day similar to findings of Walker

ex ai . (unpublished

report) and Swedberg and Walburg (1970) .
No prolarval or early postlarval channel catfish were collected since
they are known to remain in secluded, shallow nests for 7-8 days after
hatching (Pflieger

1975).

to the report of Walker, e:t

Most individuals were taken at night, similar

a.t . (unpublished report), but differed by

occurring mostly in deep samples.
Larval and juvenile largemouth bass were taken only on June 13, mainly
at night.

Their capture came at a period of increased turbidity following

a rain, possibly explaining their increased vulnerability to capture.
Lighted traps proved to be an effective attractant for 5 taxa of larval
and juvenile fish.

These particular species were more active at night and/

or were stimulated by light.

Sunfish species, which are known to actively

feed on plankton at dusk near the surface (Werner
majority of trap specimens.

1969), made up the

The low number of shad, when compared with

net catches, indicated the species to be less active at night or not
highly responsive to light stimulii.

This observation might also explain

the greater night catches of larval and juvenile fishes , net catch success

•
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being a function of f i s h i na ctivity as well as reduced net avoidance due
to poor vision .

Piscivory was observed only in white bass and logperch.

This larval

trait was probably the result of bass and logperch being present in an

advanced developmental state when the other l arval forms appeared.

Ot her

studies have shown that piscivory occurs in white crappie greater t han
7S mm (Morgan

1954) or not les s than 100 mm (Ne l son

et at.

in lar gemouth bass greater th an 20 mm (Kramer and Sm ith
was noted in bluegill fry (Werner
(Swedberg and Wa l burg
(Bailey and Harrison

1968) and

1962).

None

1969), in young-of-the - year drum

1970) or in channel catfish l ess than 100 mm
1948) .

These observations agreed with the findin gs

of this study. although piscivory was not noted in largemouth bass from
20 to 33 mm.
White bass piscivory was observ ed in specimens 10.5 to 25 mm tot al
len gth, mos tly 10. 5 to 20 mm.

This length limit for maximum piscivor y

on gizzard shad was a func t ion of shad size being optimal fo r ingestion
by bass during that period and decreased as shad si ze increased.

Clark

and Pearson (1978) noted that pro larval carp were the ma jor food sour ce
for white bass 7 to 12 mm s t andard length in the Oh i o River, but observed
no piscivory in individuals la r ger than 12 mm.

Th i s abrupt change in the

diet was attributed to the lack of sufficient numbers of vulnerable size
larvae at that stage or an increase in zoopl ank t on concentrations.
Stomachs of white bass from Rough River Lake contained no othe r food items
when shad were presen t .

The energy provided by one l a r ge foo d item, p lus

t he energy saved in ca tching several small prey fo rms could be an important
factor in th e deve l opment of this feedi ng behavi or.

Zooplankton was the
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major food category in the stomachs of individuals larger than 25 to 30 mm,
simi lar t o the findings of Clark and Pearson (1978) .

Piscivory has not been reported for logperch.
feeds mostly on midge larvae (Clay
(Turner

1921 ).

Thi s species reportedl y

1975) and snails and small crustaceans

Gizzard sbad capable of being ingested (6-10 mm) were

present at the time of piscivory by l ogperch, but apparently occupied
habi tats preven t ing their coming into contact .
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TEMPORA L AND SPATI AL VARIATI ONS IN ABUNDANCE AND SPECIES COMPOSITI ON
OF LARVAL FISHES IN CENTER HI LL RESERVOIR, TENNESSEE

Richard A. Krause and Mike J. Van Den Avyle
Tenn essee Cooperative Fish ery Research Unit
Tennessee Techno Jogical Uni ve rsi t y
Cookevi ll e, Tennessee 38501

ABSTRACT

LaJtval 6.il.h WVLe coUec.ted b.i.-weekf.y M 6.i.ve mai.n channel &.i.tel> 06
Cen-tVL H.i.U Rel>VLvobL nMm May :tIuwugh AuglJht 1978 to a.6.el>& &pat.i.al and
tempoJta.t vaJ!.ia.:ti..oru. .[1'1 abundance and -6peue..6 comp0.6-i..ti..on . LaJwctt Volto.6oma
.6pp ., LepomU, .6pp., and Pomox..i.6 .opp . compwe.d oveJt 91% 06 a.tt .6pe.c1meYL6

coUected. Anal.!f.6,w 06 vaJU.an.ce. -<-ndic.a..te.d that VOIW.60ma. abundanc.e vCl.lLi.e.d
&.i.gn.i.6.i.CJ1.YtUy between &ampte &.i.tel> , but d<rLl>.i.ty Wa.6 not J<Ua;ted to an
up&.tJ!.eam- doWM.tJ!.eam gMd:£w w.i.tlUst the "-el>VLvabL. Lepom.i.& and Pamow
.hawed &.i.glt.i.6.i.CMt &pM..i.al d.i.66VLenCel> .i.It abundance w.i.th.i.n &orne &ampte
p<JuacU" but tow cM.ch "-Mel> duai.ng &evVLat p.,uocU, made avVLalt analy&el>
Loc.a..Uze.d vaJua.t{.o/'t6 in. .6pawi'U.ng .6.tOc.M, wa.teJt qua1.A..:tlj,
alt othe.l!.. e.nv-Utonme.n.ta..t 6ac.toM appeaJt .to ha.ve been mOJ!.e. .unpaJLtan.t

.inc.onc1L.M..£ve. .

"-egalata",, 06 taJtval 6.il.h deM.i.ty than up&.tJ!.eam d.c&tance 6"-Om the dam .

INTRODUCTION
Surveys of larval and e arly juveni le st age s of fish can be used to
trace f luctuati ons in spawning stocks. forecast ye ar-cl ass strength
(Hempel

1973). and assess the impact of water quality or other factors

on biological product i vity.

Knowledge of spatial and temporal variations

in abundance of larva l fishes not only contributes to an under standing of
l ife history and popu l ation dynamics . but it can also lead t o development
of management procedures for enhancing recruitment of young fish into adult
stocks ,
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This study was conducted to describe spatial variations in abundance
and species composition of larval fishes that occupied the limnetic habitat

of Center Hill Reservoir, Tennessee.

Emphasis was placed on variations of

larval fish abundance between sites within specific sampling periods and
upstream vers us downstream areas ·· of the reservoir.

STUDY AREA
Center Hill Reservoir was impounded in 1948 by the U.S . Army Corps
of Engineers for flood control and power generation.

The reservoir has a

surface area of 7,373 ha and a mean depth of 29 m at maximum power pool .
The reservoir has a narrow, meandering mainstream channe l and several large
embayments associated with major tributaries (Figure 1). but hydraulic and
water quality characteristics are dominated by inflow of the Caney Fork
Rive r.

Center Hi ll is monomictic and undergoes temperature-density

strat ification from March through November (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
1976).

Water leve l s are usually l owest in winter and early spring, and

"'ide variations of inflow can cause extreme fluctuat ions of water level
during the spawning seasons of most game and forage fishes.

METHODS
Five mains tream sampling sites were estab l ished along the length of
the reservoir (Figure I ) , and each was s ampled bi-weekly at night from
early May until mid-August 1978 .

A 0.25 m2 Tucker trawl with a 50S micron

Nitex net was towed from the stern of a 5.75 m boat powered by a 85 hp
outboard motor .

TWo 6-minute tows were made at each si te and time.

The

net was l owered to a depth of 10 m, opened, and then rai sed 2 m at
I-minute intervals.

From 4 May until 12 July, tows were made at a speed
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of 1.0 mIs, and all subsequent samples were co l lected at 1.5 m/ s .

A

flowmeter suspended in the mouth of the net was used to estimate t he
volume of water fi l tere d during each tow .
Samples were initially fixed in 10% formalin.

Aft er sorting in the

laboratory, the l arvae were s tored i n a s olution of 5% buffered formalin.
Specimens were identified to the lowest possib l e taxon usi ng po l ar ized-

et at .

light stereomicroscopy and the taxonomic key developed by Hogue
(1976) .

All larvae we r e enumerated and measured to the neares t mm t ot al

length.

Catch rates were expre ssed as number of larvae per 1000 m3 • and
analysis of variance was used to compare densitie s between st at ions for the
en tire study and within each samp l ing period .

Examin ation of the relation ship

be tween the variances and means of replicate density estimates (n

=

2)

indi cated a contagious distribution of the data for each genus.

In this

s ituation, a logarithmic transforma t ion is recommended (Tay lor

1953) to

eq ualize the variances within the treatments (i n this case, s ites) fo r the
analysis of variance.

Due to the pre s en ce of observations with values of

zero , In(X + 1) was used , where X was the obse r ved number of lar vae per
3
1000 m in each tow . When an a lysis of var iance indicated a significant
differen ce (0 . 05 probabi l ity lev e l ) i n me an density between s ites , the
ind i vidual s t ation means were compared usi ng Dun can ' s new mu l tiple r ange
test (Steel and Torrie

1960) .

RESULTS
Shad

(Vo~~oma ~pp.),

sunfishes (LepomKh

~PP ' )J

and crappies

(Po mo~

6pp .) col l ec ti ve l y comprised over 97% of al l larvae collected (Figure 2),
and subsequen t analyses will be r est ricted to these group s .

Shad over 18 mm

•
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Figure 2 . Specie s composit i on of l ar val fi sh co llected fr om f ive sites
in Cente r Hill Reser voir, May -Augus t 1978 .
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total length were usually identifi ed to species, however , due to the
inability to separate smaller gizzard (0. cepedianum) from threadfin shad

(0 . petenen6e). data from both were pooled in all analyses.

No attempt

was made to identify s unfishes and crappies beyond the genus level.
In gene ral,

VOkD~oma

pr edominated the collections prior t o mid-J une,

and LepornK4 was the most abundant group thereafter (Figure 3) .

Pomo~

was intermediate in ranking before June, after which the group was rarel y

collected.
Seasonal patterns of density were simi lar between stations for each
species group, which indicated tha t spawn ing occurred at approximately the

same time at all sites (Figure "3).

Vo~~oma

may have spawned earlier at

Station 1 than at the others, as indicated by the high density ( 1617 larvae
per 1000 m3) during the first sample period.

At all other stations, shad

abundance was highest during early June.

Lepomih abundance was highest

during mid to late June at all stations.

Compari sons of average lengths

and len gth ranges for each speci es group showed no pronounced differences
in size between stations during the May and J une sample peri ods (Figure 4) .
Although mean lengths of

Vo~~oma

were more variable between sites after

July 8, the ranges gene rally overlapped.

Therefore, the length data also

suggested that spawning times did not var y with reservoir position.
For

Vo~~oma.

a two-factor analysis of va rian ce using transformed data

indicated that time, stations , and a time-station interaction significantly
affected mean density (Table 1) .

Duncan's new multiple range tes t showed

that Stat ion I, which was the farthest upst ream, had significan tly higher
mean catch rates than all other sit es (Tab l e 1).

St ation 5, which was

nearest the dam, was ranked second hi ghest in abundance, which indicated
that there was no pronounced gradient of shad density with reservoir length.
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Table 1. TWo-factor analysis of variance and mu l t i ple r ange tes ts for
densi t y of larval VOkOhoma &Pp . in Center Hill Reservoir, May-August 1978.

Analysis of Variance

Degree s of

Mean

Freedom

Square

F

Time

6

40 . 72

44 . 0*

St ations

4

14 . 50

IS.7*

24

4. 63

5.0·

Error

35

0 . 92

TOTAL

69

6 . 46

Source

Time- Station

Interaction

Multiple Range Tes t**
Station

2

3

4

5

1

* Statistically sign ificant at 0 . 05 p r obabi l ity l eve l.
**Mean densities at sta tions underscored by t he same line were not
significant l y different.

•
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The presence of a significant time-station interaction indicated
that the de gree to which sites differed in density varied over time.

Thus,

to further examine variability among sample stations, one-way analyses of
variance and multiple range te sts, using transformed data, were used for
each sample period .

Significant differences in me an density between s ites

were indicated during five of the seven sample periods (Tabl e 2),

In

Table 2. the arithmetic, rather than transformed mean numbers per 1000 m3
are shown to permit easier interpretation of the results.

These analyses

support the resu lts of the overall analysis of variance by showing that
Stati ons 1 and 5 generally were ranked high in density while Stations 2
and 3 usual l y were the lowest .
For

L~po~,

the two -factor analysis of variance also showed

significant effects of time, station, and a time-station interaction on
mean density (Table 3) .
f rom that observed for

The ranking of s tations by density was different
VO~homa

(Tables I and 3).

Stations 2, 3, and 4

showed the highest mean density, while Stations 5 and 1 were lowest .
Analyses of variance of the transformed data indicated significant differences
between sites during only two of the five sample periods in which
were collected (Table 4).

L~pomKh

In these two cases, extremely low or zero catches

at one station were primaril y responsib le for obtaining significant results.
This fact, in combination with the l ow catch rate s after mid-July and a
significant time - station interaction indicate that the overall analysis of
variance did not properly reflect spatial variations in abundance throughout .
the sampling period and that the results should be interpreted with caution.
The two-factor analysis of variance for PomoxiA again showed
significant time, stati on , and time-station interaction effects (Table 5) .
The ranking of stations by mean density was similar to that observed for
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Table 2 . One-way ana l ys i s of variance an d multip l e r ange tests fo r density
of larva l Dono~oma ~pp . during each sample period In Center Hi l l Reservoir ,
May - August 1978. All hypotheses we r e t e sted using transformed data~ but
mean densities shown are the arithmetic averages (numbe r per 1000 m ) .
•

Multiple Range Test"'*

Sample Period

May 4-11

May 21-26

June 5-8

June 19-22

July 8- 12

July 19-25

10.05***

4.42

17 . 92***

6 , 94***

5 . 41* **

5 . 38 ***

Station

2

3

5

4

I

Mean Dens i t y

o

28

83

350

1617

Station

2

3

4

5

1

Mean Dens ity 134

134

144

294

656

3

4

I

5

2

Mean Den sity 172

233

694

706

944

Station

2

3

4

5

I

Mean Density

0

16

22

100

362

Station

5

4

3

2

I

Mean Density

o

II

22

22

94

Station

4

2

3

I

5

o

7

7

37

Station

Mean Density

August 1-11

'"

0.77

Station

2

3

4

I

5

Mean Density

o

o

o

4

II

Indicates the F- value calculated to t est whether me an densit i es were
equal among s t ations, wi th 4 d . f . in the numerator and 5 d.f . i n the
denomi na t or.
** Stations underscored by the same l ine were not significantly different .
***Statis t i call y signifi can t at the 0 . 05 probabi li t y leve l .
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Table 3. Two - factor analysis of variance and multiple range tests for
density of larval Lepomih ~pp. in Center Hill Reservoir, June -August 1978.

Analysis of Variance
Degrees of

Mean

Freedom

Square

F

Time

4

35.02

56.8*

Stations

4

3 . 38

5 . 5*

Time - Station
Interaction

16

2 . 88

4.7*

Error

25

0.62

TOTAL

49

4.39

Source

Multiple Range Test**
Sta ti on

It

5

1

3

2

4

Stat isticall y significant at the 0.05 probability level.

**Mean densities at stat i ons underscored by the same line were not
significantly diffe r ent.
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Table 4.

One-Io'ay analys e s of variance and multiple range tests for density

of larva l Lepo~ ~pp . during each sample period, June-August 1978 . Al l
hypotheses were tested using transformed d~ta. but m~an densities shown are
the arithmet ic averages (number per 1000 'm ) .
,.

Sample Period

June 5-8

F*

IS.15***

~rultiple

1

2

5

4

3

16

166

406

428

461

5

1

3

2

4

Mean Density 11 6

178

228

272

394

Stati on
Mean Densi t y

J une 19-22

J uly 8-1 2

July 19-25

1. 56

72 . 54 ***

0.51

Range Test**

Station

Station

5

4

1

2

3

Mean Density

0

33

72

122

150

Station

3

5

1

2

4

Mean Density --,-1=.1_-,1,,1_ _1=-4, -_,,2,,
2_-,2,,2,-

August 1-11

*

1. 36

Stati on

5

3

2

1

4

Mean Density

o

o

4

7

7

Indicates the F- va lue calculated to test whether mean densities were
equal among stations, with 4 d.f. in the numerator and 5 d . f . in the
denomina tor .

** Stations underscored by the same line were not sign ificantly different .
···Statistically significant at the 0.05 probab i lity level .
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Table 5 , TWo-factor analysis of variance and multiple range tests for
density of larval Pomo~ ~pp. in Center Hill Reservoir. May-July 197 8 .

Analysis of Variance
Degrees of
Freedom.

Source

Mean
Square

F

Time

5

10.97

11.6*

Station

4

6 . 92

7.3*

20

3.49

3.7*

Er r or

30

0 . 94

TOTAL

59

3.06

Time-Station

Interaction

Multiple Range Test**
Station

5

1

4

2

3

* Statistically significant at the 0.05 p robability level .
**Mean densities at stations underscored by the same line were not

significantly different.
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Lepo~,

but for

Pomo~.

the mean density at Station 5 was significantly

lower than at all other sites.

This resulted because

were collected

Pomo~

at Station 5 during only one of six sample periods (Table 6) .

Analyses of

variance within each sample pe r iod were significant only during the first
half of May, and catch rates were extremely low or zero after mid-June .
During late July. only two Pomow specimens were captured at Station ·2.

Thus, as with

Lepo~,

significant spatial variations in abundance of

Pomow were not consistently observed, and the resul ts of the overall
analysis of variance probably are reflective only of the

~Iay

and early

June sampl es.
DISCUSSION

Vo~~oma ,

Although the two-factor analyses of variance for

Lepo~

and Pomoxih indicated significant differences in density between stations.
we believe that the results were conclusive only for
or zero catches of LepomKh and

Pomo~

Vo~~oma.

The low

during several sample periods made

detection of significant differences difficult and caused the overall
analyses to be reflective only of sample periods in which catches were
highest.

The results do suggest. however. that between-site variations

could exist throughout late spring and early summer and that future
sampl ing programs should account for this possibility .

Since LepomKh and

Pomoxih spawn in littoral regions and the larvae subsequently disperse into
the limnetic zone (Faber

1967, Werner

1967), higher catches than were

observed (hence, more precise density es timates) might be obtained by
sampling nearer the shoreline.
The presence of significant time-station interactions for all species
groups indicated that the degree to which stations differed and/or the
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Table 6. One - way analyses of variance and multiple range tests for density
of larval Pomo~ ~PP. during each sample period in Center Hill Reservoir,
May-July 1978. All hypotheses were tested using transformed data, but mean
densities shown are the arithmetic averages (number per 1000 m3),
Sample Period

May 4-11

May 21-26

June $-8

June 19-22

July 8-12

July 19-25

F*

10 . 21***

4.99

4 . 82

2.72

4 . 66

1.00

Multiple Range Test**

Station

5

1

2

3

4

Mean Density

o

o

6

II

67

Station

5

1

4

3

2

Mean Density

0

II

28

44

62

Station

5

3

4

1

2

Mean Density

6

II

22

67

100

Station

5

4

3

2

1

Mean Density

0

0

16

22

28

Station

5

4

1

2

3

Mean Density

0

0

0

6

16

Station

5

4

3

1

2

Mean Density

0

0

0

0

6

* Indicates the F-value calculated to test whether mean densities were
equal among stations, with 4 d.f. in the numerator and 5 d.f. in the
denominator.

** Stations underscored by the same line were not significantly different .
***Statistically significant at the 0 . 05 probability level.
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ranking of the stations by larval density were not considered throughout
the sampling pe r iod .

Although average lengths and the synchrony of

catches' for each group suggested that spawning times did not vary between
sample sites, it was possible that spatial variability in spawning times
and density of t he species with in each genus could have contributed to
t he in teractions.
group (i . e.

This also indicated that information for a pa rti cular

VO~6 oma)

may not have adequately rep resent ed each of the

component species (i.e., gizzard and threadfin shad) .

For example, since

gizz ard s had spawn at cooler temperatures than threadfin shad (Kimsey
1958, Mil ler

1960) , data from the early sample pe riods may refer primarily

to gizzard shad while threadfin shad may have predominated i n the later
collections .
Variation s in mean density of each species group apparently were not
related to an upst r eam - downstream gradient within , the r eservo i r.

Vo~o¢oma

was most abundant at Station I, which was the farthest upst ream , and at
Station 5, which was nearest the dam, whil e Lepomi& and
abundant at the intermediate stations .

Pomo~

were most

Localized vari ations in spawning

stocks, water quality , or other environmenta l facto r s appear to have been
more import ant regulators of larval fish density t han upstream distance
from the dam .
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Jack D. Tubervi lle
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ABSTRACT
VeAtA.cal dMrubtLtion 06 c.rupud and dtwm , A'!f-0di.nonu. ~Jum.ueM
tMvae .i.n uPPVt N.i.ckajack RuVtvo.i.J!. Wa6 de.tV!11Wte Uh.utg a h.i.ghly 6tJutt.i.6.i.ed
Mmpwg ILeg.i.me. cr.upud tMvae 6fwwed a plLe6Vtence 601t 6""6ace wa.teM ,
upec.i.alty dUlti.ng day . Ma. t leng:th gltOu1'6 06 dtwm tMvae welle much mOlte
abundant !Lt 3 .to 6 m .tiwn !Lt othvc deptM dUlti.ng day, but mOlte abundant
.en deepvc W!LteJt6 !Lt n.i.ght . RuuLtt, welte compMed .to th06e ob.ta.i.ned by
WalkVl. (1975) and TVA .i.n 1977 . RuuLtt, Welte genVtalty 6.i.m.i.tM 601t
c.rupuda , but :the dMVte.te-dep:th 6ampUng conducted by OJalkVl. (1 975)
apPeMed to be tU6 e66.i.c.i.ent .en ducJt.i.b.i.ng :the dM rubtLtion 06 dtwm
lMvae :than 6./:Ima 6.i.ed obUque 6ampUn9.

INTRODUCTION
Ichthyoplankton sampl in g was conducted i n upper Nickaj ack Reservoir
in 1973 and 19 74 by Walker (1975) and in 1977 by TVA to determine the
dis tribut ion and abundance of ichthyoplank t on during the preoperational
phase of the Raccoon

~10lmta i n

Pumped Storage Proje ct .

In 1977 . in addition

to TVA's standard s ampling methods , limited but hi ghly s tratified sampling
was conducte d durin g June and July with the obje c t ives of : 1) identifying
trends in ve rti ca l dis tri but ions that cou l d be mas ked by normal sampling
me thods , and 2) relating the se distributional trends to those describ ed by
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Walker (1975) and the standard samples of 1977.

,
STUDY AREA

Nickajack Reservoir is a mainstream reservoir on the Tennessee River
It is 86 km long with a surface area of 4,415

in eastern Tennessee.

hectares .

Surface elevation is con trolled between 192.6 m (632 ft) and

193.2 m (634 ft) ms l fo r navigational purposes .

All but the lower third

of the r eservoir is highly riverine in nature with little or no overbank.

In the study area (Figure I ) , the reservoir is approximately 200 m wide
I"ith a maximum depth of 30 m.
was a maximum of 18-20 m.

Depth at the stratified samp ling station

The sampling station (TRM 44 5 . 4) is 32 km

(about 20 mil downstream from Chickamauga Dam .

Average discharge past the

site is approximately 9S0 m3/s (33,000 cfs) with a mean velocity of 30 cm/s
(about 1 ft/sec) .

The river is well-mixed thermally and chemically

elVA 1976) .
METHODS

Stratified samp les were taken at a transect at Tennessee River Mile
(TRM) 445 . 4.

Samples were collected June 1. June 28, and July 27, 1977,

at mid-channel (Figure 2) .

Single samples were taken within each of six

3 m strata from surface to 18 m by towing a 0 .5 m beam net (0.5 mm bar
mesh) obliquely through each stratum (Grase r 1977) .

Towing speed was

about 1.0 m/s and volume filtered per sample was approximately 150 m3 .
The standard sampling technique used in 1977 was similar except that sample
strata were fewer and the sampling frequency was biweekly from mid-March
through mid -September .
A mid - channel station and two sho reline stations were sampled by the
standard technique.

The mid-channel station was the same station at which

{

,.

t•
Mo..mtdn
'~ ed

St on&e
Si u

-.--.-r~'.;~~-.~::::::~-.-----I- ---·_·1-·_ ·_ ._ .ctOlClA
Sed. '(IIUn'

Figure 1 .

Location of s t udy sites on Nickajack Rese rvoi r. Tennessee (f r om Walker , 1975) .
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Lett
Bank

Walker 119751

TRM

444.6

Right

Bank

0

O.5mO

0

7. 5m O

1SO m O
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Str at ifi ed

Sampling 1977 TRM 445.4

Ban k

Left

Bank

Right
Sank

Standard Sampling 1977

TRM 445.4

Righi
Bank

Figure 2 . Sampling s chemes use d by Walker ( 1975) and for stratified
an d s tandard sampl i ng in 19 77 .
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s trat i fied samp les were taken.
"

Two s t rat a within each s tation were samp led.

At the mid-channel sta tion, 0 to 9 m and 9 to 18 m strata we re samp led.
Shoreline sampling fo ll owe d the 10 m depth contour (1 0 to 30 pe rcent from

shore) with the 0 to 5 m and 5 to 10 m st rata sampled along each shoreline .
In Walker ' s (19 75) study . O. S m conical nets (0 . 8 mm mesh) were towed

at constant depths fo r 5 min .

Towing speed was approximately 0 .6 m/s .

Five sta tions and up to four depths we r e sampled weekl y May 6 t o July 22 ,
1974.

Samples '''ere collected both day and night wi t h ne t s towed in an upstream

direction .

Flowmeters mounted in th e mouth of the nets were used to estimate

volumes fil t ered .
The 19 77 samp l es we re prese rved immediate ly upon collection in 10
percen t Formalin and returne d to t he laborat or y for proces sing .
l arvae

\~ere

Eggs and

ident ifi ed to the l owest poss ible taxan us ing polarized

stereomicroscopy and the key of Hogue et

at . (1976) . All fi s h were

measured to th e neare st 1 nun total len gth (TL).

Densities were calculated

as ntunber/l . OOO m3 and we re weighted by vo lume f iltered .

Only dat a from

mid-ch annel station s from each of the s ampling regime s "'ere compared.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Because of th e short period s tratified sampling was conducted , on l y
a limited numb er of taxa were collected .

Aptodinotuh

g~un~enh.

Of th es e , cl upe ids and drtun,

larvae cons t ituted 87 . 9 pe rcent of t he ca t ch an d

lI'ere the only t axa used in the comparison of the various sampling
methodol ogies .
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Clupeid Larvae
>
Members of the family Clupeidae in Nickaj ack Reservoir are the

skipjack he r ring, Aio&a
and threadfin shad,

dVuj&oehio~;

gizzard shad , VOkO&Oma eepedianum ;

V. petenen6e . Gi zz ar d shad is the most abundant

clupeid in the reservoir ",'hile skipjack herring is the least abun dant of
the three .
Clupeid larvae occurred from April 18 to August 22 in 1977 and were

present on all dates of strat ified samp l ing .

Larvae in stratified s amples

ran ged from 3 to 32 rrun TL .

The pattern of clupeid distribution found in stratified samp l es
(Fi gure 3 ) was a strong surface orientati on during t h e day tendin g t oward
a un iform distribution at n i ght.

Mean densities for all strata combined

I\'er e 555 and 351 per 1, 000 m3 for day and night samples, respective l y .
However , abundance of larvae was higher at night for all except the 0 to
3 m stratum.

The very high density of larvae in surface waters during

t he day t hus stron gly influenced diel abundance est i mates .

Also, larvae

les s t han 10 mm were more abundant during day than at night while the
revers e was true for all lar ger larvae .

Since the sma ller l arvae we re

more abundant , their contribution to density estimates was greater .

The

gr ea t er abundance of small larvae (less than 10 mm) during the day indi ca t ed
tha t th ey were more active i n t he wat er co l umn during the day. but were no t
able to e ffectively avoid the net .

The gr eater abundance of large r larvae

(greater than 10 mm) at night could be due to r educed net avoidance and/o r
diel movements into and out of channe l ar eas .
Di el differences in abundance of cl upeid larvae h ave been repo rt ed by
many authors.

Netsch et

at. (1971) reported highest dens i ties at ni ght
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in Beaver Reservo ir , Arkansas. and hypothesized reduced net avo i dance

at night as an explanation .

Graser (in press) reported highest densities

on t he surface at mid - channel durin g dusk in the Cumbe rland River,
Tennessee, and suggested " an act i ve migration in response to the changing
ligh t stimulus ."

Several factors can influence density estimates

(distribution , turb idity, temperature , size of larvae , gear type , and
sampling technique); the nature of such influences is not well understood .
Shad less than 5 mm did not show t he strong surface ori entat ion
di splayed by the t axon as a group .

Small larvae showed a trend toward

deeper I"aters during day with a relatively uniform distribution at night.

This is in conflict with the find ings of Taber (1969) "'ho found that small
shad larvae "'e re more abundant near the surface during day and night.
However , he no ted that small shad larvae were very weak swimmers .

The

l ot i c conditions in uppe r Nickajack Reservoir may have disrupted movements
of the se small larvae in Nickajack Reservo ir.
The other l ength group s (6-10, 11 -1 5 , and greater than 16 mm TL)
selec te d surface waters durin g day.

No cturna l distributions of these length

groups were similar in that abundance was slightly higher toward surface .
However, they differed in the relat ive abundance th at the night catch
contributed "'ithin each length group (Figure 3) .

The night contribution

i ncreas e d wi th incre asing larval length, "'hile the day 0 'M 3 m samples
decreased from 67 pe rcent for 6 to 10 mm larvae to 27 pe rcent for larvae
greater than 16 mm TL .
Gr eate r relative abundance in night catches among the larger larvae
could be due to diurnal horizontal movements of the fish .

Bodola (1966)

stated that young giz zard shad moved into deeper \vaters as they grew
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large r.

Tabe r (1969) fo und t hat young shad were less abundan t in

shoreline seine samp les at ni ght than during day and hypothesize d an
offsh ore moveme nt a t ni ght.

Edwards e..t

at .

(1977) found that shad 20 mm

and larger were most abundant in channel areas.

Walker ' s (19 75) data

suggest no such hori zontal movements , but l ength class information was

not gi ven .
Freshwa t er Drum

Drum larvae were present from April 18 to September 9 in 1977.
Larvae collected in s tra tified samp l es ranged from 3 to 19 mm TL.

Day/

ni ght drum densitie s were 368 and 650 pe r 1,000 m3 , re spec tively .

Ne t

avoidance during day may greatly influence abundance estimates .

All sizes

of larva e were coll ec ted in greater numbers in night samples than in day
samp les and differences we r e greate s t f or the larger larvae.

Taber (1969)

also found hi gher dens ities of drum at night. especial l y t hose larger
t han S.O mm TL.
Nigh t distributions of drum larvae revealed steadi l y increasing
density wi th depth (F igure 4).
increase in density wi t h depth.

Day distribution showed a les s precipitous
The most prominent feature for day

distribut ion s was a sharp increase in densit y at t he 3 t o 6 m leve l .
Densit ies within thi s stratum we re the highest of all day samp les for each
sampl in g excursion .

This pattern sugges ts a diurnal migrat ion pat tern

whose upward movemen t is essentially confined to waters below the 3 m level .
Drum egg distr i butions tended to be highest t oward the bottom at night .
but were relatively un iform duri ng day.

Taber (1969) found a similar night

dis tribution in Lake Texoma, but drum eggs were neare r the surface during
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day .

He proposed that drum spawning occurred at ni ght in deep water and

the semibouyant eggs ascended to shallower waters during the day.

Riverine

conditions in the upper reaches of Nickajack Reservoir could have di srupted
stratification of semi bouyant eggs .

Ne l son et

at. (1967) , working on

Lewis and Clark Lake. collected drum eggs on the surface in calm water,
but found that wave action could churn them to a depth of IS ft.
Larvae 11 to IS mm TL were few, but tended to be in upper strata at
night a nd in deep strata during day .

Diurnal migration was eviden tl y

st ron g for this group .
Distribution Factors
The ve rtical distributions of clupeid and drum larvae we r e distinctly
different both day and night .

During the day. shad larvae were concent rated

at the 0 to 3 m level and densities declined with depth.

Drum larvae were

concentrated at th e 3 to 6 m level during the day. and be tween 6 m and 18 m
densities increased with depth .
I"aters at night

I..

Shad larvae

I..

ere concentrating in shallow

hile drum l arvae increased in abundance with depth.

These

distributional patterns tended to separate the two taxa in space and time .
Several factors could have inc luen ced th e vertical distribution of
drum l arvae .

Thermal stratification has been shown by Netsch et

at.

(1971)

and Edwards et al. (1977) to limit vertical distribution of clupeid larvae ,
but thermal strati fication did not occur in the study area .

It was unlikely

that hydraulic conditions concentrated drum larvae at the 3 to 6 m level
since this was not the case at night or for drum eggs at any time .
Swedberg and Walburg (1970) sugges ted that movements of juvenile drum
were associate d with changing food habits in Lewis and Cl ark Lake,
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~lissouri

River .

In order t o determine if feeding p atterns influenced

the vertical distribution of drum larvae in Nickajack Reservoir , visual

inspection of stomach and gut contents was made on all undamaged drum
larvae sufficiently developed to ingest food items.

Individuals we r e

simply described as " food present " or "emp t y" .

Stomach an d gut contents

of 2,092 drum larvae were recorded (Tab l e 1) .

No clear pattern of feeding

with respect to depth of capture was found, but apparent differences in
die I feeding were noted .

Of the larvae examined from day samp l es . 75 . 2

pe rcent had food present while 36 . 6 percent of drum guts from nigh t
samples had food present .

However, an apparent shift occurred on s uccessive

dates so that by the end of July, night feeding of drum had increased from
29 .1 percent to 60 percent , while daytime feeding decreased from 79 . 3
percent to 52 .9 percent dur ing t he same period .
The influence of feeding on vertical distributions is di f f icul t
to evaluate .

Clark and Pearson (in press) reported piscivory for very

small drum (3 to 5 mm SL) .
fro m eigh t

They examined the guts of 3 to 5 mm SL drum

locations for four river systems and found piscivory by drum

at all but one location .

Also, 27 . 3 percent of all 3 to 5 mm SL drum with

food in the gut contained larval fish .
they examined had empty guts .

Less than 12 percent of the larvae

A greater portion (48%) of empty gut s was

observed in the present study; however, Clark and Pearson (in press)
dissected individual guts while only vi sual inspection of i n tact lar vae
was made in this study .

Food items found in l arval drum from strat i fied

s amples included cladocerans , copepods, Leptodoka spp., and clupeid l arvae
(one occurrence) .

The distribution of young drum did not coincide with

that of small shad larvae and piscivo r y was rare, revealing that shad

,
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Table 1 .

Diurn al feeding of drum larvae from stratifie d s ampling 1n

upper Ni ckaj ack Reservoir, 1977 .
Percent
\\lith Food

nate

6/ 1/77

Percent

Number

Wi thout Food

Wi th Food

Number
Wi thou t Food

Night

79 . 3
29 .1

20 . 7
70 . 9

430
298

112
726

6/28 /77 Day
Night

68 . 4
70 . 0

31. 6
30.0

186
152

86
65

7/ 27/77 Day
Night

52.9
60 . 0

47.1
40 . 0

9
12

8

Ove rall Day
Night

75 . 2
36 .6

24 . 8
63 . 4

625
462

206
799

Day

8

l arvae Nere not an importan t prey i t ern fo r drwn durin g the summe r of 1977.
Comp arison of Samp lin g Methods

Clupeids :

Densities f rom stratified samples and Walker ' 5 (1975) work

I,'ere similar, ge nerally ranging between 10 0 and 600 per 1, 000 m3 (Fi gur e 5) .

Densities of shad larvae estimated from standard samples were higher,
ranging from 500 t o 1,500 per 1,000 m3 .

Densit i es found i n st ratifi ed

samples we r e lower than those from s tandard samples because stratified
samp les were taken a fte r most shad were spa\med .
Differences between seasonal dens ities report ed by Walker (1975)
and TVA t s standard s ampling methodology could be due to annua l diffe"r ences
in ab undance .

Howeve r. the slower sampling speed (0 . 6 mls vs . 1. 0 m/s)

used by Walker (1975) and the br id led ne t wi th smaller mouth area
2
2
(0 .1 96 m vs . 0 . 25 m ) probab l y res ul t ed in under estimates of l arval
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densities (Graser 1977) in his study .
Good agreement was found among distributions described by the three
samp lin g methodologies.

Exceptions were that night de nsities from the

standard samples had slightly highe r densi ties in the deep stratum than
in the shallow stratum, while the opposite

methodologies.

\>'a5

true for the other sampling

Also, within the shallow st ratum, night densities were

highe r than day densi ties for s tandard s ampling .
Drum :

Densities of drum larvae in stratified samples were hi gher than for

other sampl i ng methodo l ogies (Figure 6) . probably because stratified
sampl es were taken when drum l arvae were most abundant .

Lowest densities

were recorded by Wa l ker (1975).

Ni ght distributions found in 1977 by both strat i fied and s tandard
sampli ng follo\-.'ed a similar pattern of increasin g density with depth .
Walker (1975) showed a more uni f orm vertic a l di stribut ion.

\'fuile he

may have underestimated abundance because of limitations of ge ar type
and sampling technique , the goo d agreement found for the shad dat a
reveals that these limit a t i ons did not mask distributional patterns .

It

therefore seems likely th at the ni gh t di s t ribu tion o f drum larvae reported
by \\'alker (19 75 ) was likely near the true distribution;

.t. e..,

night drum

distributions in 1974 probably differed from those i n 1977 .
Day dis tribution of drum I arvae as described by the three sampling
metho ds i nitia lly appeared to be different.
revealed that they were actually consis t ent.

Close inspec ti on of t he data
Stratified samples and

Walker' s (1 975) data show a gradual increase in density with dep th.
However, the abrupt increase in abundance at the 3 to 6 m l evel, if present
in 1974 , was n ot iden tified by the constant - depth samp ling conducted th at
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year .

Dat a f rom standard samp l es in 1977 appe ar t o be t he oppos ite of

thos e foun d by Wal ke r ( 1975 ) • .i. e. ., hi gh es t densit ies i n sha ll owe r wa t e r s
v e r s u s h igh es t den si t ie s in de e per ....'ater.

HOI\'e ver , t he s e standard samp le s ,

taken i n the 5ha1101'" (0 t o 9 m) st r at um , we re app arent l y strong l y
infl uenced by the ab undance of l a rvae at th e 3 to 6 m l e vel .

Walke r ' s

( 1975 ) samples did not i nc l u de any p orti on of that st ratum .

Ev aluation of Sampling Scheme s
The discret e depth sampli ng me t hod used by Walke r ( 1975) and others
(Ne tsch e.:t aJ... 1971, Edlvards e..t a.L

1977, Tab e r 1969) provides a maximwn

of in f ormation f or the dept h t he ne t is tOI'i'ed since t he e n t ire samp l e

comes from t he s elec t ed s trat um .

If ich t hyop l ankt on distribution i s a

con t i nuum from lowest to hi ghe st density , a fe"r disc r e t e depth sampl es
may yi e l d a r eas onable estimate of th at dis t ribut ion .

The we akness of

disc r et e-dep t h sampl i ng is t he l oss of vertical i ntegra t i on .

Such

samp li ng may miss strata with high concen t ration s of larvae and thus
resul t in poor es t imates of abundan ce an d mi s interp r etat i ons of
dis t r ibut iona l patt erns .
The s tanda r d samp l ing conduc t ed on Nicka jack Reserv oir in 1977
ut i li zed a vert ically in tegrat ed samplin g desi gn wi th few st ra ta .

This

techn i que is u s ef ul for esti mat ing abund ance and requi res a mi nimal
numbe r of samp les.

Alth ough t he fu ll water column is sampled, s trat a of

gr eat est abundance may no t be ident i fied .
A hi ghly s trat ified desi gn emp loying ob lique samp li ng is the bes t
me t ho d of ob t ai ni ng prec ise ve rt ical dis tribution da t a whil e re taining the
advan t ages of full in t eg r ati on of th e wat e r column.

Unfo r tun ately , th e
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high ly stratified design requires more effort.

Workers will have to

weigh the advan t ages against the cost for individual studies, but ob l i que

samp les will almost a lways be preferable to an equa l number of discretedepth samp l es .
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BURBOT - LARVAL EVIOENCE FOR MORE THAN ONE
NORTH AMERICAN SPECIES

F

Darrel E. Snyder
Larval Fish Labora t ory
Department of Fishery and Wildlife Biology
Colorado State University
Fort Co l lins , Colorado 80523

ABSTRACT
H.u,tolL<cafty , the bUJtbot 06 Nom Amwca had been du clL<b,d "" moitt
than on' <lp'UU , but by the laUeA paM; 06 the 19th ceuUJtg aU,
.£ncl.udi.ng the EUJLa.6.£an bUJLbo.t, welLe ge.neJl.iLU.y .lLec.ognized a.6 one. c.iJtc.u.mpotaJt
hoiaJte,tU, opeuu . VWLing the i""t 6ew decadu , the bWlbot h"" been
c.On.6.ideJted by &ome a.u.tho1!J..:t<.u t.o e.wt a.& thAee. .6ub&pecie.6: Lota. Iota. toto.
bt EW!.Mia., L. .t. teytLvta. .£n e.a.6 tvm S,i.bvUQ. and no4thwu.t.eJmfJMt"'fi:1iiJeJUCil,
and L. L lac;.u,:[w : maculooal ~n centl!.al and nom,,,,,tvm Nom Amwca .
HowevVt-;- the. moJte. /LtC-tnt tUVUttWLe .6uggu.t6 .that Jte.cogn..<..U.on 06 thue
oubopeuu mlllj be WWJtWtanted. Moot oyottm<tti.c Woltk to date h"" been
JtuWcte.d to a.duU 601Un6 , bid: we. have. cilLama.tic evidenc.e ba.6ed Olt bWtbot
laAvae that, ,uah 6UJttkeA 6wdy, m~ltt lead to the ittcog nM:.Con 06 mOlle
than one. .6pe.c.iu , all. .0 ub&pe.ue.6 , bu.:t not c.oMe6ponding :to the. a.6oJteme.n.t..Wne.d
oubopeu6~c du~gnaUoM.
TheAe appeaJt to be .iJ<!0 d.ihtmct laJtval 60_.
One .u, well. p~gmented w.Uh meianopho"'" even "" a lat, tmbltyo and appeaM
to be en",""n to both Ewwpe and Nom Amwca . The otheA .u, w.i.thout any
meianophOlte p~gm,uatWn dWLing the pltOtolllltval ph""" except 601t the eyu
and doJr.6al .UJt6ac, 06 the MIt bladdeA , and app'aJr.6 to be /tuwcted to the
ioweJt Glteat laku and thUl<. wbutwu .

INTRODUCTION

Lota leta. , commonly known as the burbot , li ng, l ush, l ake l awyer,
metling, dogfish , eelpout , mother-of- ee l s, etc. , is the on l y freshwater
member of the Gadidae or cod family (Figure 1).

I t is a circumpo l ar

holarctic species typically inhabiting the depths of lakes and coo l er
rivers and streams .

In North America it is found as far south as t he

20S

Figure 1 . Lata .tota adult , 510 mm TL from Lake Opeonge, Ontario .
from Scott and Crossman 1973 , page 641.

Re pr oduce d
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~1i5S0uri

and Ohio River sys t ems.

The species can be characte ri zed as a

re l ative l y large, negat ive ly phototropic, piscivorous carnivore .

It is

valued by many, when caugh t durin g the winter or in cold waters , for its
firm, white, delicately flavored flesh (simi lar to lobster when boi led) ,
and for the ex cept i onally rich Vitamin A and D conten t of its liver oil .
(Baxter and Si mon 1970 , Clay 1975 , Eddy and Underhill 1974, Hubbs and
Lagler 1958), Lindsey 1956 , La-ehai 1969, McPhail and Lindsey 1970,
Moore 1917, Pfli eger 1975, and Scott and Cros sman 1973) .

The burhot i s most frequently reported to spawn at twilight or during
t he nigh t from J anuar y to mi d-April i n the shall ows of lakes . usually ·
under i ce, and t o a lesser extent i n streams .
spal'ffi in th e depth s of lak es.

I t is also s us pected to

The f ish have been observed to spawn as

individual pairs bu t more frequen tl y i n large, rel ati vely dense , spawnin g
aggregations, and occasionally in a very comp act "withering ball " of about
a dozen f i sh.

Dur i ng t he spawn in g s e as on large females may, based on

fec undity studies , scatter more than a million eggs over grave l or sand
subs t r ates .

Th e eggs are semibuoyant, clear with a large oil globule , and,

wh en water hard ened, typically measure 0 . 9 to 1.3 mm in diamete r, with a
wi th a reported r ange of 0 .8 to 1.9 mm or more.

In cubation re quires about

fou r to s i x weeks at 6 to 2 C (Sailey 1972, Baxter and Simon 1970, Bjorn
1939, Br eder and Ros en 1966, Cahn 1936 , Fabricius 1954 , Hewson 1955 , Lo -Cha i
1969 , McCrimmon 1959 . McPhail and Linds ey 1970. Miller 1970, Pri nce and
Ha 1kett 1906, and Scot t and Crossman 1973) .
The youn g hatch as proto larvae (Snyde r 1976) at about 3 to 4 mm
total l ength CTL) and transform to th e meso larval phase at about 8 to 9 mm
TL .

Proto1arvae and early meso1arvae are mos t r eadi ly identified by a

large myomere count of about 55 to 65, 14 to 21 of which are preanal, and

,
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a ventral finfold that continues unbroken bel ow the vent region (F igures

2,3 , and 5).

The ear l ier stages typic a lly carry a larg e oil globule with

th e yolk, while later stages exhibit pelvic buds bel ow or anterior to the

pecto r al f ins and a bulky coil in the gut.

Later mesolarvae, metalarvae

and juveniles can be eas ily di s tingui sh ed by a single medi um chin barbe l,
a short first dorsal fin, lon g second dors al and anal fi ns (over 60 rays
each) which extend onto th e caudal peduncl e, an d a proterocercal
(diphycercal) caudal fin (Figure 4) .
Historica l ly , the bUTbot has been described as more th an one spe cies.

LeSueur in 1817 de scribed what he bel ieved to be two species of burhot
from the Conne cticut River in Massachusetts .

These were s imil ar to but

considered di stinc t from the European species.

Ad dit i onal descriptions

and species de signation s followed but in 1862 Gun the r concluded that all.
includi ng Old and New Wo rl d forms, were indee d but one universal species.
Thereaft er it was gen erally a ccepted that only one species inhabited
North America .

Bu t , since the American burhot diffe rs in vertebra counts

and pr edorsal lengths, not all ichthyo logists agreed that the burho t should
be considered one hol arct i c spec i es .

This difference of opinion was

sustained we l l into the 20th century (Fi sh 1930) ,

In 194 1, Hubbs and

Schultz , though re cogniz ing one species, de sc ribe d and designat e d thre e
subspecies : Lata

£ot~

lata of Eur asia, L. i .

America and eastern Siberia, and L. i .

maculo4~

1952) of centr a l and eas tern Nort h America .
designations .

iept~

of northw es t ern North

(L. i .

iaCUh~ ,

Speirs

Lo-Chai (1969) agreed with the

Differ entiati on was bas ed on the shape of the caudal pedunc l e ,

predo r sal leng th, and various meristic values.

However, since these

charact ers appear to be clina1 with re lati ve l y broad areas of integradation,
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Berg (1949) and Pivnicka (1970) considered L.

t. ieptuAa as a f orm of

L. i . iota and Lindsey (1956), Lawler (1963) , McPhail and Lindsey (1970),
and Sco tt and Crossman (1973) considered recogni tion of any subspecies
unwarranted without more intens ive taxonomi c study .

LARVAL EVIDENCE
Most systematic work to dat e has been re st rict e d to the adult forms .

But we hav e dramatic evidence based on burbot eggs and larvae . that , with
f urth er s tudy, might lead again to the recognition of more than one species ,
or at least subspecies, but not corresponding to the aforementioned
subspecific des i gna ti ons .

Fi sh (1930 ) recognized and pointed out the

potential si gnifi cance of th is larval evidence, but the ev idence seems
to have been ignored.

Sbe found that th e melanophore pigmentation of the

eggs and larvae of the Europ ean burbot. as described by Sundev a11 (185 5)
and Ehrenbaum (19 11 ), differed markedly from t ha t of the American form.
The late emb ryos and recent l y hatched proto la rv ae of the European burhot
were de sc ribed and illust rated as havi ng considerab l e pigmentation along
the dorsal surfac e of the head and body, over the dorsal surface of the
gut, and on the lat eral and ven tral surfaces i n the stomach or yo lk region
(Figure 2) .

Sub sequent descriptions and illustrations of European

proto larvae an d meso larvae by No rdqvi st (191 5) and Kasansky (1928) were
similar but in cluded addi tional pigmentation along the mid-ventral surface
posterior to the vent .

In contras t to the Eu ropean larvae, Fish (1929 ,

1930 and 1932 ) found burhot protolarvae f rom Lake Erie to be totally without
me lanophore pigmentation except i n the eyes and, i n l ate r proto larvae.
over the air bladder (Figure 3).

The only additional melanophores on a
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lota. io-ta protolarva, 5 mm TL from Europe .
Eh renb aum ]909 , Figu re 98 , page 274 .
Figure 2 .

Repro duced f rom
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Lata iota protolarva, 3 ,5 (A), 4.5 (8) , 6 . 0 (C) , an d 6 . 8 mm TL

(D) from Lake Eri e.
393 an d 394 .

Reproduced from Fi sh 1932 , Figures 138-14] . pages
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10 .9

mm

total length (TL) mes olar va we re found on top of the head, fOl l owed

by barely

disce~able

subsurface pigmentation over the anterior portion

of the notochord, and possibly continuing for its entire l ength (Figure 4) .
Melanophore pigmentation was considerable ove r the dorsal and l ateral
surfaces of 14 - and 19-mm TL specimen s, but Fis h neither described nor
illustrated pigmentation on the ventra -late ra l and ventral s urfaces.
The ventral su rface of a 30.S-mm TL s pec imen remained tTunmarked excep t
for a doubl e series of about 20 ch romatophores along the base of the anal
fin . "

Fi sh apparently assumed that the numerous Lake Erie specimens she

examined were r epresentat ive of the early developmental s tage s of al l
American burbot.

This is not the case.

Other bio l ogists working with larvae of th e American bur bot have
either ignor ed pi gmentation or failed to note it in published form.

Faber

(1967 and 1970) and Cl ady (1976) published on the distribution of burbot
larvae in Wisconsin Lakes, Lake Huron and One ida Lake , res pecti vely . but
neither described the larvae or men tioned pi gment ation.

Mi lle r (1970)

noted that burbot larvae he collected in Wyoming were comparable to thos e
described by Fi sh from Lake Erie, but in a personal communication to me,
he related that he failed to mention pigmentation an d that melanoph ore
distribution was similar to th at il lust r ated in Figure 5 .

Grant Hagen

provided several photographs of burbot eggs and larvae in 1952 i n an
unpublished . report to the Wyomin g Game and Fish Commission, "Ling hat ch ing
experiment, Cokevil l e."

All were pigmented in a manner similar to that

il lust rat ed in Figure 5.
During the p as t few years, I have had an opportunity to examine cu1te r ed
burbot embryos and protolarvae from Wyoming and collected protol arvae and
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A

B

c

Figure 4 . Lota lata me solarvae , 10.9 (A) and 14 mm TL (8) , an d met a l arva (?) ,
19 mm TL ee) f rom Lake Erie . Repr oduced f r om Fish 1932 , Fi gur es 142-144,
page s 395 and 396.
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,

Figure 5 .

Lata lota protolarva, 4.7 mm TL from Mississippi Ri ver, Minnesota .
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meso larvae from the Missouri River in North Dakota , Mississippi River in
Minnesota, Chippewa River in Wisconsin, Genessee River and Oneida Lake in
New York, and Lakes Superior, Michigan, Erie, and Ontario.

or

these, only

a protolarva from the Lake Ontario t ributary, the Genessee River, was of
the unpigmented form described by Fish .

All others were pigmented with

most approximating the form of the upper r.1ississippi River proto larva

illustrated in Figure 5 and described for the European burhot by Nordqvist
(1915) and Kasansky (1928) .

Some exhibited reduced pigmentation on the

ventral surface posterior to the vent, approaching the condition described
and illustra ted by Ehrenbaum (1905) (Figure 2).

Pigmentation on recently

collected specimens f rom Lake Erie lias generally reduced to a state somewhat
intermediate to t he typical pigmented and unpigmented forms.
CONCLUSIONS
It

burbot.

appears that there are at least two distinct larval forms of
One form is well pigmented, even as a late embryo , and appears

to be common in Europe and North America (I have not yet seen larvae or
descriptions of burbot from northwestern North America or the Soviet Union).
The other form remains essentially unpigmented until well into the
mesolarval phase and has been observed thus far only in Lake Erie and the
Genessee Rive r (tributary to Lake Ontario) .

Specimens recently collec t ed

in Lake Erie are somewhat intermediate .
Do the two extreme forms represent distinct spec i es or subspecies?
Are the recently collected "intermediate" specimens from Lake Erie a
variation of the unpigmented form described for the Lake Erie burbot by
Fish (1930)?

Or do they represent hybridization between the two forms

•
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and/or the near loss of the unpigmented form?

Is the unpigmented form,

apparently common throughout .Lake Erie half a century ago, approaching
extinc t ion due to man's activities, as is (o r was) the case for the blue
pike (Stizo6tedio~ v~eum giaucum)?

Or do we simply have one species which exhibits unpre cendented
variation in embryonic and larval pigmentation?

The l arvae of the burbot's

many marine relatives are often distinguished by relat ively subtle
differences in pigmentation (Hardy 1978) .
To answer the above questions, and othe rs, it will be necessary to

examine many more larvae from throughout North America, Europe, and
northern As ia, to study in detail other larva l characters, and to try to
correlate differences in the larvae with differences in

~he

adults.

Emphas is on the systematics of the burbot should focus immediately on
bo th the adults and larvae in the Great Lakes region of North America.
If there are two distinct genetic forms and one is restricted to the lower
Grea t Lakes, we may lose the latter form to man - caused extinction before
we know it exists.
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ADDENDUM
At the end of this paper is a special form entitled
burbot.

"Lota. .tota,

Contributed notes on early developmental stages."

I am

maintaining a file of these lInotes" on larvae from all locations.

Individuals who have collected burbot larvae and wish to contribute their

observations should make photocopies of the blank form and supply as much
of the reques ted information as possible .

The sources of all information

ased in publications wil l of course be duly acknowledged.
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Larval Fish Laboratory

Lota Iota, Burbot

Colorado State University

Contributed notes on
early developmental stages

Ft. Collins, Colorado 80523

Please print clearly and use a separate photocopy of this form for each developmental
phase (Snyder 1976) and/or general location .
Specimen Data

Developmental
Number:

Phase :.=c~c-____________c=~"

Size Range: ____________-'mm TL

If time permits, any of the following information for one or more specimens would be

Collection Data
State : ~~~~_____

County: ___________
Body of water :__________________________
Specific location :_____________________

appreciated.

Lengths (mm)

Distribution within study area :_______

Total

Standard
Snout (Sn)* to Eye*
Sn* to Pe ctoral bud or fin*
Sn' to Pelvic bud or fin*
Sn* to Dorsal finfold*
Sn* to Dorsal fin*
Sn* to Preanal finfold*
Sn* to Air bladder*

Dates :7C=c~~~~~-------------------Water temperatures: __________-"________

Sn;'( to Vent'
Eye

Yolk
Oil Globule
Pectoral bud or fin
Pelvic bud or f in
Body Depths (mm)
Posterior margin of eye"
Posterior margin of vent"
Myomeres
Pr eanal (as per Siefert '69)
Postanal

•

/.

, L.
""',

*origin or ant erior margin .
'posterior margin.
"jus t posterior to, excluding finfold or fin .
(Place any additional notes on reverse side . )
Illust . typical pigmentat ion by completing
the generalized drawings regardless of
developmental stage. Atypical pigmentation
should be illustrated on separate forms .
Contributor (Name, affiliation, address and phone) :___________________________________

Specimens available for study via loan (___ ) or donation (___).
Mail form(s) to above address c/o Darrel E. Snyder . Sources of data or specimens
used for publication will be duly acknowledged .

•
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LARVAL FISH WORKSHOP AGENDA
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green. Kentucky
February 20-21, 1979
Tuesday. February 20, 1979
8:30 a.m.

Schneider Hall -- Welcome

Robert D. Hoyt
Western Kentucky University

OboVLva-tioM on .the LlVtva.t Eco!ogy 06 .the SmaUmouth Bu66a.to .
Robert D. Hoyt, Gary J. Overmann, and Greg A. Kindschi
Department of Biology

Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101

Tdea-ti Mca-tion 06 LlVtva.t Sun6-i4hu ICen.tJtaJtc.h.i.dcte:Ef.iJAMm.Cdae) 6Jwm
So u.thvm Lau.£.6-i.a.na.
John V. Conner

Schoo l of Forestry and Wi ld life Management
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803

Darrel E. Snyder
Larval Fish Laboratory

Department of Fishery and Wildlife Biology
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523
10 :00 a . m.

Coffee Break

10:30 a.m.

James M. Baker

Tennessee Valley Authority
F. F. &

w.

D.

Norris. Tennessee

37828
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MiUe4i.a,{'h

6M a VeMJUptiO" 06 Lake ChubMckVt, {EtWnyzo" oueuta) , LalLvae.
Lee A. Fuiman
Department of Biology
Lmiversity of Mississippi
University, Mississippi 38677

Vevai'.opmmt a 6 the Young 06 the Cllecl, Chub, SI!Jnotitu!'> atJtomaCU£iUU!.>.
Vincent R. Kranz
NUS Corporation
North Central Operations
236 South Main Street
Stillwater, /-linnesota

Kenneth N. Mueller

Northern States PONer Co .
Prairie Island Environmental

Susan C. Douglas
215 Charles Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
12:00

Laboratory
Welch, Minnesota 55089

550R2

15210

Lunch

1 :15 p.m .

Spalio- Tempollai'. V.i-6WbutiOM 06 Ci'.upiUd LalLvae -C" BiVtktey RMVtvo"-".
Lee F. Graser

Tennessee Valley Authority
F. F. & \,/ , D.
Norris, Tennessee

37828

NotM 0" the LalLvai'. Une H.i-6tMY 06 F.i-6hM
,tn. Ken:tu..c.k.y .

~"

a SmaU Ftood CorttMt Lake

Greg A. Kindschi, Robe rt D. Hoyt, and Gary J. Overrnann
Department of Biology
Western Kentucky University
BOlding Green, Kentucky 42101

Te.mpo/U1t and Spa.tJ..a.£ VaJUaUort6 ,tn. Abun.danc.e. and Spe.uu, Comp0.6Won 06
LMVai. F-i..6hu ,tn Cen..te.n H«.£ Ru,Vl.vo-ilt, Te.nne..6.6e.e..
Richard A. Krause and Mike J. Van Den Avyle
Tennessee Cooperative Fishery Research Unit
Tennessee Technological University
Cookeville, Tennessee 38501

,
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3:00 p.m.

Break

3:30 p.m.

vVt.tCca£ V.i.6tJLi.bution 06 IchthyoptaniUon

Te.nnM.6e.e.

.w

UPPVL N.i.c.ko.jack ReUJLvo.w,

Jack D. Tuberville
Tennessee Valley Authority
F. F. & W. D.
Norris, Tennessee 37828
BWlbot - LMVa£ Ev.i.dence 6M MMe Than One Nom AmeJL.i.can Spec.i.u.
Darrel E. Snyder
Larval Fish Laboratory
Department of Fishery and Wildlife Biology
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523

(FOLLOWING PRESENTATIONS NOT INCLUVEV IN PROCEEVINGS)!!!
Eva£uxt.i.on 06 GeM llied by Vuke PoweJe Company to CoUect IchthyoptaniUon.
Donald Cloutman
Duke Power Company
Environmental Laboratories
Huntersville , North Carolina
5 :00

28078

Evening Meal

7:30 p .m.

I ckthyoptaniUon I nvut.i.ga..ti.oYll> .w the Chuap,,","e Bay Reg.i.on.
Joe Mihursky

Center for Environmental and Estuarine Studies
Chesapeake Biological Laboratory
Solomons, Maryland 20688
8 : 30 p.m.

Ope.n V.i.oc.U6.61on .

•
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Wednesday. February 21. 1979

,

Schneider Hall
8 :30 a.m.

,

Update on F-iMt Ye£Ul. '. Aai.v,u;.eh 00 TVA'. Reg.umal LiVl.val Ftih
r dentiMca.t£on and r noolUllation CentVL,
Bob Wallus
Tennessee Valley Authority
F , F. & IL D.
Norris. Tennessee 37828

The E• .tabLWhment 06 the LabolUttoltij OM the rdentiMca.t£on and Study
06 NolLth Ame4Cca'. FltehhwatVL LiVl.val Ftiheh, COiOMdo State Un£v",,-Uy .

Darre l E. Snyder
Larval Fish Laboratory
Departmen t of Fishery and Wildlife Biology
Colorado State University
Fort Collins . Colorado 80523
Fti h LiVl.vae StwUeh at the GILea.t Lakeh ReheMch V.i.vti,wn , Un£v",,-Uy 00
IM.ch.i.gan, 1973 thMugh 1978 and the CUJlJtent Statu. 00 the GlLeat Lakeh
Reg.i.onal LiVl.vae Coiieai.on IGLRFLC).
John Dorr and David Jude
Great Lakes Research Division
University of Michigan
Institute of Science and Techno logy Building
Ann Arbor , Michigan 48105
10 :00 a.m .

Coffee Break

10:30 a.m.
Snell Hall
Labo~ony

12,00

Specimen Examination
Lunch

1 :15 p.m.

LaboM.toItij SpeUmen Exami.na.t.i.on
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